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LARGE MOMENTUM TRANSFER NEUTRON PICKUP

WITH THE (Tr+,p) AND ?,d) REACTIONS

by

Gregory Richard Smith

ABSTRACT

The (p,d) reaction has been studied for the

first time at 800 MeV on seven targets ranging from

7 40Li to Ca. The experimental resolution (-400 keV)

attained was sufficient to observe many discrete

levels in each of the residual nuclei. A modified

version of the one-nucleon model successfully des-

cribes the magnitude and angular dependence of almost

all of the transitions observed. A .specific counter

example to the two-nucleon model of the reaction

mechanism is suggested. The calculations are also

sensitive to the neutron single particle wavefunction,

in accordance with the expectation that the high

momentum components of this wavefunction are probed

at higher bombarding energies. States which have

never been seen before were strongly populated in the

high excitation region (up to 25 MeV) of some of the

residual nuclei. The relative intensities of the

other levels observed suggest that coupled channels

xix



mechanisms play an important role for some of these

states. Explicit calculations have been performed to

confirm this for several examples.

The first high resolution measurements of the

(7r , p) reaction have also been performed on Li, Li,

12 13

C and C at pion bombarding energies on and off the

pion-nucleon resonance. Calculations employing a one-

nucleon model of the reaction mechanism similar to the

model successfully used for the (p,d) reaction are

unable to account for transitions in the (TT ,p) reac-

tion. It iss however, unclear whether this failure is

due to a fundcjnental inadequacy of the model or

improper treatment of details in the calculations. A

striking similarity has been observed in the spectra

of the (TT ,p) and 800 MeV (p,d) reactions on the same

target, implying a similar mechanism for the two

reactions.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The advent of accelerators (such as LAMPF)

which provide intermediate energy beams of protons

and pions, coupled with the existence of spectrometers

(such as HRS and EPICS) with sufficient resolution

(~100 JceV) to resolve discrete nuclear levels, opens

the door to an exciting new realm of nuclear physics.

The shorter wavelengths of the proton probe (for

example, an 800 MeV proton has a De Broglie wavelength

of only 0.85 fm as opposed to 5.5 fin for a 30 MeV proton,

in a medium where the average distance between

nucleons is about 1.8 fm) has nourished the hope that

new features of the nuclear system may be discovered

and explored at intermediate energies. The bulk of

the experimental data taken to date with intermediate

energy projectiles has been focused on elastic and

inelastic scattering to collective states—measure-

ments which are mainly sensitive to the gross features

of the nuclear density. More advantageous use of

the short wavelengths of intermediate energy project-

iles may be found in rearrangement reactions such as

neutron pick-up, which sample the wavefunction of a

single nucleon. In addition, reactions such as (p,d)



at intermediate energies require extremely large

(linear) momentum transfers q = jp - PJ|» which must

be supplied by the nucleus. These large momentum

transfers therefore provide a means of sampling the

high momentum components of the nucleus in the here-

tofore inaccessible region of momentum transfer

q ~ 2 fin - 5 fin . Large momentum transfers may

indeed be achieved in low energy neutron pick-up

reactions such as (He,a) by increasing the scattering

angle. However, the effects of distortion of the

projectile and ejectile cloud the picture presented by

these reactions, and these distortion effects

increase in severity as the scattering angle is

increased. Thus, in spite of the rapidly falling

cross sections associated with increased projectile

energy, the intermediate energy (800 MeV) (p,d) reac-

tion may prove to be a most fruitful tool with which

to study large momentum transfer neutron pickup.

One reason for studying the (p,d) reaction at

intermediate energies is based on an assumption which

seems to be valid at lower energies, namely, that the

reaction probes neutron single particle wavefunctions.

In particular, as the energy increases, higher momen-

tum components of these wavefunctions assume increas-

ing importance. Figure 1.1 shows the Fourier trans-

form of the neutron bound state wavefunction,



Fig. 1.1 Fourier transform of the p3/2 neutron bound
state wave function used in the analysis of

the C(p,d) C reaction, plotted as a
function of the momentum transfer q. Also
shown are the regions of q sampled by the

C(p,d) C reaction at various bombarding
energies.
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plotted as a function of momentum q. Also shown in

this figure are the regions of momentum transfer

12 1 1

sampled by the C(p,d) C reaction at several bombard-

ing energies. The 800 MeV C(p,d) C reaction clearly

samples $(q) at much higher q than the lower energy

reactions. Any information one can obtain about these

high q components is of considerable interest since

that is where the details oi the wavefunction are to

be found. (The shell model quantum numbers and the

nuclear radius are generally sufficient to determine

<4{q) up to ~1.5 fm .)

The extraction of such information from 800 MeV

(p,d) data depends on having a quantitative model of

the reaction mechanism, whether it be the low energy

model or something else.

Other features of interest may be accessible

with the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction. For instance, new

classes of final states might be excited at these

larger momentum transfers. High spin states are

expected to be preferentially populated because of

the large momentum transfer, revealing, perhaps, new

spectroscopic information. However, such spectro-

scopic information can only be obtained after the

reaction mechanism is understood. This is another

reason why major effort to understand the mechanism

of neutron pick-up by the (p,d) reaction at 800 MeV is



warranted. This understanding is most easily gained

by analysis of data for which the nuclear structure

aspects of the reaction process are well known. These

test cases should span a wide range in mass number, to

reveal any systematic effects in the A-dependence of

the reaction. Furthermore, they should have been

extensively studied with the low energy (p,d) reac-

tion. Many such low energy reaction studies are

available in the literature.

The (v ,p) reaction, in as much as it results

in the removal of a single nucleon from a target

nucleus, should be related to the intermediate energy

(p,d) reaction. The comparable (large) asymptotic

momentum transfers for the two reactions give some

reason to expect considerable similarity between the

two. If similarity can be established experimentally,

for example by looking at results on the same targets,

then it can possibly be exploited to help in under-

standing both the (p,d) and the (poorly understood)

(•n ,p) reaction mechanisms. Once that is accomplished

the two reactions might then be utilized as nuclear

structure probes.

Data presented in this dissertation will estab-

lish a qualitative similarity between the (p,d) and

(ir+,p) reactions. Both will be seen to excite nuclea

levels unseen in low energy neutron pickup reactions.



The analysis of the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction presented

here will show that nearly all the observed transi-

tions to well known levels can be quantitatively

explained using a somewhat refined version of the

reaction model generally applied to the low energy

(p,d) reaction, h similar model will be seen to be

unable to account for similar transitions in the

(IT ,p) reaction, although it is unclear whether the

failure is due to a fundamental inappropriateness of

the model or improper treatment of details in the

calculations.

The thesis is organized so as to present the

theoretical development of the reaction models first,

followed by a description of the experimental tech-

niques and a presentation of the data themselves.

Finally the data are compared with the theoretical

prediction:; and conclusions and a summary are

presented.



CHAPTER II

DWBA THEORY AND CALCULATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to develop the

theoretical framework of the distorted wave Born

approximation (DWBA) which will be tested in a new

regime by comparison to 800 MeV (p,d) data on a variety

of nuclei. At lower bombarding energies (<100 MeV)

the dominant mechanism for the (p,d) reaction is well

understood: the incident proton encounters a target

consisting of a core and a neutron bound in a shell-

model orbital. The proton picks up the neutron, form-

ing a deuteron, and leaves the residual (core) nucleus

in one of its allowed states depending on the parti-

cular shell-model orbital of the picked-up neutron.

Using this description (the one nucleon model or ONM)

many features of nuclear structure have been investi-

gated, such as single-particle quantum numbers and

parentage of nuclear levels.

At higher bombarding energies like 800 MeV,

however, this simple description may be questioned

(Kal+ 78), (RSS 78), (CW 69). For example, real pion

degrees of freedom are possible and may be of import-

ance. Consequently, the ONM will be tested in this

energy regime for cases where the nuclear structure is



well understood. In this way, the reaction mechanism

and single nucleon DWBA treatment may be tested.

The ONM is typically represented schematically

by a diagram such as that shown in Fig. 2.1. In

this picture, the upper-left line represents the

incoming proton, the lower-left lines represent the

target nucleons. The outgoing deuteron is drawn as

the two lines in the upper right, the residual nucleus

is depicted by the lines on the lower right, and the

picked-up neutron by the transverse line. The upper

vertex connecting the proton, deuteron, and picked-up

neutron contains information relevant to the reaction

mechanism. The lower vertex contains the nuclear

structure information. The wavy lines represent the

general (non-rearrangement) interaction of the

projectile (ejectile) with the target (residual)

nucleus before (after) the neutron pick-up process.

The consequence of such an interaction is referred to

as distortion. The following section will develop the

content of this diagram in detail.

This chapter, then, will first present the

formalism of the DWBA and discuss the limits of its

validity. Next, the distortion is accounted for using

an optical potential (see Sects. 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7)

which may (or may not) be constrained to fit elastic

scattering data. Finally, relevant extensions and



ONM

A-1

Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of the One Nucleon Model, as
explained in the text.



modifications of the standard DWBA treatment will be

discussed, and the sensitivity of the results to

parameters of the theory will be investigated. The

predictions of this theory will be compared to data in

Chapter VI, and Chapter VIII will summarize the con-

clusions,

PART A: Theory of the DWBA

2.1 Formalism

The theory which will be discussed in this

chapter will be relevant to the A(p,d)B reaction at

800 MeV. In this notation, the target nucleus (A)

consists of a neutron (n) bound to a core (B). The

deuteron (d) consists of a neutron (n) and proton (p)

bound by 2.22 MeV. The Schroedinger equation for the

complete system is

= E>r ; (2.i.i)
u a

where ¥ is the total wavefunction for the system

with outgoing (+) wave boundary conditions. These

boundary conditions specify that an incoming plane-

wave is present in the p + A (or a) partition and that

outgoing spherical waves are present asymptotically

in all other partitions. The Hamiltonian is

H = (Ht = H a + Ta + Va) = (Hf = H6 + T6 + Vg) (2.1.2)
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Here H Q represents the internal Hamiltonian in parti-ta

tion Bf and has associated with it a product eigen-

function

which satisfies

where Eo = E, + E_.

In the following, the displacement variable ro denotes
p

the separation of the centers of mass of B and d. The

variable r is similarly defined. Internal coordi-

nates will be denoted by XR
 o r X • Fig. 2.1.1 summar-

izes the definitions of the coordinates involved. The

development which follows uses non-relativistic kine-

matics—a relativistic generalization will be pre-

sented later.

Now the total energy of the system may be

expressed as

.2. 2
h k

E. + -^—£• (2.1.5)
6 2yg

where yo is the reduced mass and hk. is the relative
P P

momentum in partition B- The wavefunction ip of rela-
P

tive motion in partition B may now be introduced by

taking the overlap between the total wavefunction ¥

12



PRIOR

A

ENTRANCE CHANNEL

POST

O
6

EXIT CHANNEL

REACTION COORDINATES

Fig. 2.1.1 Reaction coordinate definitions and labels
for the constituents of the (p,d) reaction.
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and the internal wavefunction

(2.1.6)
P p • «

The integration in the bracket notation will be

assumed to be over internal coordinates only unless

otherwise stated. After multiplication from the left

by 4>o and integration over |. , Eq. (2.1.1) becomes
P P

where

2 2

eo = E - Eo = B. (2.1.8)

With the identification of

-2 ?

Tft = =2- 7?* (2.1.9)

Eq. (2.1.7) takes the form of the inhomogeneous

Helmholtz wave equation (Jac 62),

This well-known equation may be solved with the

Green's function (Jac 62), (Aus 70)

14



G(rft , r') = — £ 2 (2.1.11)

where

, ri) = -6(r" - r') (2.1.12)

The asymptotic solution of (2.1.10) may then be

expressed in the limit ro >> r' as (Aus 70)
P P

(2.1.13)

where the integration now includes r' as well as %n.
P P

Another expression for the asymptotic form of ty may
P

be obtained by invoking the boundary conditions of the

problem discussed following Eq. (2.1.1),

B

In this expression, the amount of incident flux scat-

tered into partition B is modulated by the scattering

amplitude f(k , r o ) , from which all observablesct P

(cross-sections, polarizations, etc.) are obtained.

The scattering amplitude depends upon the incident

•*• "momentum k , as well as the scattering angle r . An
a p1

15



exact expression for f(k , r ) may be obtained by a
ex p

d i r e c t comparison of t he two asympto t ic formulae for

ii>a , Eqs. (2 .1 .13) and ( 2 . 1 . 1 4 ) , y i e l d i n g

a
, r . ) = — ^ <4>Re1 S r 6 | V R | ^ + ) > (2 .1 .15)

6 2 6 6 a

The transition amplitude T o is introduced to simplify

algebraically the scattering amplitude, viz.,

' V (2.1.16a)

ik -r' . .
B B|Vfl|*

t + '> (2.1.16b)

This form of the transition amplitude contains the

interaction Vo with a total scattering solution f

containing the plane wave

ik" »r
a ae

as a boundary condition. This is referred to as the

"post" form of T g. An equivalent form of T . is

obtained by using yi , giving
P

Ta8 = < ^ " ) | V a l e a a V (2*1

This is referred to as the "prior" form. The choice

of which form to use is generally dictated by

16



convenience, as will be discussed below.

The explicit form of V or V. must now be

examined. In analogy with (2.1.2),

V = H - T - H (2.1.18)
a a a

The Hamiltonian H describing the internal motion in

the p + A partition is simply

= H B + Vn,B + Tn,B

The entire system is described by the Hamiltonian

H - HB + Tn,B + TP,A + Vn,B + VP,B + VP,n

(2.1.20)

which requires

Va = VP,B + VPn

The form of T may be altered by the introduc-

tion of a potential U. which is arbitrary apart from

the stipulation that it depend only on the channel

displacement variable r. (and hence cannot introduce

rearrangement in channel i). Using the Gell-Mann,

Goldberger transformation (GG 53), (Aus 70), (Mes 63),

we can write

17



( p O S t ) (2.1.22b)

where the distorted waves x- satisfy

= EiXi (2.1.23)

with incoming wave boundary conditions. The

distorted wave x- i-s observed to reduce to the plane-

wave eigenfunction exp(iJc. -r^) in the lijnit U. •*• 0.

The utility of this form of T - is that the effects of

the nuclear distortion can be approximated by the

potentials U. as will be discussed in detail below.

The exact expressions (2.1.22) for T are not

useful since the total wavefunction f. cannot be
i

calculated. However, an approximate expression which

is numerically tractable is obtained by expanding the

exact wavefunction f. in a distorted wave series.

Formally, this may be accomplished by substituting for

4^ the formal solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-

tion (Sto+ 6 7),

(2.1.24)

The distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) consists

of using the first term above so that (Tob 61), (Aus

70)

18



< y ' " ; I = <xl~' 4>g| ( 2 . 1 . 2 5 )

which g i v e s

VPB " UPAIXp
+)*p*A> (2.1.26)

in the prior form, where the bound state wavefunctions

have been explicitly identified. This expression can

be further simplified by choosing the potential U p A so

as to cancel as completely as possible VpB. This gives

DWBAthe standard form of T for the A(p,d)B reaction:
ctp

The utility of choosing the prior foi of the transi-

tion amplitude is now readily seen. First, the V

interaction can be approximated in zero range (as

discussed in Sect. 2.3) which considerably simplifies

(by one less three dimensional integration) expression

(2.1.27). Additionally, in the post form the transi-

tion amplitude involves

V6 " U8 = VnB + V P B ' U8 (2.1.28)

The simplest approximation for Uo in (2.1.28) would
P

make the transition amplitude vanish.

Implicit in Eq. (2.1.27) are two assumptions,

namely (Sto+ 6 7)
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and

|VpB - Ua|| = 0 (2.1.29a)

IVPB + VnB " U B N
 s 0 (2.1.29b)

which come from (2.1.24) and (2.1.26), respectively.

Aside from the minor restrictions mentioned above, the

potentials U. are arbitrary. Hence they could be

chosen so as to satisfy these conditions and thereby

maximize the accuracy of the DWBA. The physical basis

for the choice of the U.'s will be addressed in detail

in Sects. 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7.

Introducing the coordinates explicitly, the

transition amplitude may now be written

= ^"' (W*B(V*d<?Pn> IVP

kp,rp)> (2.1.30)

where the coordinates are those of Fig. 2.1.1.

The next step in the evaluation of the transi-

tion amplitude is to integrate over the internal coor-

dinates of the target and residual nuclei. In

(2.1.30) the internal coordinates £. of the target

wavefunction <}> have been broken up into two parts.

Coordinates | B represent the internal coordinates of

the core, and coordinates rn describe the position of

the picked-up neutron with respect to the center of

20



mass of the core (see Fig. 2.1.1). The target wave-

function (J> may now be expanded in terms of the core

wavefunction and the wavefunction of the neutron which

is to be picked up,

,J

A

where the square of the expansion coefficient S is
J n J

called the spectroscopic factor, and represents the

probability of finding the neutron in the core +

neutron system with angular momentum quantum number J

The spectroscopic amplitude

is defined by (She 78)

(2.1.32)

where J, = J- , J_ = J_ for pickup, and vice versa for

stripping. a. is the standard creation operator for a

nucleon of angular momentum j. The double bars indi-

cate a reduced matrix element defined by the Wigner-

Ekhart theorem in the notation of Rost (Ros 79)
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> ) M 1 | T Q I * M 2 > = <KJ2QM2|J1fti>«|>
 1||[TK

 X
 21 X> (2.1.33)

The spectroscopic factors used for the (P/d) studies

reported here were obtained using a procedure due to

Shepard (She 79), in which the coefficients of frac-

tional parentage were computed from the wave functions

of Norton and Goldhammer (NG 70), (Nor 70). Spectro-

scopic factors obtained using this procedure are com-

pared to the spectroscopic factors of Cohen and Kurath

(CK 6 7) in Table 2.1.1. The good agreement between

the two predictions indicates that we are indeed

testing the reaction mechanism for cases of known

nuclear structure.

Now that the spectroscopic factors have been

determined, the integration of (2.1.28) over % may

be performed, yielding (Emi 76)

|drndrp X*
M(Md>*J

, rp) (2.1.34)
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Table 2.1.1. 13C(p,d)12C Spectroscopic
Factors

Ji

1/2"

3/2"

5/2~

Jf

0 +

2 +

1 +

1 +

1 +

1 +

2 +

2 +

1 +

1 +

2 +

0 +

2+

1+

1+

2 +

2
 +

2 +

2 +

1+

4+

1+

2 +

Tf

0

0

0

0
1
X

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

pl/2

P3/2

pl/2

P3/2

pl/2

P3/2

p3/2

pl/2

pl/2

pl/2

pl/2

p3/2

P3/2

P3/2

P3/2

P3/2

pl/2

pl/2

P3/2

P3/2

P3/2

P3/2

P3/2

C2S(N+G)-/

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

.674

038

022

416

Oil

667

150

765

339

210

056

133

290

000

029

051

310

374

048

043

358

Oil

003

C2S(C.

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

613

112

001

661

002

600

012

— Spectroscopic factors computed from the wave-
functions of Norton and Goldhammer (NGo 70), (Nor 70).

— Spectroscopic factors from the tables of
Cohen and Kurath (CKu 6 7).
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The differential cross section for the transi-

tion from the incident channel a to the outgoing

channel 6 is the ratio of the outgoing flux in channel

3 per unit solid angle to the incident flux per unit

area. In terms of the transition amplitude (Tob 61),

(Aus 70),

(2.1.35)

Since the incident proton beam used for the (p,d)

studies was unpolarized, and the polarization of the

deuteron was not detected, the initial spins are

averaged over, and the final spins summed over. The

final result is (Emi 76)

2 ( 2 J
n
+ 1 ) M(2TTfi)2 2 J A + 1 J M

 2 ( 2 J
n

" r

(2.1.36)

where

BK,
n(9) = |df_dr

(2.1.37)

It should be noted that 800 MeV protons are

relativistic, having y = Etotal//Erest = 1-85* Conse-

quently, for all the calculations presented, relativis

tic kinematics were used, with the following
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substitutions in the usual (nonrelativistic)

Schroedinger equation (FGH 70) f (C'l Ci)

2 E -1 (2.1.38a)
Tl 71 C 1 +

Amc

and

k
2 . 5 _ - m c 1 _ (2.1.38b)

2 2 *
Amc

where E is the total center of momentum energy of the

proton-target nucleus system, m is the nucleon mass,

and A is the atomic weight of the target nucleus.

Finally the complications of spin and Couloumb

scattering at large distances were taken care of in

the usual way.

PART B: Techniques of the DWBA

2.2 The FV7FA Limit

The transition amplitude may be expressed in a

simple, analytic form by ignoring the effects of dis-

tortion, thereby utilizing the plane wave Born approxi-

mation (PWBA). In this approximation, the physical

roles played by the various factors appearing in the

transition amplitude are simply delineated, making

possible a clearer interpretation of the underlying

physics.
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In the previous section, just prior to the

introduction of distortion via the optical potentials,

the transition amplitude was shown to be

(-) a a (2.2.1)

in the prior representation. This may be broken into

two terms, reflecting the two constituents of V ,

• it

V + <¥J) |VPBle a a V
(2.2.2)

The PWBA consists of two drastic approximations.

First, the total wave function in the outgoing channel,

<V ~' | , is replaced by the first term in the Born

series, analagous to (2.1.24),

<4, v ' I z < e
 u u * I . (2.2.3)

P D

Here the wave function of relative motion in channel

3 is the plane wave exp (+ik"d-rd) , instead of the

distorted wave xfi (
as noted following (2.2.23) for

the case of no distortion). The second approximation

is to ignore the contributions from the second term

of (2.2.2).

In the PWBA, the transition amplitude becomes
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This expression for T is identical in form to the

DWBA embodied in (2.1.26), except that plane waves

have replaced the distorted waves x± •

The internal wavefunctions of the target and

residual nucleus may be integrated out exactly as in

(2.1.29), leaving

(2.2.5)

Integrating out the proton spinor, one is left with an

integral including two vector variables. The transi-

tion amplitude may be factorized by expressing rp and

r. in terms of the varxables rpn and r _ ,

• * • - » • -•• l -»-

rd = rdB = rnB + 7 rPn

where N (N - 1) denotes the atomic weight of the

target (residual) nucleus, respectively, and the
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factor 1/2 is the ratio of the proton mass to the

deuteron mass. The resulting factorized expression is

* <JBJnMBMA"MBlJAMA>

n o

(2.2.7)

where the momentum transfers q and $ are

q kP 2 kd

(2.2.8)

* N - 1 *• f
U N Kp " Kd

The physical significance of the two integrals

appearing in (2.2.7) is quite clear. The Fourier

transform of v n p # d is identified as the reaction

dynamics term, and corresponds to the upper vertex in

the ONM diagram of Fig. 2.1. The lower vertex in the

same figure contains all of the nuclear structure

information, and is the Fourier transform of the

neutron bound state wavefunction.

The following two sections will discuss the

evaluation of V _<j>, and <|>
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2,3 Deuteron Wave Function

In the previous section, the plane wave transi-

tion amplitude was shown to be proportional to the

product of two Fourier transforms. The first of

these, the Fourier transform of Vpn<j>d , will now be

discussed in detail.

An estimate of the behavior of the Fourier

transform of V p <j>j may be obtained by utilizing the

Hulthen form for the S-state part of the deuteron wave

function (Aus 70),

a6(a+e)

27T(a-3)2

e
-ap

(2.3.1)

where p* = r_ - r , the proton-neutron separation.

The parameters a and fj determine the long and short

range behavior of <)>, , respectively. In the limit of
e - o t P

l a r g e n - p s e p a r a t i o n , V -*• 0 a n d <j>, -»• N

Insertion into the Schroedinger equation then yields

-2 2
~ ^ = E d = -2.225 MeV . (2.3.2)

This determines the value of a, namely a = 0.235 fin .

The parameter $ is determined by fitting the r.m.s.

charge radius of the deuteron,
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<rp>point
•*d*ddp

1
2"

(a+6) 4a
3B

2
(a+B)

(2.3.3)

where r is the separation of the proton from the

deuteron center of mass: r = > . The relationship

between the r.m.s. charge radius and the r.m.s. point

radius is

< r 2 >ch " / < r roton <rp>point (2'3'4)

2
Using <r >p r o t o n

5 *
0.78 fm, and <r >ch =2.09 fm, the

value of B may be found from successive iteration of

(2.3.8), yielding a value of g = 1.61 fin .

The Fourier transform of this wavefunction may

now be evaluated. Defining the quantity

D ( ?pn ) = Vpn ( ?pn ) •d(*pn) ' (2.3.5)

one has

D(q) = r D(r)dr

r D(r) Y,
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r2 dr D(r)

dr

-j—-y
3(2.3.6)

where N, is the Hulthen normalization of (2.3.1).

D(q) is plotted vs. q in Fig. 2.3.1. This quantity is

negative, reflecting the attractive nature of V ,

has a (maximum) magnitude at q = 0 of D(0) =

-.24 MeV - fm ' and drops asymptotically to zero for

large q.

The Hulthen wave function is of a simple analy-

tic form and has a purely L = 0 character. A more

realistic wavefunction which also includes the D-state

component of the deuteron (required to provide the

observed non-zero static quadrupole moment of the

deuteron), was calculated by Rost and Shepard (RS 75).

The procedure used was to write

(2.3.7)

where the deuteron wavefunction has been broken up

into its S and D states; x denotes the deuteron spin

function, and the square brackets imply vector
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Fig. 2.3.1 Fourier transform of V (r n)*j(
r
Dn)

 vs-

momentum transfer q. The solid (dashed)
line is the B(q) obtained from Eq. (2.3.9a)
(2.3.9b) corresponding to the deuteron
S-state (D-state). The dash-dot line is
the D(q) obtained from the Hulthen wave
function (S-state only) discussed in the
text. The dotted line shows the zero
range approximation. The energies indi-
cate the region of q sampled by the

C(p,d) C reaction at four bombarding
energies.
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coupling. The n - y. potential was chosen to be of the

Reid soft-core form

Vpn(?) = V ? ) + VT ( ? ) Sn P
 + VLS ( ? ) £ * * <2'3'8)

with central, tensor, and spin-orbit terms. In terms

of the S state [u(r) ) and D state. [w(r) ] deuteron

radial wavefunctions,

DQ(r) = V^u +/8 VTw (2 3.9a)

D2(r) = (Vc - 2VT - 3VLS)w + /8 VTu (2 .3 .9b)

where the coupled S and D state deuteron radial wave-

functions were calculated numerically (Ros 79).

The dependence of E>L(q) on momentum transfer q

may be seen from the Fourier transform of D,(r),

DT(q) = 4n f r2dr j (qr) DT(r) (2.3.10)
L j Q L L

just as for the Hulthe"n deuteron wave function but

with L = 0 or 2. The results are shown in Fig. 2.3.1

along with those for the Hulthe'n wavefunction, for

comparison. As expected, the L = 0 part of D_(q) is
XJ

similar to the D(g) obtained using the (L = 0) Hulthe'n

wavefunction. Of note is the contribution from the

deuteron D state to DT (q) which rises from zero at
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q = 0 to exceed 6.(q) for q > 2.0 fm . The region of
u ~

momentum transfer covered in the C(p,d) C(g.s.)

reaction at various bombarding energies is indicated

in the figure. At 800 MeV the effects of the deuteron

D state are quite important, if not dominant.

At lower bombarding energies, it has been

customary to make the zero range (ZR) approximation,

to reduce the dimensionality of the plane wave transi-

tion amplitude integral from six to three. This

approximation consists of replacing D(r) with

D(r) * DQ6(r) (2.3.11)

where

DQ = jdr" Vpn(r")<f>d(?) . (2.3.12)

Physically, this approximation means that the incoming

proton absorbs a neutron at the same point at which

the deuteron is emitted. The Fourier transform of

V (J)̂  then becomes a single constant, D« =

-124 MeV fm ' . Also shown in Fig. 2.3.1 is the zero

range approximation for comparison to the other two

approximations outlined above. Since these treat the

full six dimensional integration in the PW transition

amplitude, they are known as exact finite range (EFR)

prescriptions. As shown by Fig. 2.3.1, in the region

of momentum transfer appropriate to the 800 MeV (p,d)

reaction, the zero range approximation is inapplicable.
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2.4 Neutron Bound State Potentials

The second Fourier transform in the PW transi-

tion amplitude is that of the neutron bound state

wavefunction. Since the momentum transfer for the

800 MeV C(p,d) reaction ranges from 2.5 to over

5 fm , the transition amplitude can be expected to be

quite sensitive to the high momentum components of the

neutron bound state wavefunction. In the ONM, this

large momentum transfer must be supplied by the picked

up neutron, in spite of the fact that the Fermi momen-

tum of a bound nucleon in only about 1.4 fm . (SF 74)

In the single particle model, the total nuclear

wavefunction is an antisymmetrized product of single

particle wavefunctions (ES 6 7)

4'(r1 , r2 rA) = a^fr^) 1{'A(^A)

(2.4.1)

which satisfy the Schroedinger equation

(T± + V±)4'n(ri) = E ^ C r J (2.4.2)

where n denotes the quantum numbers of nucleon i. The

Hamiltonian which generates the wavefunction of the

picked up neutron can be written

H = Tn + V(rn) (2.4.3)
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where V(r ) represents the interaction of the neutron

with the core. In this picture (ignoring antisymmetri-

zation) the wavefunction is just

^ f (2.4.4)

The bound state potential V(r ) was parameter-

ized by choosing it to be of Woods-Saxon form,

1 / 3)V(rn) = V{1 + exp[(r-r0A
1/3)/a]}~l (2.4.5)

with a spin orbit potential given by

V_n(r) = -0.55 i ̂ f- I • § . (2.4.6)

The parameters of V(r ) were then constrained in the

following way (ES 6 7). First, the eigenenergy cf the

Schroedinger equation satisfied with the Hamiltonian

of (2.4.3) was taken to be the separation energy as

determined experimentally by (p,2p) experiments.

Secondly, the geometry (radius rQ and diffuse-

ness a) of V(r ) was constrained so as to generate

single particle wavefunctions which yielded a nuclear

matter density consistent with high momentum transfer

electron scattering data. The nuclear matter density

A -
p(r) = I Ui(r) I (2.4.7)
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was folded in with the proton charge density distribu-

tion to obtain the total nuclear charge density

P
ch (?) =

,2

'P
(2.4.8)

The nuclear form factor is related to the charge

density by

fen

F(q) = •— I r sin (qr) Pch(r) dr . (2.4.9)•— I r sin (qr) Pch

This quantity is compared to the experimentally

measured charge form factor given by (SM 70)

F2 = ^^L (2.4.10)
CTM

where the Mott cross section is

- (Ze2l cos2 8/2 1 ,, .

Me

and the momentum transfer is

2E sin 8/2
q =

/l + -^| sin2 | (2.4.12)
Me

In the above expressions, 9 is the laboratory scatter-

ing angle, E the electron bombarding energy, and Z
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and m are the target charge and mass, respectively.

It should be noted that this approach yields

the single particle potential V (r ) appropriate for

describing the interaction of a proton with the core.

Since the wavefunction of interest in the PW transi-

tion amplitude is that of a neutron generated by a

single particle potential V (r ), we have assumed that

the single particle potentials appropriate for neutrons

and protons are the same. There is ample evidence

that this is a reasonable assumption, for example

elastic IT+ and TT~ scattering (Joh+ 79), (Mor 76),

(Ive+ 7 8), or intermediate energy proton scattering

(Ray+ 78), (RCH 78). In addition, most of the targets

studied in this dissertation had isospin T = 0, for

which p ~ p is a very good approximation.

An example of the sensitivity of this procedure

is shown in Fig. 2.4.1, where the square of the 0

electron charge form factor (SM 70) measured at 375

MeV is compared to the predictions from (2.4.10) for

three values of the radius (rQ) and diffuseness (a)

of V(r ). Criteria in the selection of the proper

potential were that the first minimum in the form

factor be reproduced, and that the large momentum

transfer behavior of the form factor be reproduced

within reasonable limits. Although the first cri-

terion was easily achievable (as demonstrated in
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Fig. 2.4.1 Shown are 375 MeV 0{e,e,) data (open
circles) (SM 70) presented as the square
of the charge form factor vs. q^ (momen-
tum transfer squared)• The three curves
represent the predictions with neutron
bound state geometries of r = 1.40,
a = 0.55 (solid line), r = 1.44,
a = 0.55 (dashed line), and r = 1.48,
a = 0.40 (dash-dot line).
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Fig. 2.4.1), the second was never fully realizable,

implying that perhaps the Woods-Saxon form chosen for

the potential was inadequate at large momentum trans-

fers.

The results of this analysis on the nuclei C,

0, and Ca are presented in Table 2.4.1, along with

the potentials used for the other relevant nuclei.

2.5 Empirical Optical Potentials

Now that the ingredients contained in the PW

transition amplitude have been fully discussed, dis-

tortion may be introduced as outlined in Sect. 2.1,

and accounted for by means of the optical potentials

discussed therein. The distorted wave transition

amplitude relevant to the discussions which follow is

defined in Eq. (2.1.34), which contains the physical

ingredients of the plane wave transition amplitude

discussed in the previous two sections, as well as new

effects arising from the distortion. It should be

reiterated that the optical potentials of (2.1.23)

are arbitrary, subject to the following restrictions:

they must be functions of the channel radius variable

alone, and they should satisfy conditions (2.1.29) as

well as possible.

The first of conditions (2.1.29) requires that

there be an approximate cancellation between the many

body potential VpB , which represents the interaction
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Table 2.4.1. Neutron Bound State Potentials

Nucleus

7Li

12C

1 3C

16o
28Si

40Ca

V (MeV)

-39.3

-50.8

-33.74

-47.20

-55.99

-51.12

4(

1

1

1

1

1

1

fm)

.82

.44

.44

.44

.33

.33

a(fm)

0.55

0.38

0.38

0.55

0.70

0.70

X*

0.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

*Thomas spin orbit term

VSO " T57Z r dr L * S

not used in deuteron optical potential,
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of the projectile with all the nucleons comprising the

core nucleus, and the potential U , which represents

an average interaction of the projectile with all the

nucleons in the core. This prescription is analagous

to the situation of light propagating in a medium,

where the microscopic interaction with the constitu-

ents of the medium is approximated by a (complex)

index of refraction (Fes 5 8) . '

The form of the optical potential is taken to

be

df(x )
U(r) = V (r)

R
f(Xt5) + iVT f(xT) RS

+ iV
df(xIS)

IS dxIS
V

d f ( xRSO )

RSO r dxRSO

df(*iso>
'ISO r dx

I S Q

£ • S" (2.5.1)

where the Woods-Saxon shape function is

f(xi) = (1 + exp(xi))~
1

and

r - r
x. = ai

(2.5.2)

(2.5.3)

The Couloumb potential V is that of a uniformly

charged sphere of radius R = r A ' ,
c c
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V (r) » m~ (3 - -£w) r < R
c ZRc R ^ c

c

r > Rc . (2.5.4)

The atomic numbers of the two constituents of the

partition being considered are denoted by z and Z.

The total number of parameters (strengths V^ , radii

r- , and diffusenesses a.) in the full optical poten-

tial number 19, although since the spin-orbit poten-

tial was found to be unimportant at 800 MeV, this term

was neglected. Additionally, the optical potential

was usually chosen to be of volume form, and the

geometry of the real and imaginary volume terms was

taken to be the same. Thus there were really only 5

potential parameters: R^ , V^ , VT , r- , and a. ,
C i\ x 1 X

separately for the proton and deuteron channels.

One of the great advantages of the optical

model approach is that the optical potentials may

often be determined "experimentally" via elastic

scattering. The strengths, radii and diffusenesses

of (2.5.1) are treated as parameters to be determined

phenomenologically by fitting measured elastic scat-

tering data. The five parameters mentioned above must

reproduce the overall magnitude, slope, and minima

exhibited in the experimental angular distributions.
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An optical model search code (Ros 78) was used to

generate the p + A optical potentials at 800 MeV.

This procedure was possible due to the availability

of 800 MeV elastic scattering data for targets of

1 2C, 1 3C, and 58Ni (Bla 78), (Bla+ 77). Fits to the

^C {She 79) and Ni (Ray 79) elastic scattering data

were generated by minimizing the quantity

2 = I
x N

th expt
x. - x. *
1 X (2.5.5)
Ax i

e xP t

where x. represents an elastic differential cross

section at a particular scattering angle either

measured experimentally or predicted from the optical

potential of (2.5.1).

The proton optical potentials appropriate for

12 58

C and Ni determined using the empirical approach

of this section are tabulated in Table 2.6.1, along

with the deuteron optical potentials discussed in the

following two sections.

2.6 KMT Optical Potentials

Due to the dearth of deuteron elastic scatter-

ing data near 800 MeV, the deuteron optical potentials

were constructed from the measured nucleon-nucleon

phase shifts using the formalism developed by Kerman,

McManus, and Thaler (KMT 59) and extended by Feshbach,
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Gal, and Hiifner (FGH 70). In this approach (She 78]

the scattering potential V(q) is related to the

nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude M(q), and the

momentum-space nuclear density F(g) by

2 2 p
V(q) = '" % n(A - 1) =-£- M(q) F(q) . (2.6.1)

In this expression, A denotes the atomic weight of the

target, E L is the total lab energy, p L is the pro-

jectile lab momentum, p. is the momentum in the center

of mass frame of the two nucleon system, and m is the

nucleon mass. The quantity

2A
A2 + 1 m

(2.6.2)A ^L _m_

A^TT m EL

arises from relativistic corrections. The configura-

tion space scattering potential V(r) is obtained by

taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (2.6.1). The

observation customarily made at this point (FGH 70)

is that M(q) is a much more slowly varying function of

q than F (q) ; consequently M(q) may be taken to be

constant, equal to its value at q = 0, leaving

V(r) = -(fic)2n(A-l) --£- M(q=0) ^LPjIl . (2.6.3)
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Employing the optical theorem (Mer 61),

p0°TIffi M(q=0) = - J ^ i (2.6.4)

the imaginary part of the optical potential becomes

im V(r) = " (^E
C) n PL *-JT^ °T

 p ( ? ) ' (2.6.5)
L

Note that this is of the volume absorptive form.

The nuclear density (to be used in constructing

a deuteron nucleus optical potential) is obtained by

folding the deuteron density with the target charge

density,

p(r) = |pd(r') pch(r - r')dr' . (2.6.6)

In this expression for p(r) the charge density

approximates a folding of the target point density and

the nucleon matter density, so that the finite size

of the nucleons is roughly accounted for in p , (r-r1)

The radius and diffuseness of the target charge

densities were taken from electron scattering tables

(DDD 74). Implicit in this approach is the assumption

that the neutron and proton distributions are the same.

This point was discussed in Sect. 2.4.

The deuteron density was chosen to be of the

Hulthe'n form, which has been discussed in detail in
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Sect. 2.3. The folding integral (2.6.6) was evaluated

numerically to give the configuration space density

appropriate for the d + A optical potential. In the

present work the optical model geometry was parameter-

ized by a Woods-Saxon potential of the form (2.5.2).

In this manner, radii and diffusenesses for the

various targets were obtained for the optical poten-

tial Uo. The geometry of the real part of Uo was

p P

assumed to be the same as for the imaginary part. The

final values of the radius and diffuseness were found

to depend only slightly on the number of points

included in the numerical integration, although these

differences are negligible when the densities are

plotted vs. the nuclear radius. Densities were chosen

from fits including approximately 50 points from the

numerical integration of (2.6.6). These data sets

emphasized the nuclear surface, where the density

changes most rapidly, and therefore provided a more

rigorous constraint on the parameters r and a.

The depth of Im V(r) may easily be determined

from (2.6.5) and the depth of the Woods-Saxon well

resulting from the least squares fit described above,

subject to the normalization N where

A = 4TTN |p(r)r2dr . (2.6.7)

The kinematic quantities, and total cross sections
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from which the imaginary depths were computed (Bar+ 78)

are tabulated in Table 2.6.1, for three proton kin-

etic energies. The total cross sections tabulated,

appropriate for isospin zero nuclei, are

°T
 = (2'6-8)

The depth of the real part of V(r) may be found

from Im V(r) and the ratio of the real to imaginary

parts of the nuclear scattering amp1 *'cude. Since only

the forward (9 = 0°) scattering amplitude is relevant

to this discussion, the spin flip and double spin flip

terms are zero. Then the nucleon-nucleon scattering

amplitude (Couloumb contributions excluded) may be

written as

f = f ft = fs 00

where s denotes singlet, t denotes triplet, and the

ij in f.. denote the projections of the total spin

angular momentum on the z-axis of the two nucleons.

Examining the p-p amplitudes, and including the

nuclear phase shifts explicitly (SYM 57),

I
even

2£ (2.6.10a)

and
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Table 2.6.1. KMT Optical Potential Input Quantities (appropriate
for protons of the specified kinetic energy)

T (MeV) ET (MeV) EQ(MeV) n ( 1 2 O oT(fm')
Re f
TnTT

200 3 .26 1135 1.550 9 8 3 . 7 1.028 3.20 + .895

400 4.829 1335 2.192 1030. 1.051 2.95 + .239

800 7.407 1735 3.099 1117. 1.091 3.90 -0.075*

*750 MeV phase shifts used.



f _ - j. „ ,n_rtx f2^+3i_ , [21+1

odd

(^JVl-xj (2.6.10b)

where

2i6
a £ = e * - 1 , (2.6.11a)

alSL = e *•*- - 1 , (2.6.11b)

and
2i6 .

a • , • = cos 2E.e 3±J-#D _ x . (2.6.11c)
j - 1 » J D

The 6 • are the nuclear (bar) phase shifts (Couloumb

contributions excluded) and the E. are mixing para-

meters. The isospin averaged scattering amplitude is

r" = ^ ( 3 f T = 1 + f T = Q) (2.6.12)

where

?T=1 = T ( 3 f t P + f s > P ) (2 .6 .13a)

and

fT=0 ~ T ( 3 f t + s > ' (2 .6 .13b)

The ratio of Re f to Ii I was computed using the phase

shifts of (MAW 68a), (MAW 68b), (AHR 74) and (AHR 77).

These ratios are tabulated in Table 2.6.1 for a number

of different nucleon kinetic energies. Table 2.6.2
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presents the results of the MNT analysis: the 800 MeV

deuteron optical potentials appropriate for each of

the nuclei studied.

Implicit in the construction of the deuteron

optical potential from the nuclear optical potentials

are two assumptions. The first is that the neutron

and proton nuclear densities (and consequently the

corresponding optical potentials) are equivalent.

This point was addressed in Sect. 2.4 and was shown to

be a reasonable assumption in the light of recent

investigations. The second assumption inherent in the

KMT approach is that the optical potential appropriate

for the description of deut*eron elastic scattering is

constructed as the sum of the neutron and proton

optical potentials at half the deureron kinetic energy.

An alternative approach which yields the same

result has been outlined by Johnson and Soper (JS 69).

These workers have attempted to include deuteron

breakup in their adiabatic theory, with the result

being the replacement of their deuteron optical poten-

tial with the sum of proton-nucleus and neutron-nucleus

optical potentials valid for half the kinetic energy

of the deuteron- Although the adiabatic approximation

(impulse approximation) becomes more reliable as the

deuteron kinetic energy rises, the additional assump-

tion of deuteron breakup into a relative S-state
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Table 2.6.2. 800 MeV KMT Optical Potentials

Potential

P + 1 2 c
phenomenolog i ca1

p + 58Ni
phenomenological

d + 6Li

d + U C

d + 1 2 C

d+15o

d + 2 7 Si

d + 39Ca

V

+13.73

+2.97

-9.70

-14.02

-15.70

-16.02

-15.44

-16.20

r R

0.872

1.100

0.946

0.896

0.856

0.910

0.945

0.970

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a R

. 304

.537

.734

.725

.727

.767

.795

.801

W

-68.

-108.

-40.

-58.

-65.

-67.

-64.

-67.

93

62

52

64

70

02

62

76

r l

0.948

0.933

0.946

0.896

0.856

0.910

0.945

0.970

a I

0.472

0.634

0.734

0.725

0.727

0.767

0.795

0.801



(only) becomes untenable (RS 75).

The importance of the deuteron D state (see

Sect. 2.3) for the high energy (p,d) reaction (RS 75)

suggests that deuteron breakup into channels with non-

zero relative angular momentum may become important in

the large momentum transfer regime. If this is indeed

the case, the choice of Uo becomes ambiguous, since it
P

is not known at which (different) kinetic energies the

(energy dependent) neutron and proton potentials V R

and V fi should be evaluated. The following section

presents an attempt to deal with this problem.

2.7 Well-Matched Optical Potentials

The empirical and KMT optical potentials des-

cribed in the previous sections do not necessarily

satisfy the conditions (2.1.29)

and

|VpB - U j | * 0 (2.1.29a)

IVPB
 + VnB * V I = ° (2.1.29b)

which are referred to as well-matching conditions.

In the analysis of some large momentum mismatch reac-

tions at low energies, such as 35 MeV (p,a) (Smi 76),

or 18 MeV (He,a) (Sto+ 67), it has been found that

care in satisfying the above conditions is essential

in obtaining good fits and consistent results in the
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analysis of these reactions. Since the 800 MeV (prd)

reaction involves a large momentum mismatch (2.0 -

5.5 fm~ ) the use of "well-matched" optical potentials

may be important, as was found to be at low energies.

The first of approximations (2.1.29) simply

neglects the intermediate states in the p + A system,

i.e. elastic scattering is assumed to be the dominant

partition. However, inelastic excitation of rota-

12

tional and vibrational states in the C(p,p') reac-

tion (Bla 78) can compete with, and even exceed the

elastic scattering at some angles. When this situa-

tion arises, two-step, coupled-channels calculations

(discussed in Sect. 2.-8) must be employed as opposed

to the one-step calculations considered so far.

The second of approximations (2.1.29) is ambi-

guous in the sense that the energy at which the poten-

tials V _ and V _ are evaluated is ill-defined. One

approach is to form the deuteron optical potential Ufi

from the sum of proton (V_) and neutron (V_> optical

potentials evaluated at one half the deuteron kinetic

energy. This was the approach outlined in the pre-

vious (KMT) section.

An alternative approach is to form the 800 MeV

deuteron optical potential Uo from the sum of the 800
P

MeV proton optical potential (for V _) and the neutron

bound state potential (for VnBJ. This is the approach
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which has proven useful in choosing among families of

optical potentials in the above mentioned analysis of

large momentum mismatch reactions at lower bombarding

energies. Although these deuteron optical potentials

are inappropriate for the description of 800 MeV

deuteron elastic scattering, they provide the maximum

cancellation in (2.1.29b) and may be more appropriate

for DWBA calculations t>f the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction.

Table 2,7.1 lists the 800 MeV wall-matched deuteron

optical potentials used for the calculations presented

in Chapter VI.

2.8 Core Coupling

The approximation (2.1.29a) that the proton-

core potential v _ is adequately represented by the

optical potential U , which describes the elastic

scattering of protons on the target nucleus, may break

down if other reaction channels can compete with the

elastic scattering channel. The most obvious candi-

date for this competition is the lowest inelastic

channel, where the target or residual nucleus is

excited vibrationally or rotationally before or after

the neutron pickup. Indeed, recent large momentum

transfer 800 MeV (p,p') data on 1 2C (Bla 78) have

demonstrated that, as the scattering angle (momentum

transfer) increases beyond about 38° (q = 4.8 fm ),

the only states appreciably excited are the 4.44 MeV 2+
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Table 2.7.1. 800 MeV Well-Matched Optical Potentials

Potential V "R R w

p+ nucleus
phenomenologi ca1

d H

d 4

d H

d H

d H

d -i

- 6Li

h 1 2c

h 1 50

h 27Si

K 39Ca

+13.73

-39.3
+13.73

-50.8
+13.73

-33.74
+13.73

-47.20
+13.73

-57.8
+13.73

-53.27
+13.73

0.872

1.82
0.872

1.44
0.872

1.44
0.872

1.44
0.872

1.27
0.872

1.27
0.872

0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

304

55
304

38
304

38
304

55
304

60
304

60
304

-68.93

-68.93

-68.93

-68.93

-68.93

-68.93

-68.93

0.948

0.948

0.948

0.948

0.948

0.948

0.948

0.472

0.472

0.472

0.472

0.472

0.472

0.472



and 14.1 MeV 4 + rotational levels, and the 9.6 MeV 3~

vibrational level. In light of this fact, calcula-

tions were performed which included the strongest

inelastic excitations of the target and residual

nucleus, before and after the neutron pickup. The

formalism on which these calculations are based is a

coupled channels (CC) one, as embodied in the computer

code CHUCK (Kun 79c) . Unfortunately, however, no

finite range coupled channels code was available, so

that the two-step (TS) calculations were all performed

in zero range (see Sect. 2.2).

To demonstrate the effects of two-step, coupled

channels pathways, a calculation for the excitation

of the 4.44 MeV 2 + level in 1 2C from the 800 MeV

13 12

C(p,d) C reaction will be presented. The pathways

accounted for in these calculations are shov,?n in Fig.

2.8.1, from which it is apparent that this procedure

demands that the spectroscopic factors for all pickup

steps be known, as well as the inelastic strength or

deformation parameters in both nuclei. The deforma-

tion parameters were taken from Blanpied (Bla 78).

The spectroscopic amplitudes were calculated as des-

cribed in Sect. 2.1, and presented in Table 2.1.1.

Fig. 2.8.2 presents the results of a two-step,

zero range coupled channels, a one-step, zero range,

and a one-step exact finite range calculation, so that
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TWO STEP PATHWAYS

d+'2C
Fig. 2.8.1 Two step pathways for p3/2 (solid lines)

and pl/2 (dashed lines) pickup to the
4.44 MeV 2 + state of 12c from the

C(pfd) C reaction. The deformation
parameters 83 a^e also shown. Spectro-
scopic factors for the pickup legs are
tabulated in Table 2.1.1.
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Fig. 2.8.2 Calculations of the 800 MeV C(p,d) C
(4.44 MeV 2+) reaction. The solid line
is the EFR one-step result, normalized
with a spectroscopic factor C2S = 1.0 38.
The ZR coupled channels prediction is
shown as the dash-dot line, and the ZR
one-step curve (dashed) is shown for
comparison. Both ZR curves employ a
zero range strength DQ = - 80 MeV fur3/2.
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the effects of each are more easily seen. The effect

of the two-step coupled channels calculation is to wash

out the structure visible in the zero range calcula-

tion, and raise the overall normalization slightly,

especially at forward angles. In Fig. 2.8.2, a D~

strength (see Sect. 2.3) has been employed in the

zero range one-, and two-step calculations which

13 12
matches the 0° predictions between the C(p,d) C(g.s.)

zero range one-step, and the exact finite range one-

step calculations. This empirical value, DQ =

3/2

80 MeV - fm f , is significantly lower than the cal-

culated value of 124 MeV - fm , appropriate for

lower energies (And+ 78).

2.9 Numerical Tests and Sensitivities

For all the 800 MeV (p,d) calculations, the

number of partial waves in the proton and deuteron

channels was chosen to be 50. This number is known

to be adequate because calculations performed with 50,

60 and 70 partial waves gave essentially the same

differential cross sections for Ca(p,d) Ca(g.s.),

the worst case. Furthermore, the radial integrals

have dropped typically by a factor of 1000 from their

maximum by the fiftieth partial wave.

The integration step size and radial cutoffs

for the numerical integrations are constrained by the

computer code's requirement that the maximum number of
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steps be less than 400c Since the form factor and

radial wave functions had wavelengths of roughly one

to two fermis, the step size varied from 0.025 fm

for C to 0.0 3 fm for Ca, wizh the maximum radial

integration cutoff varying from 10 fm to 12 fm for

the same two nuclei, respectively. Calculations were

performed for 800 MeV C(p,d) in zero range with the

following pairs of values for the step size and maxi-

mum cutoff: 0.04 and 16.0 fm, 0.04 and 12.0 fm, and

0.0 3 and 12.0 fm. The results of the three calcula-

tions were indistinguishable from one another, indicat-

ing the values used in this work were reasonable.

An important feature of the calculations is

their sensitivity to the nuclear interior. This was

tested with ZR calculations in which the lower cutoff

for the radial integrations was moved from its normal

location at the origin, out to the surface in 1 fm

steps. Fig. 2.9.1 shows the results of these calcula-

tions for 800 MeV Ca, C(p,d) to the ground states

of the residual nuclei. Apparent from these figures

is the importance of the nuclear interior, the main

effects being to lower the cross sections and increase

the slope of the angular distributions as more and

more of the nuclear interior is sampled. For refer-

40ence purposes, the nuclear charge densities of Ca

and C are shown in Fig. 2.9.2 to indicate where in
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2.9.1 Sensitivity of the DWBA calculations
to the nuclear interior, demonstrated

for 800 MeV 13C(p,d) an^ 40Ca(p,d)
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0.0

D©siS!ty of ^ C o and I3C

1.0 2.0 10

r(ffsn)
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Fig. 2.9.2 Nuclear charge densities of C (solid
40line) and Ca (dashed line) vs. the

nuclear radius, for purposes of compari-
son to Fig. 2.9.1.
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the nuclear volume each cutoff was made.

The effects arising from changes in the optical

model parameters in the proton and deuteron channels

were also investigated. While the differential cross

sections are sensitive to almost every parameter, the

largest effects were observed while varying the radius

or diffuseness of the deuteron irricginary optical poten-

tial. The results of these changes are summarized in

Table 2.8.1, for the ZR DWBA calculations of 800 MeV

40 39

Ca(p,-3) Ca(g.s-). Since these parameter variations

result in a lowering of the calculated differential

cross sections by factors of 3 to 7, care was taken to

choose consistent sets of optical potential parameters

for all the targets.

The proton optical potentials generated from

fits to measured elastic scattering on targets of

C and Ni are tabulated in Table 2.6.2. Calcula-

tions performed in zero range for 800 MeV C(p,d)

C(g.s.) were done utilizing each of these proton

potentials, and the KMT deuteron optical potential

of Table 2.6.2. The results, presented in Fig. 2.9.3,

indicate that no appreciable difference arises from

using one potential over the other. Consequently,

for the calculations presented in Chapter VI, the same

("" C) proton optical potential parameters were used

for each target.
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Table 2.8.1. Optical Potential Parameter
Sensitivities (Deuteron Imaginary
Radius and Diffuseness) 800 MeV

Ca(p,d) Ca(g.s.) ZR DWBA

do*

HIT (

2.

1.

0.

2.

0.

0.

UP =

Ud =

6°»ZR

5 b

8

73

5

85

34

*Note:

V

r

a

V

r

a

do
dTT

|£(

= 13.

= 0.

= 0.

= -8.

= 0.

= 0.

. 73

. 872

, 304

. 0

.96

41

< 6°>ZR

6O)expt

30

21

9

30

10

4

= 60 MeV

w =

a . =

w =

a . =

-68.93

0. 948

0. 472

-115.0

variable

variable

deuteron deuteron
imaginary imaginary
radius diffuseness

1.0 fm

1.2

1.4

1.0

1.0

1.0

fm 3/ 2

0.41 fm

0.41

0.41

0.41

0. 70

1.00
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•Ca(p,d)»Ca ZR to g.s.
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—-••Copt. pot.
— MNi opt. pot.
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10 15 20 25 30

6cm (degrees)
4 0

Fig. 2.9.3 800 MeV Ca(p,d) Ca(g.s.) ZR DWBA pre-
dictions using best fit (see Sect. 2.5)
proton optical potentials derived from
800 MeV proton elastic scattering on
targets cf 12c (dashed line) and 58Ni
(solid line).
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Fig. 2.9.4 Sensitivity of 800 MeV O(p,d) 0(g.s.)
DWBA calculations to the choice of para-
meters for the neutron bound state:
r = 1.40, a = 0.45 (dashed line) and
r = 1.44, a ~ 0.55 (solid line).
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The sensitivity of the calculations to the

neutron bound state potential, discussed in Sect. 2.4,

was also investigated. Shown in Fig. 2.9.4 are EFR

DWBA calculations for 800 MeV O(p,d)15O(g.s.) cal-

culations, employing two different neutron bound state

potentials. Slight differences in the overall magni-

tude, as well as differences in the location of the

various (shallow) minima, are observed to exist between

the two calculations. This difference suggests that,

once the DWBA treatment is well understood for the

(p,d) reaction in the 800 MeV regime, comparison with

the experimental data may provide a means of deter-

mining the geometry of the neutron bound state poten-

tials.

2.10 Angular Momentum Selectivity

Preferential population of final states with

large angular momentum quantum numbers is a feature

to be expected in large momentum transfer reactions

(Aus 70), (BW 62). Maximal overlap of the radial

integrals, and correspondingly greater cross sections,

occurs for partial waves L and L, when L ~ k R

and L, ~ k,R (BW 62), where kD(k,) is the wave number

of the proton (deuteron), and R is the nuclear radius.

For large momentum mismatch reactions such as 800 MeV

(p,d), one has k-, > k . Consequently, the angular

momentum transferred to the core I = Z - L , is also
P a
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large since SL = ) k - £, JR. Transitions with

I - |k — k,|R will be enhanced relative to transi-

tions with I < |k - Jcd|R (BW 62), (Peh+ 65). This

observation is indeed born out by the data presented

in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER III

THEORY OF THE (Tr+,p) REACTION

Another reaction with which to study large

momentum transfer neutron pickup is the (ir ,p) reac-

tion. The One Nucleon Model (ONM) intepretation of

the reaction mechanism involves a positive pion (IT )

incident upon a nucleus consisting of A nucleons which

comprise a core (B) and the neutron (n) to be trans-

ferred. The incident positive pion is absorbed by

the neutron, the resulting reaction products being

the proton (p) and the residual nucleus (A - 1 or B ) .

Large momentum transfers |q| = | ic - )c | are

possible with this reaction even for pions of rela-

tively little (<100 MeV) kinetic energy because upon

absorption, the rest mass of the pion (m = 139.567

MeV) (Bar+ 7 8) is converted into kinetic energy of

the reaction products. Even for very slow pions

(T * 0), momentum conservation requires that the
n

transferred neutron have a momentum roughly equal to

twice the typical nuclear Fermi momentum of ~2 50 MeV/c.

Another feature of the (TT ,p) reaction is the

accessibility of AT = 3/2 states. The pion

exists as an isospin triplet (isospin T = 1) which can

couple with the neutron isospin of 1/2 to yield
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isospin transfers of 3/2 or 1/2.

Various models for the (n ,p) reaction mechan-

ism have be^n proposed in the past. Fig. 3.1 illus-

trates the most common of these models. The ONM for

the (7T ,p) reaction is analogous to the ONM for the

(ppd) reaction discussed in the previous chapter.

This single neutron pickup model requires the momen-

tum mismatch be supplied by a single neutron. Figs.

3.1b and 3.1c depict the Two Nucleon Model (TNM) in

its most common forms. These triangle diagrams ?.llow

the momentum mismatch to be supplied by two nucleons,

or by a nucleon and a pion, thus decreasing the momen-

tum to be supplied by any one participant.

Much discussion has been centered around the

relative importance of these reaction mechanisms,

especially in the case of the time-reversed reaction

(P,TT ), for which more data exist (Hoi 79) , (Dah+ 74).

The cross sections of the two reactions may be related

using detai]^d balance, the result being (Per 72)

2JB + 1 P^

°TTA - pB " 2 2JB + 1 ~X Q
PB - TTA

A P

where p. denotes the center of mass relative momentum

of particles i, J the nuclear angular momentum quantum

numbers, and the cross sections are those at the same

center of mass energy.
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ONM
7T-

A-

TNM

OPEM

Fig. 3.1 Schematic {Feynnann-like) diagrams of the
one nucleon model (ONM), the two nucleon
model (TNM) and the one pion exchange
model (OPEM).
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In the analysis of (p,ir) reactions, evidence

gathered in favor of the ONM consists of the follow-

ing. In the ONM, the (p,ir ) reaction can only take

place when initial or final state interactions (charge

exchange) are included. In the TNM, no such charge

exchange interactions are necessary to produce nega-

tive pions, although TT production is expected to be

more copious than IT production. Experimentally, n

production has been observed to be roughly twenty

times less (for pion production on C) (Dah-t- 73)

than 7i production (Hoi 79). This fact, together with

an observed nearly isotropic angular distribution for

ir~ production suggesti"e of multistep processes, has

been used as evi-lence in favor of the ONM. Addi-

tionally, the (P,TT ) cross sections have been observed

to scale (although there are exceptions) with the

initial and final nuclear spins roughly in accordance

with the factor expected from stripping: S(2J_ + 1 ) /

(2J± + 1) (Nob 76) (Hoi 79).

Another way to examine the (TT ,p) reaction

mechanism is by comparison of (TT ,p) data to low

energy pickup and stripping experiments leading to

the same residual nucleus. Ignoring the effects

generated by two-step pathways, if the TNM (or ONM)

is important, the relative intensities of final states

populated in the (TT ,p) reaction should be similar to
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those in the low energy stripping (or pickup) process.

Inclusion of two step contributions can make states

which are weakly populated in low energy pickup

strongly populated in the (TT ,p) reaction. However,

states which are strong]y excited (relative to

neighboring levels of comparable spin) in low energy

stripping, and are only weakly excited in the (IT ,p)

reaction, suggest that the TNM is not the dominant

(IT ,p) reaction mechanism. This point is discussed

more thoroughly in Sect. 6.2.

The ( IT ,p) data presented in Chapter V will be

examined with the above arguments in mind, to eluci-

date the dominant reaction mechansim in the (TT ,p)

reaction. Meanwhile for the sake of consistency with

the (p,d) theory presented earlier, the ONM will now

be presented in detail.

3.1 One Nucleon Mechanism (TT ,p) Reaction Theory

The approach customarily used (LE 66) to obtain

cross sections for the A(TT ,p)B reaction consists of

utilizing first-order, time-dependent perturbation

theory. In this approach (the ONM), the problem is

formulated in terms of a Hamiltonian H describing the

absorption of a pion on a single nucleon. This

Hamiltonian is obtained from a non-relativistic

(Foldy-Wouthuysen) reduction of the pseudoscalar-

pseudoscalar pion nucleon interaction (JE 70) and is
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written (RK 73)

(3.1.1)

in the Galilean-invariant form (JE 70). An alterna-

tive expression casts the Hamiltonian in the "static"

form (MP 74)

H r= /47 - o • ? 7 • iji . (3.1.2;

In these expressions, f denotes the pion-nucleon

coupling constant (f /4TT = 0.083), y and M are the

pion and nucleon masses, o and T denote the nucleon

spin and isospin Pauli matrices, the gradient v

operates only on the nuclear wavefunction, and the

gradient ^ acts only on the pion wavefunction ty .

These equations assume that h = c = 1. The cross

section for the (TT ,p) reaction is then given by

(LE 66)

a(e,4>) M A E^ £ £ j <f | H 1 ±> | 2 , (3.1.3)

where q and k are the asymptotic pion and nucleon

12 2momenta and E^ = /y + q

The nuclear overlap implicit in (3.1.3) is

handled in exactly the same way as in the (p,d) case,

outlined in Chapter II. The target internal
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wavefunction is expanded in terms of the core wave-

function and the wavefunction of the transferred

neutron, the expansion coefficients being the same

spectroscopic amplitudes S as used previously. This

means that the same (well-known) nuclear structure

information (embodied in the spectroscopic ampli-

tudes) is put into the (v ,p) calculations as is put

into the (p,d) calculations.

The matrix element of the pion field operator

between an initial state |g> where one positive pion

(of momentum q) is present, and a final state consist-

ing of no pions <0| is just (JE 70)

< 0 | T 4 |q> = -^~ 0> (q,r)T+ , (3.1.4)

TT

where the projection operator T, yields non-zero

nuclear matrix elements only between initial neutron

(nuclear) states and final proton states. In the

plane wave approximation, i(/ is just an incident plane

wave exp(iq«r). However, since the effects of distor-

tion are known to be important (Hoi 79), much atten-

tion has been paid to calculating the distorted wave

form of }j> . Most workers (JE 70), (RK 73) have chosen

to obtain the distorted pion field by using the

Kisslinger model with the Lorentz-Lorenz (or Kroll)

modification included. The Klein-Gordon equation for

pion-nucleus scattering which results is (JE 70)
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_ Ab,p(r)
b = {(E -V r+Ab nq p(r) - V r~^
71 v C ° l l

(3.1.5)

In this equation, V denotes the Couloumb potential

presented by the nucleus to the incoming pion, and

p(r) is the nuclear density (normalized to unity).

The complex constants b~ and b-, can be obtained

directly from the experimentally measured pion-nucleon

scattering amplitudes (JE 70), (Wat 58), (AFS 67),

(RWF 65). With £ = 0, equation (3.1.5) takes the form

of the ordinary Kisslinger equation. The parameter £

introduces a non-linear dependence of the potential

on the scattering centers, which has an effect of

softening the velocity-dependent part of the pion-

nucleus potential. These points and others related to

the determination of proper distorted pion waves have

been discussed extensively by others (Ros 78), (MP 74)

and will not be discussed further here.

Proper proton distorted waves for the exit

channel may be obtained phenomenologically, or con-

structed from the KMT prescription of Sect. 2.6.

3.2 General Features of the Theory

The calculations of the (TT ,p) reaction were

performed with the computer code CHOPER (Ros 79),

which is a modified version of the zero range, coupled

channels code CHUCK (Kun 79c) used for calculations
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involving nuclear projectiles. The (ir , p) calcula-

tions involve the same nuclear model as do the (p,d)

calculations discussed in the previous chapter, iii

that the binding energy, bound state potential well,

and spectroscopic amplitudes of the picked up neutron

are the same in each case. This is easily seen from

Figs. 3.1a and 2.1, which show the ONM reaction dia-

grams for the (TT ,p) and (p,d) reactions, respectively.

The nuclear structure effects of the reaction are

depicted in the lower half of these diagrams, and a

comparison of these two figures reveals that the lower

half of these diagrams is the same for (p,d) as for

(TT +,P). Consequently, in the ONM the same nuclear

structure is probed by both reactions. Only the upper

half of each figure differs, independent of the

nuclear structure involved.

The pion optical potentials used for the (TT ,p)

calculations were generated from the energy dependent

parameters of Rosenthal (Ros 78). These parameters

are tabulated in Table 3.2.1 for the 12C(TT+ ,p)11C

reaction, for pion bombarding energies of 90 MeV and

180 MeV. The pion optical potential which employs

these parameters is (Dig+ 77)

uQpt(r) = uK(r) + uA(r) + Vc(r) , (3.2.1)

where the .Xisslinger potential is
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Table 3.2.1. Pion Optical Potentials for the
12C(TT + ,P)1:LC Reaction (see Eg.

(3.2.1))

P +
 12c P +

1 2 c
T^ = 90 MeV T^ = 180 MeV

b (fm3) -0.7482 + 0.4077i -0.5339 + 0.2772io

b1(fm
3) 7.1540 + 2.5495i 0.6367 + 7.3579i
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uR(r) = -b0k
2p(r) + V • blP(r)V , (3.2.2)

the S-wave absorption term is

uA(r) = -4*BQp
2(r) , (3.2.3)

and the Couloumb potential V (r) is as described in

Sect. 2.5. The nuclear density p(r) was taken from

nuclear charge density tables (DDD 74) employing the

results of electron scattering. For C, a Gaussian

(harmonic oscillator) density was chosen of the form

p(r) = po(l + a(r/a)
2)exp[-(r/a)2] , (3.2.4)

with pQ determining by requiring

4TT I p(r)r2dr = A = 12. (3.2.5]

The proton optical potentials were generated

in a quasi-phenomenological fashion by adopting the

Woods-Saxon geometry obtained froin a best fit to 185

MeV 2C(p,p)12C (IHS 73) elastic scattering data.

Then the depth of the imaginary volume optical poten-

tial was computed via the KMT procedure outlined in

Sect. 2.6, by substituting the normalization pQ

obtained from (3.2.5), for p(r) in Eq. (2.6.1). The

real depth was obtained from the ratio of the real to

imaginary forward scattering amplitudes as described
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in Sect. 2.6. The resulting proton optical potentials

appropriate for the 90 MeV and 180 MeV 12C(-rr+,p) ^C

reaction are tabulated in Table 3.2.2.

The sensitivity of the (ir , p) calculations to

the choice of the proton optical potential u was

investigated. A calculation employing the purely

phenomenological proton optical potential of (IHS 73)

appropriate for 185 MeV protons was only 10% less in

magnitude than a calculation which used the phenomeno-

logical proton potential geometry and KMT scaled

depths appropriate for 220 MeV protons (which is more

nearly correct for the 90 MeV C(TT+,P) C reaction).

In addition, inclusion of the phenomenological spin

orbit potential of (IHS 73) had no effect at all on

the calculations for the differential cross sections.

An alternative proton optical potential was con-

structed from the harmonic oscillator nuclear charge

density of (3.2.4). The procedure followed to con-

struct this potential was similar to the methods of

Sect. 2.6. The geometry was taken to be exactly the

same as the geometry of the nuclear charge density,

and the depths were scaled in accordance with Eqs.

(2.6.5) and (3.2.5). These results are also listed

in Table 3.2.2. Calculations of the 90 MeV 12C(Tr"*",p)

C(3/2~ g.s.) reaction which employed the KMT harmonic

oscillator, and quasi-phenomenological proton
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Table 3.2.2. Proton Optical Potentials for

the 12C(7r+,p)1:LC Reaction

P +
 n c P +

 nc
T^ = 90 MeV T^ = 180 MeV

Harmonic
Oscillator

VR

a

VI

a

(MeV)

(fm)

(fm)

(MeV)

(fiO

(fm)

Quasi-
phenomenological

VR

r

a

VI

r

a

(MeV)

(fm)

(fm)

(MeV)

(fm)

(fm)

-25.4 -19.0

1.082 1.082

1.692 1.692

-28.3 -31.8

1.082 1.082

1.692 1.692

-9.02 -6.73

1.24 1.24

0.64 0.64

10.1 -11.22

1.29 1.29

0.78 0.78
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optical potentials were performed. The calcula-

tion employing the harmonic oscillator proton poten-

tial (notorious for its poor behavior at large q) is

observed to be three times lower in magnitude than

the quasi-phenomenological calculation, although of

the same shape. While the (ir+,p) calculations are

sensitive to the proper choice of u , this sensitivity

is smaller than that to the pion optical potential,

discussed next.

The sensitivity of the (TT+,P) calculations to

the specific choice of the pion optical potential u

was checked and found to be extreme. This is especi-

ally demonstrated in the predicted energy dependence

of the (ir ,p) reaction. Shown in Fig. 3.2.1 are three

calculations of the C(TT ,p) C(g.s.) reaction,

employing the quasi-phenomenological proton optical

potentials of Table 3.2.1, and pure Kisslinger pion

potentials (defined in (3.2.2)). The predictions for

T = 180 MeV are almost forty times smaller than the

predictions for T = 90 MeV. The third calculation

is exactly the same as the 180 MeV calculation, except

that the 90 MeV pion optical potential was substituted

for the 180 MeV pion potential. This substitution

raises the cross sections by about a factor of forty,

thus revealing that the source of the energy dependence

in the (TT ,p) calculations is entirely in the pion
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Fig. 3.2. 1 Predicted energy dependence of the
12C(TT+,p)11C(3/2~ g.s.) reaction, at 90
MeV (solid curv-3) and 180 MeV (dashed
curve). The dotted curve is the same cal-
culation as performed to generate the
dashed (180 MeV} curve, only w:.th the 90
MeV pion optical potential used to
generate the solid curve. This iso-
lates the cause of the energy depend-
ence, namely, the pion optical potential.
The curves employ the quasi-phenomeno-
logical proton potential and pure
Kisslinger potentials.
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optical potential. Elastic scattering predictions

employing the 180 MeV pion potential are compared to

162 MeV C(TT,TT) data in Fig. 3.2.2.

The effect of the S-wave absorption term was

also investigated and found to be negligible. The

inclusion of the angle transformation (which trans-

forms Uj. from the pion-nucleon system to the pion-

nucleus system) was found to drop the (TT ,p) predic-

tions by a factor of 2.5 for the 1 1C 3/2~ state.

For the (IT ,p) calculations presented with the

data in Chapter VII, pure Kisslinger pion potentials

(with no angle transformation), and quasi-

phenomenological proton optical potentials were used.

The parameters of the Kisslinger potential will be

those appropriate to the beam energy.
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Fig. 3.2.3. A comparison of 162 MeV C(7T,TT) C
elastic scattering data (Pif+ 77) with the
predictions for 180 MeV 12C(7r, ir) 1 2c
obtained from the pion optical potential
of Table 3.2.1.
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The High Resolution Spectrometer
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR

THE (p,d) STUDIES

The recent development of an accelerator pro-

viding 800 MeV proton beams allows us to study neutron

pickup with the (p,d) reaction on nuclei in the range

of momentum transfer between 2 and 5 fm In order

to resolve discrete final states separated by as

little as 200 KeV, one needs a spectrometer capable

of delivering a momentum resolution of .01%. The

High Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) at the Clinton P.

Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) is such a

spectrometer (How 74).

4.1 Beam Preparation

LAMPF (see Fig. 4.1.1) utilizes 750 KeV

Cockroft Walton injectors to feed beams of H , and

H or polarized H , to the main accelerator. The

first 100 MeV of acceleration is provided by a 201.25

MHz post coupled Alvarez drift tube linac. This sec-

tion feeds an 805 MHz, side coupled cavity wave guide

accelerator that brings the hydrogen ions to their

final energy of 800 MeV in pulses 500 microseconds

long with a duty factor of 6% (Liv 77) (All 77). The
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Fig. 4.1.1 General layout of the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility, showing the
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H ions are magnetically separated from the simul-

taneously accelerated H ions at the switchyard (Fig.

4.1.2). The H ions travel to Area A, and the H ions

are sent down Line X. In the following, the right

handed coordinate systems are defined such that the

positive z-axis points in the beam direction, and the

x-axis always points outward along the radius of

curvature of the various bending magnets that are

encountered in the beam line and spectrometer. In

Line X, foil and wire strippers tailor the x, y, and

p (momentum) spread of the beam, as well as the

intensity (Zei 71), (Bla 78). The beam then enters

Line C (see Fig, 4.1.3) which separates protons

destined for HRS from those traveling to Area B. This

is accomplished by bending magnets LCBM01-03 and

quadrupole doublets LCQM01-02. Next, the beam is

horizontally dispersed by the two 15 kG, 57° bending

magnets LCBM04-05.

The dispersed beam (and the x-axis) is twisted

through 90° to the vertical by quadrupoles LCQM04-08,

and the dispersion is matched by quadrupoles LCQM03,

09-11 to conform to the spectrometer optics (Zei 71)

(Bla 78) . Dispersion ma-ccning is necessary because

the incident proton beam is not monochromatic in

energy. The value of Ap/p = .26% (How 74) corresponds

to an uncertainty in energy of ±4.2 MeV for 800 MeV
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protons. Clearly an unc^. r.ainty in energy of this

magnitude would defeat the purpose of a spectrometer

designed to resolve discrete nuclear levels. Conse-

quently the beam is dispersed, to correlate the pre-

cise energy of the beam with spatial coordinates.

The dispersion of the incident proton beam is then

matched so that this correlation between energy and

x is exactly that which the HRS expects to find at the

target. When this matching has been achieved, parti-

cles having the same energy loss at the target are

focussed to a line at the spectrometer focal plane

even if their absolute energies differ. The matching

condition is given by (Zei 71)

36B

16S

A0
PC0

9M/8P
(4.1)

C

where R,. = spectrometer magnification, R 3 6 B = dis-

persion of the beam preparation system, R, ,_ = dis-
-Lb£>

persion of the spectrometer, M = mass-energy of the

residual nucleus, and the subscript "0" in P. refers

to the "central" momentum of particle A in the reac-

tion B(A,C)D. The dispersion matching, as well as the

selection of beam intensity and spot size at the HRS

target, is performed by skilled operators working in

the Central Control Room (CCR).
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4.2 HRS

The HRS is a QDD (quadrupole-dipole-dipole)

(Fig. 4.2.1) which operates in a VHV (vertical dis-

persion, horizontal scattering, vertical analysis)

mode (Zei 71). This means the beam is dispersed

vertically (x-direction) at the target, undergoes a

horizontal (y-direction) scattering, and is bent

vertically (perpendicular to the plane of the floor)

during magnetic analysis by the HRS. Protons incident

to the HRS pass through an evacuated two meter diameter

scattering chamber with a target at the center (see

Fig. 4.2.2). At the target, protons are focussed in

the y direction and dispersed in the x direction,

yielding a beam spot approximately 3 mm by 20 mm (Zei

71). To minimize interactions between the beam halo

and the target frame, the target size is a generous

5 cm by 10 cm. The targets are discussed in Sect. 4.6.

The non-reacting beam is collected in a

shielded beam dump. Reaction products to be analyzed

are first focussed in the y direction and defocussed in

the x direction by quadrupole magnet HSQM01, in order

to reduce the size in y of the beam (and the required

gap in the large bending magnets which follow) (Zei

71). Following the quadrupole are two 3.5 meter

radius dipole magnets HSBM01,02 which vertically bend

the beam 150° to detectors consisting of wire chambers
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Fig. 4.2.1 Side view of the HRS, showing the locations of the detectors, spectro-
meter dipoles, and scattering chamber.



Fig. 4.2.2 Overhead view of the HRS scattering
chamber, showing the locations of the
various beam monitors such as the ion
chambers (ICl-4), secondary emission
monitor (SEM), and the elements (Dl-4)
of the monitor telescopes (MTl-2). Other
devices shown are explained in the legend.
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and scintillators. The detectors measure such

quantities as pulse heights, arrival times, and posi-

tions in x and y at various locations in z, as dis-

cussed below in Sects. 4.3 and 4.5. These quantities

are then analyzed in an on-line computer to give the

desired particle identification and momentum specifi-

cations, as treated in Sects 4.4 and 4.9.

4.3 Scintillation Detectors

The detectors used at the HRS (see Fig. 4.3.1)

for the (p,d) experiments consisted of scintillators

and delay line readout multi-wire proportional

chambers. Jaw and veto scintillation counters served

to define the spectrometer solid angle and focal

plane. Hardware interrupts, that is, the acceptance

of an event as a candidate for a deuteron, occurred

only for those particles having reliable trajectories,

defined as a four fold coincidence in the large

scintillators S2, S6, S3 and S4 (S2-S6-S3«S4). A

check on the interrupt detection efficiency was pro-

vided by the small test counters Tl-3, which were less

vulnerable to rate problems due to their small size.

Due to the very high (1 to 100 na.) incident

proton beam currents necessitated by the low cross

sections in the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction, it was found

that a third test counter located about midway between

Tl and T3 was needed. The ensuing triple coincidence
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Fig. 4.3.1 Detectors located atop the HRS, including jaw counters (Jl-2), veto
counters (Vl-2), test counters (Tl-3), trigger (scintillator) counters
(S2-4, S6) and delay line proportional counters (DLI, DL6).



(T1*T2*T3) was sufficiently free from random coinci-

dences (caused by the enormous neutron background) to

verify that the interrupt efficiency defined as

W a S 9 r e a t e r t h a n 99%-T1-T2-T3

As shown in Fig. 4.3.2, when the interrupt

signal is in coincidence with the beam gate signal (as

provided by CCR) and in anti-coincidence with a

computer-busy signal, a strobe is generated which

signals the PDP 11-45 data acquisition computer to

write the various parameters associated with that

event to magnetic tape for future detailed analysis.

4.4 Particle Identification

Scintillators S2, S3 and S4 perform the addi-

tional function of defining a 1.5 meter time-of-

flight (TOF) path ( (S3-S4)-S2)f which when used in

conjunction with the differential energy loss as

provided by the geometric mean of the pulse heights in

S3 and S4 (/S3«S4), forms an excellent particle iden-

tification (PID) system. Typical results are dis-

played as TOF vs. dE/dx in Fig. 4.4.1 for laboratory

scattering angles of 12.5° and 29°. As this figure

demonstrates, events associated with protons, deuter-

ons, and tritons are cleanly separated from one

another.

At large angles, the background of particles

other than deuterons passing through the spectrometer
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Fig. 4.3.2 Schematic of the HRS trigger electronics.
Shown are the signals from each end (up
(U) and down (D)) of the trigger scintil-
lation counters, and how these signals are
combined to generate a flag used to iden-
tify a valid event. Also shown is the
monitor telescope electronics.
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Fig. 4.4.1 Particle identification spectra taken at
the HRS on a ^-^C target at spectrometer
angles of 12.5° (A) and 20° (B). The
particle groups corresponding to deuterons
are enclosed by boxes. Tritons are to be
found to the upper right of the deuterons,
while protons compose the group to the
lower left. The axes are differential
energy loss or scintillation pulse height
(x-axis) vs. time of flight (y-axis).
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is seen to be substantial. This is due to the lower

spectrometer fields demanded by the kinematics, and

also the increased proton beam current needed to

compensate for the rapidly falling (p,d) cross sec-

tions with angle. Although it is easy to see why the

less energetic continuum tritons survive passage

through a field (approximately 18 kG) set up to pass

deuterons, it is harder to identify the particles that

fall in the "proton" group. This group consists of

fast moving, minimum ionizing particles which could

include electrons, pole-tip scattered pions and pro-

tons, or neutrons. Regardless of the identity of the

particles constituting the "proton" group, they were

always well separated from the deuteron group of

interest. During analysis, computer gates were set

around the deuteron group, and these gates were

checked at every angle.

4.5 Wire Chambers

During the (p,d) experiments, positions and

angles of reaction products at the HRS focal plane

were measured with delay line multiwire proportional

chambers (MWPC) (Mor 78). The anode (cathode) planes

consisted of wires in the y(x) plane spaced 3 mm (1 mm)

apart which tapped into a 2.5 ns/cm microstrip

printed circuit delay line. The different planes were

separated by grounded sheets of aluminized mylar. The
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charge collected from the passage of a particle near

a wire was then fed into the delay line; the differ-

ence in arrival times at each end of the delay line

is proportional to the location of the wire which col-

lected the charge. In the cathode plane, position

resolution was nearly 0.5 mm (FWHM) (Mor 78). Fig.

4.5.1 shows signals from one end of the delay line vs.

signals from the other end for the anode and cathode

planes of chamber one (DLl). Fig. 4.5.1 may be under-

stood as follows. The signals from either end of the

anode planes are denoted by AP or AN. Since these

signals represent arrival times at each end of a fixed

length delay line, they obey the relationship

(AP) + (AN) = L D L + f(x) + g(9) (4.5.1)

where L is the time difference due to the fixed

length of the delay line, f(x) is the correction due

to the uncertainty in the position along the actual

anode wire the charged particle passed, and g(0) is

the drift time correction. In the (unrealistic) limit

where f(x) = g(6) = 0, Fig. 4.5.1A would consist of

discrete points (one for each anode wire) along the

line (AP) = L D L - (AN). The length of the lines in

Fig. 4.5.1A in the direction parallel to y = x is due

to the f(x) and g(8) terms in Eq. 4.2. Also visible

in Fig. 4.5.1A is the discrete nature of the anode
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Fig. 4.5.1 Shown are the signals from each end of the
anode (A) and cathode (B) wire planes, as
described in the text.
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wire plane, which measured the scattering angle

(relative to the nominal angle setting of the spectro-

meter at the rate of 0,1° per wire). The effects of

attenuation and dispersion in the delay line are

visible as a broadening of the lines in the direction

perpendicular to y = x. It is seen that these effects

are most important near the edges of the delay line,

where one of the signals has been attenuated- Conse-

quently, overlapping delay lines were used to improve

the angular resolution as much as possible away from

the center of the chamber-

Fig. 4.5.IB shows the continuous nature of the

spectrum from the more closely spaced cathode wires,

which provided a measure of the x coordinate of the

event at the focal plane; this may be related to the

excitation energy.

The efficiency of the chambers varied from 75%

to 95%, although it hovered at 90% ±5% for all but a

few runs. The efficiency of chamber one was defined

as

PID-V1-V2* JT« J2"*DL2

A similar expression for CHEFF(2) was multiplied by

CHEFF(l) to give the chamber efficiency used (CHEFF).

As can foe seen from Fig. 4.4.IB, the event rate at
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large angles for continuum tritons passing through the

spectrometer was much larger than that for deuterons.

Consequently, triton events were used as the PID

element of the chamber efficiency calculation at these

large (>20? ,) spectrometer settings. Chaxiber effi-

ciencies calculated using tritons compared well with

efficiencies calculated using deuterons at those

spectrometer angles where both particles had good

counting rates.

Although the chambers typically draw less than

2 pa of current in (p,p') experiments, during the

(p,d) data acquisition, currents of up to 9 ya were

tolerated at the normal operating voltage of approxi-

mately 2000 volts. This was necessary because of the

small deuteron yields from the (p,d) reaction, requir-

ing the use of large (up to 100 na.) beam currents,

which in turn kept the chambers busy handling back-

ground events.

4.6 Targets

Since the (p,d) studies described here are sur-

vey experiments of a reaction with a very low

(< 1 yb/sr) cross section, the ever-present compromise

between resolution and counting rate tended to favor

counting rate considerations.

The Li targets were natural (9 3% Li) Lithium

2
with areal densities of 349 and 940 mg/cm (±3%).
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These thicknesses were measured with a micrometer at

several locations on each target. To minimize surface

contamination, the Lithium targets were stored in pump

oil and wiped clean with Ketone just before placement

in the scattering chamber.

The ' C targets had total areal densities of

2 2

173 mg/cm and 328 mg/cm (±3%). They were composed

of Pilot B scintillator material (CIQH,-,) containing

natural carbon (99% C). Several rods were made of

this material to serve as special targets for various

tune up procedures for calibrating angles at the tar-

get. The areal densities were computed by measuring

the target thicknesses with a micrometer.

The C target had a thickness of 312 mg/cm
12

(±3%), and contained a 15% (±1%) C impurity, as

well as a 2% H impurity (Bla 78). This target was

self-supporting, consisting of approximately 92%

isotopic purity C powder held together with glue

(Bla 78).

A special cell was constructed to contain the

water target for 0. It consisted of a frame holding

two thin mylar sheets. Distilled water was introduced

between the mylar sheets in such a way that air bub-

bles were removed. The resulting target bowed out in

the vacuum of the scattering chamber, presenting a

target of variable density. The effective 0 target
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thickness, as measured using a procedure to be out-

lined in Sect. 4.12, was 458 mg/cm2 (±8%).

25
The thin strip of 99% isotopically pure Mg

2
used as a target had a thickness of 101 mg/cm as

specified by the supplier. This target was smaller

than the others and therefore ths beam spot was moni-

tored by means of TV cameras, phosphor targets, and a

split ion chamber used as a beam profile monitor, to

insure that all of the beam would fall on the target.

In fact, it was standard procedure to check the beam

profile on target at every angle, and tune the beam

spot as needed.

2 8
The natural (92% Si) silicon targets used

2 2 2
were 86 mg/cm , 306 mg/cm and 475 mg/cm (±3%). The

thicknesses of the silicon targets were measured with

40a micrometer, as were the Ca targets and the CD?

target.

40 2
The Ca targets were 48.4 mg/cm (100% iso-

2 2
topic purity) and 235 mg/cm or 470 mg/cm (97% iso-
topic purity).

A CD- target with an areal density of 23 mg/cm

±3% was used for normalization purposes.

All the targets could be mounted simultaneously

on the 36-target capacity target wheel in the evacuated

scattering chamber.
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4.7 Monitors

Three independent method of relative normaliza-

tion are available at the HRS (Bla 78). Only one of

these methods was found to be reliable over the entire

range of beam currents used for the 800 MeV (p,d)

reaction.

At spectrometer angles of less than 12°,

unscattered protons from the incident beam collide

with the support structure of the HRS. The large back-

ground which results requires that only small (~1 na.)

beam currents be employed at these angles. Since the

(p,d) differential cross sections are found to be very

forward peaked, this requirement can be tolerated. By

the same token, this rapidly falling cross section

with scattering angle requires the usage of the

largest beam currents (-100 na.) the HRS can tolerate

at. larger angles (£25? fa) . A study of the beam

monitor rates vs. beam current revealed that only the

monitor telescopes were reliable over this entire

range of beam current.

The monitor telescopes consisted of two sets

(see Fig. 4.2.2) of four carefully aligned small

plastic scintillators operated in coincidence (see

Fig. 4.3.2) and situated at fixed angles of ±120°

with respect to the incident proton beam. During the

7 13Li and C data runs, these angles were +80° and -85°.
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At these angles, the four-fold coincidences from the

telescopes were sensitive only to beam-target inter-

actions. The solid angle of 0.28 msr presented by the

monitor telescopes was defined by the third element of

the telescope which measured 1" * 1" and was located

152 cm from the target IBla 78). These monitors were

used to provide the relative normalization of the data.

The secondary emission monitor (SEM) located

just downstream from the scattering chamber (see Fig.

4.2,2) was useful at spectrometer angles larger than

12° and at beam currents less than about 30-40 na. It

provided a way to normalize the monitor telescopes to

beam current for the different targets in an absolute

fashion.

In addition, three ion chambers were available

(see Fig. 4.2.2). However, the background associated

with beam passage through ICl and IC2 was so large

that these ion chambers were swung out of the beam for

most angles, allowing higher beam currents to be

utilized.

Since the monitor telescopes (MT) provided the

relative normalization of the (p,d) data, a study was

made to insure that the target angles chosen did not

present any blind spots to the MT. In this study, a

plot of M T X
gT?i?

S—- vs. e. was found to be flat, where

6. = target angle with respect to the incident beam.
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The Li and C angular distributions were carried out

at a fixed target angle of 12°, while all other tar-

gets were set to 40° with respect to the incoming

beam (see Fig. 4.2.2).

4.8 Acceptance

Ideally, the acceptance of a detector remains

constant over its active area, falling abruptly to

zero at its ends. The relative variation of solid

angle with focal plane position was carefully checked

and corrected for by sweeping strongly populated peaks

across the focal plane. During the first (p,d) experi-

ment (denoted as LAMPF experiment number 265) , which

measured angular distributions for Li and C, the

2.185 MeV 3+ state of Li from the 7Li (p,d) reaction

was used. Data on the other targets were taken six

months later (Expt. 117) when the ground state and

6.48 MeV 7/2~ state of 1:LC resulting from the 12C(p,d)

reaction were used to study the focal plane efficiency.

In each case the spectrometer fields were dropped in

pprox
P - P

steps of approximately y% in particle (deuteron) delta,

s

where 6 = — , p = centra], momentum of the spec-

trometer, and p = particle momentum. The fields were

accurately set with nuclear magnetic resonance probes.

Whenever it was necessary to raise the fields

in the HRS dipoles, the current was first dropped to

zero, then raised to saturation, and finally set to
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the desired value in order to follow the hysteresis

loop.

The resulting relative efficiency curves are

displayed in Fig. 4.8.1, where channel number (or 6]

is plotted vs. yield where

yield = Area * LT * 10'
MT x CHEFF

(4. 8.1)

Here, LT is the computer live time defined as the

ratio of strobes to interrupts (see Fig. 4.3.2), MT

is the number of counts in the monitor telescope, and

CHEFF is the chamber efficiency as defined in Sect.

4.5. A line was fit to the data of Expt. 265, y(x) =

.986 x -1360, via a linear least squares method. This

fit is shown in Fig. 4.8.1A. The focal plane effi-

ciency for Expt. 26^ was therefore taken to be

FPEFF(x) = (8.61 x 10"5)x-.li9 (4.8.2)

where x is the channel number of the resultant 2.185

MeV 3+ level in Li, and channel 13000 was arbitrarily

chosen to have FPEFF(13,000) = 1. The absolute normal-

ization is treated in Sect. 4.11.

Fig. 4.8.1A also shows the focal plane effi-

ciency for two data acquisition conditions. As a

reminder, the quantity x angle is defined as the angle

between the momentum vector of the reaction product
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Fig. 4.8.1 The focal plane relative efficiency data
taken for experiment 265 (A) and experi-
ment 117 (B). The solid line in (A) is
the fit discussed in the text. Values
obtained with wide and narrow cuts in X
angle are contrasted in (A), while in (B)
values for different final states in li
are compared.
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and the x-axis at the target. Fig. 4.8.1A shows that

the focal plane efficiency calculated with a tight

x angle gate agrees nicely with the results obtained

via the wide x angle gate. The extent of these gates

is portrayed in Fig. 4.8.2 which shows x angle (with

cuts) vs. excitation energy. The wide x angle gate

was that used to produce the final spectra which

generated the angular distributions presented in

Chapter VI.

The relative focal plane efficiency for the

data of Expt. 117 was taken to be flat. Fig. 4.8.IB

shows the focal plane efficiency for Expt. 117 as

calculated from the ground state yield and the 6.48

MeV 7/2~ yield from the C(p,d) C reaction. Possi-

ble reasons for the improved uniformity of acceptance

in ExpL. 117 include the following: the spectrometer

was found to be misaligned with respect to the scat-

tering chamber, and this problem was corrected during

the period between the two experiments. During this

period it was also discovered that the HRS was not

level, and levelers were installed which were adjusted

at every angle during Expt. 117.

4.9 Data Acquisition System

Data acquisition at the HRS is computer con-

trolled. In addition, much of the processing of the

parameters associated with an event is done within a
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Fig. 4.8.2 Software gates set on x angle (y-axis) vs
focal plane x. Box 5 is the inner
(central) box which constitutes the tight
x angle cut. Box 4 is the wide x angle
cut.
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computer environment. Signals representing the raw

event information from the detectors at the HRS focal

plane (pulse heights, and timing signals from the

scintillators and wire chambers) are processed

electronically and then fed into two CAMAC crates in

the counting house. One CAMAC crate contains time to

digital converters (TDC's), analog to digital convert-

ers (ADC's), coincidence registers, and interrupt

modules. The other crate contains sealers and a

visual display unit. When a strobe (see Sect. 4.3) is

sent to the Bi-Ra Microprogrammable Branch Driver

(MBD), the approximately 40 data words associated with

an event are read from the CAMAC crates into an 800

word software buffer. When this buffer is filled it

is written out to a Kennedy 9100 9 track, 1600 bpi

(bytes per inch) magnetic tape drive. These transfers

are controlled with the data acquisition program "Q."

(Sch 76) When the PDP-11/45 data acquisition computer

(124 K words core memory) is not busy with these

transfers, some of the events are processed (as time

is available, e.g., between beam bursts) into time of

flight between various scintillators, scintillator

arithmetic and geometric means, chamber times, coor-

dinates (x, y, x angle, y angle) at the focal plane

and at the target, momentum loss, scattering angle,

and excitation energy of the residual nucleus (Bla 78).
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The various quantities may be viewed on line by the

experimenter, either as histograms or as one of two

coordinates in a two-dimensional dotplot on Tektronix

4010 graphic display terminals. Examples of the data

monitored during the experiment have already been

shown as Figs. 4.4.1, 4.5.1 and 4.8.2.

Tapes containing the event information may be

replayed off line to process all of the data written

to tape. This allows more deeply considered gates,

cuts and conditions to be applied to the events after

the run, and polynomial correction terms may be

included in the arithmetic to optimize the final cal-

culations.

4.10 Correlations

The utility of computer based data acquisition

is demonstrated for the case of software corrections

to observed correlations in the data between excitation

energy and both particle delta and angles at the tar-

get. Since the spectrometer dipoles were operated

near saturation (typical dipole field settings are

14 kG for (p,p') and 17.9 kG for (p,d))f all of the

correlations observed previously in 800 MeV (p,pf)

were remeasured for the (p,d) reaction.

The various correlations were removed by

including a polynomial series in the directly measured

quantities from the wire chambers at the focal plane.
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The coefficients of the polynomial series for each

correlation were determined from a least squares fit

to rays (500 rays for each of seven focal plane posi-

tions) representing the experimentally measured wire

chamber quantities. The experimental resolution of

the excitation energy spectra was extremely sensitive

to the correlations in <5 and x angle. The feasibility

of a given experiment depends on the ultimate resolu-

tion which is achieved, consequently considerable time

was invested in an attempt to remove these correla-

tions. The polynomial series used to correct 6 was

2 2
6 = aQ + a j^ + a ^ + a3x + a4y + a5e + a^ + a?x

2
•> a g e

(4.10.1)

where ty = scattering angle at the target, 6 = focal

plane x angle, <|> = focal plane y angle, and x and y

are the focal plane x and y coordinates. The a. are

the best fit coefficients from the program COFEPX

(Bou7 8). The excitation energy was computed from 6

and angles at the target, and then corrected via

2 2 2
EE = EE + a + a,x + a_e + a3x6 + a.x + a^Q + a c x e

+ a7x
4 (4.10.2)
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Fig. 4.10.1 Focal plane 6 .vs. excitation energy with
(A) and without (B) the polynomial cor-
rection terms discussed in the text.
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An example of the effect of ihes^ corrections may be

seen in Fig. 4.10.1, where excitation energy is plotted

vs. focal plane 6 (x angle) with the full corrections

for 6 (Fig. 4.10.1A) and with linear correction terms

in the 6 polynomial only (Fig. 4.10.IB) . The inclu-

sion of higher order correction terms substantially

improves the resolution.

In addition to the correlations previously

found for normal (p,pp) scattering, a very strong cor-

relation was observed between vertical angle at the

target out of the scattering plane (x angle) and exci-

tation energy. It was necessary to reject those

events with vertical angles at the target outside of

a specified range. This cut, made in the software,

is displayed in Fig. 4.8.2, along with a tight cut

used to obtain higher resolution spectra (but with

poorer statistics).

4.11 Absolute Normalizatiou

Absolute normalization was done extremely care-

fully for the (p,d) work, since the characteristics of

the HRS were not known in regions so near saturation.

The consistency of the methods used to normalize the

data was checked by using three independent methods.

The 800 MeV p + H elastic scattering reaction

has been carefully done at LAMPF by Willard et al.

(Wil+ 76). At laboratory angles of 12.5° and 17.1°,
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data at the HRS were taken for p + H elastic scatter-

12 11ing as well as for C(p,d) C, on the same 125 mil

C10Hll s c i n t i l l a t o r target. The C(p,d) C cross

section may then be expressed, as

1 2 C H
J L a b CTLab

Y12

YH

MT.H
MT12C

C " x (4.11.1)
.89 3

IT

where aT . is the known p + H elastic scattering cross

section. The term Y,, is the number of counts detected
H

from p + H elastic scattering at HRS multiplied by the

correction factor CF where

CF = (CHEFF x CLT)" 1 (4.11.2)

and CHEFF is the chamber efficiency (see Sect. 4.5)

and CLT is the computer live time (see Sect. 4.8).

The MT values are the monitor telescope results for

the two measurements. The number 0.89 3 is the ratio

of C atoms to H atoms in the scintillator target.

While this method has been used previously at the HRS

for 800 MeV (p,p') normalizations, its application to

the (p,d) reaction must be made with caution. This is

because of the assumption implicit in Eq. (4.11.1), that

the solid angle for p + H elastic scattering is the

same as that for the much higher fields demanded by

the (p,d) reaction.
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In order to test this assumption, a second

normalization was performed with a thick graphite slit

of dimensions 1/2" by 1/2" placed at the entrance to

the spectrometer. The .26 msr solid angle defined by

this aperture was much smaller than the standard and

nominal value of 3 msr (How 74). Agreement with the

C(p,d) cross sections obtained without the aperture

was within 3%.

As a third method of normalization, the

2 1H(p,d) H cross section was measured by detecting the

2

deuterons using a 23 ing/cm CD~ target at a spectro-

meter angle of 12.5° , (= 28° ) . The 12C(p,d)1:LC
ijajD c . m.cross sections were then measured using the same tar-

get and computed as in Eq. (4.11.1), by comparing to the

back angle neutron-deuteron elastic scattering data of

Bonnet et al. (Bon+ 78) at a center of mass angle of

(IT - 28°) . This method makes use of the fact that for

this kinematical situation, the differences between

p + d and n + d processes due to Couloumb effects are

negligible (Bon+ 78). The results of this approach

compare well with the other normalization methods, as

shown in Table 4.11.1.

4.12 Cross Sections

The differential cross sections were computed

via
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OJ

Table 4.11.1. Absolute Normalization Results for the 800 MeV
(p,d) Data

wide x angle cut tight x angle cut

do] d_o_] do) do]
c r o s s s e c t i o n s oSTJ dfi I , . . _ . . , . dfi dTT\r . _ „ „
. , , . ; g . s . ^ 6 . 4 8 MeV - " g . s . J 6 . 4 8 MeV

12.5°
normalization 0.365 1.30 .386 1.58
H(p,p)H

12.5°
normalization 0.365 1.34 .343 1.52

12.5°
normalization 0.369 1.35 .378 1.13
H(p,p)H
small aperture



LT
M T * FT (CHEFF)(FPEFF)

(4.12.1)

where J = the Jacobian relating the laboratory and

center of mass solid angles (J = dftT _, /dfi ) , A = tar-

get atomic weight (Sect. 4.7), T=target thickness in

ing/cm ' (see Sect. 4.6), MT = number of counts in the

monitor telescopes (see Sect. 4.7), LT = computer

live time (see Sect. 4.8), CHEFF = chamber efficiency

(see Sect. 4.5), and FPEFF = focal plane efficiency

(see Sect. 4.8).

The factor k is determined by comparing the

12 11

C(p,d) C cross sections obtained via (4.12.1) with

k = 1, to those of Table 4.11.1.

The factor FT is necessary to obtain absolute
12normalizations for the targets other than C. This

is because the measure of the incident proton beam

current, made with the monitor telescopes, is target

dependent. Consequently, for each target, runs were

selected at spectrometer angles and proton beam cur-

rents such that the SEM was well within its range of

reliability (see Sect.-4.7). The factor F™ was then

taken to be the ratio of SEM to MTl averaged over

these selected runs. Thus the target dependence in

the monitor telescope normalization was removed.
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Eq. (4.12.1) was used to calculate the differen-

tial cross sections for all the targets. However,

measurement of the 0 target thickness presented

special problems, since the areal density was non-

uniform. This problem was solved by taking advantage

of the hydrogen present in the liquid H-0 target. At

laboratory angles of 12.5° and 17.1°, p + H elastic

scattering was measured on the hydrogen present in the

water target, and compared to the known p + H elastic

scattering cross sections of (Wil+ 76), using the

analogy of Eq. (4.11.1). The appropriately averaged 0

target thickness obtained via this procedure was 458

2
mg/cm ±8%. Then, normalization of all subsequent

0 data with the monitor telescopes eliminated any

worries about non-uniform areal density or water leak-

age from the target, as well as the unlikely formation

of bubbles within the target.

4.13 Experimental Uncertainties

The breakdown of experimental uncertainties can

be made into three separate categories: errors asso-

ciated with the absolute normalization of the cross

sections, with the cross sections associated with a

given state, and with the cross sections associated

with a given angle.

The error in the absolute normalization was

±8% for Expt. 117. This number contains a 4%
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uncertainty in the p + H elastic scattering cross sec-

tions (Bla 78), a 3% error in target thickness (see

Sect. 4.6), and a 4% error associated with the moni-

tors (see Sects. 4.7 and 4.12). In addition, there is

a generous 5% error allowed for the solid angle uncer-

tainty (see Sect. 4.8).

The absolute normalization error for Expt. 265

was 12%. The error was larger than for Expt. 117

because the Expt. 265 data were normalized to Li and

C runs taken during Expt. 117.

The variation of solid angle with focal plane

position presents an error dependent on focal plane

position. Since usually a given state was placed at

about the same focal plane position at every angle,

this error is reflected as an uncertainty in the abso-

lute normalization of one state relative to another.

Typical values for this error are ~5% for a state in

the center of the focal plane (roughly at 15 MeV

excitation energy) and increasing 1-2% every 5 MeV in

each direction. This uncertainty is not included in

the error bars shown on the final resulting data

points.

Associated with every point in an angular dis-

tribution is a statistical error which usually is

about 7%. In addition, there is the focal plane solid

angle error and the error from the monitors. Each
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point in an angular distribution represents data within

an angular bin of 2.5°, except for some points which

were split into bins .6° wide.

The 0 data have a larger error associated

with them of ±12%, due to the way in which the 0

target thickness was calculated (see Sect. 4.12).

The data taken during the (p,d) experiinents

are presented in Chapter VI.
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A pictorial presentation of the EPICS spectrometer.
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CHAPTER V

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR

THE (TT + ,p) STUDIES

In order to study large (2-5 fm ) momentum

transfer neutron pickup leading to discrete final

states with the (IT , p) reaction, an intense, high

quality, pion beam needs to be incident on a target

viewed by a spectrometer capable of delivering an

energy resolution of several hundred kilovolts or

less. The Energetic Pion Channel and Spectrometer

(EPICS) at LAMPF was designed to deliver an average

8 +flux of 4 x 10 IT /sec (at 1 ma primary proton beam

current) to a pion spectrometer capable of 100 KeV

resolution. The EPICS channel is able to deliver

pions of kinetic energies between 50 and 300 MeV, and

the spectrometer can detect particles of momentum up

to about 800 MeV/c, corresponding to 295 MeV protons.

This system was used to study the (IT ,p) reaction on

some of the targets where the neutron pickup has also

been studied with 800 MeV protons (see Chapters IV,

VI).
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5.1 Pion Production

The method used at LAMPF to create pions is,

ironically, the inverse of the (TT,P) reaction which

is to be studied. An extremely intense beam (0.5 ma)

of 800 MeV protons is directed to a graphite target,

where the pions are produced from the nucleons which

comprise the graphite. In this process, pions of

kinetic energies from 0 to about 600 MeV are produced

and emitted in every direction, as are many other

particles such as muons, electrons, kaons, neutrinos,

and other nucleons.

The immense power (0.4 Megawatts) contained in

the primary proton beam requires a production target

of careful design indeed (Dun 76). Target A-l (see

Fig. 5.1.1) consists of a spoked graphite wheel which

spins rapidly within a special target cell. The por-

tion of the target wheel not in the beam is water

cooled, providing adequate heat dissipation. Carbon

graphite was chosen because of its low density (1.73

g/cm ) and good thermal characteristics (Thi 70).

The target spot produced by the incoming

(focussedj proton beam is 2 mm * 2 cm, with the short

dimension in the vertical direction. This small

vertical target size (focus) is needed to give the

EPICS channel its good momentum resolution. The

length of the production target in the direction
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parallel to the primary beam is 3 cm, corresponding to

an 11 MeV energy loss and an 8% reduction in the

primary proton beam intensity. The remaining 92% of

the beam continues into Area A, where it encounters

two more meson production targets and finally a

water cooled, cylindrical copper beam dump (see Fig.

5.1.1).

5.2 Pion Channel

The design of the EPICS channel involves a

complicated trade-off between many factors. The short
_ p

halflife (2.6030 * 10 sec) of the charged pion

(Bar+ 78) precludes the luxury of an extensive beam

preparation system such as that for the HRS discussed

in Sect. 4.1, in spite of the requirement that

variable energy pions be delivered. For a 50 MeV pion,

for example, only 2 3% of the pions entering the 15.24 m

long EPICS channel survive passage to the target.

Additionally, those pions which do decay contaminate

the pion beam with rauons and electrons. The muons

+ + — 8

come from v~ -*• \i~v with a 2.6 x io sec half life and

almost a 100% branching ratio. The electrons come

from the subsequent decay of the muons via y1 -»• e±v~

with a halflife of 2.197134 x io~6 seconds and a

branching ratio of 98.6% (Bar+ 78). The compromise

effected here was to use a relatively short (15.24 m)

channel which is efficient over a limited range of
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pion kinetic energies (100-300 MeV).

Another compromise which has been made at the

EPICS concerns the selection of the angle at which the

channel views the pion production target. Fig. 5.2.1

suggests that a 0° production angle is optimal. How-

ever, this implies that no production targets could be

utilized downstream of target A-l. A small production

angle also foils the option of two-armed coincidence

experiments as well as providing a conflict between

the shielding wall for the primary proton beam and

the physical dimensions of the spectrometer. A

production angle of 35° is used at the EPICS.

The EPICS channel is depicted schematically in

Fig. 5.2.2, along with the optical functions of the

various magnetic elements comprising the channel.

Since the momentum acceptance of the channel is

Ap/p = ±2%, a means of reducing the momentum measuring

accuracy of the EPICS to the design value of 2 * 10

(fwhm) is required. The intensity of pions is critical

for reactions with low (̂ 10 yb) cross sections such

as (TT ,p) . Consequently, the pion beam containing a

broad range of incident energies is dispersed on the

target, correlating pion momentum with target position,

and incorporating the full momentum acceptance of the

channel.
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This disperson is accomplished by bending mag-

nets BM01-04 (see Fig. 5.2.2), which bend and disperse

the particles in a vertical plane. A crossed E and B

field velocity separator for removing protons from the

pion beam is located between BM01 and BM02, although

this was not used for the (TT ,p) experiments. Three

multipole focusing magnets constructed at the Univer-

sity of Colorado (FM01-03) and consisting of quadru-

pole, sextupole (top) and sextupole (bottom) windings

are located in the channel to optimize the resolution

(Pet+ 75). There is a steering magnet (SM01) located

just before BM04. Focusing in the vertical plane is

point to point to point to point and in the horizontal

plane it is point to parallel to point to parallel

as may be seen in Fig. 5.2.2. The function of FJ04,

located at a common focus of x and y, is to define the

channel acceptance (vertical jaws) and the beam purity

in terms of pion-proton separation resulting from the

separator (horizontal jaws). Jaws FJ0 3 clean up the

slit scattering from the previous jaws. The vertical

FJ01 jaws control the vertical divergence of the beam,

providing the main control for the intensity of pions

delivered to the target.

The channel solid angle of 3.4 msr illuminates

a reaction target of dimensions 20 cm x 8 cm. This

enormous target size is ths price paid for the
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increased pion flux gained by dispersing the beam.

While a target this size presents no drawbacks for

some isotopes, its inconvenience was appreciated when

well over $20,000 had to be spent to obtain a high

purity 1 3C target for the 1 3C (-rr+,p) 1 2C reaction.

5.3 Spectrometer

The EPICS spectrometer consists of five magne-

tic elements, three quadrupoles followed by two

dipoles, operating in the VHV mode as explained in

Sect. 4.2. The spectrometer is depicted schematically

in Fig. 5.3.1. The channel delivers a dispersed beam

to a target centrally located inside a 1 meter radius

evacuated scattering chamber. Reaction products then

pass through a Mylar foil of thickness 0.01 inch

stretched 120° across the exit of the scattering

chamber, as shown in Fig. 5.3.2 After passage

through about a foot of air, particles falling within

the solid angle of the spectrometer pass through a

0.0 3 inch thick Mylar foil and enter a vacuum system

which extends the length of the spectrometer, ending

just after the second dipole BM06, and before the

rear detectors.

The first magnetic elements encountered by

reaction products entering the spectrometer are the

three quadrupoles QM01-0 3. The purpose of this

quadrupole triplet is to provide a focus at the front
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detectors located just upstream of dipole magnet BM05.

This focus was designed to allow measurements of x and

y at the front detectors independent of multiple scat-

tering. The x coordinate (see Fig. 5.3.1), in the

direction of the spectrometer bend, is used for pro-

jection back to the target and thus provides a measure

of the incident pion beam momentum. The y coordinate,

into the plane of Fig. 5.3.1, is proportional to #

(the scattering angle) at the target. An additional

function of the quadrupole triplet is to reduce the

phase space of the beam presented to the dipoles, as

well as to provide some momentum selectivity to reduce

the singles rate in the front detectors.

The measurement of the momentum of reaction

products is performed by the two large 1.3 m radius

magnetic dipoles BM05-06, which vertically bend the

beam 120° to a series of detectors located at the exit

of the spectrometer. The difference in x between the

first (front) detectors and the second (rear)

detectors located after BM06 determines the radius of

curvature and hence the momentum of the reaction pro-

duct. The y coordinate measured in the rear chambers

determines y at the source. The solid angle resulting

from this arrangement is 15 msr, with a momentum

acceptance Ap/p = 20%.
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Although the spectrometer magnets were designed

for a maximum momentum of 700 MeV/c, the C(ir ,p)

reaction on the (3,3) resonance produces protons of

maximum momentum 800 MeV/c. Consequently, the cooling

system for the spectrometer quadrupole and dipole

magnets was upgraded. In spite of the extra efforts

made for proper cooling, the power supplies ran

extremely hot, and prompted the choice of pion

energies slightly below the (3,3) resonance energy

of 130 MeV which we would have preferred to use.

5.4 Scintillation Detectors

Just as in the HRS detection system, scintil-

lators and multiwire proportional chambers were used

for detection and localization of charged particles

passing through the EPICS.

The jaw (JIN and J1P) and veto (V4N and V4P)

plastic scintillation detectors helped to define the

solid angle of the EPICS (see Fig. 5.4.1). Particles

passing through these paddles were rejected because

their trajectories took them too close to the edges

of the (sometimes saturated) dipole magnets BM05 and

BM06.

The focal plane scintillators S2P, S2N, S3P,

and S3N were used to define a (-1.5 meter) time-of-

flight path as well as to provide pulse height infor-

mation useful in particle identification. Excellent
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elements of the spectrometer.
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separation of pions and protons was obtained by plac-

ing software gates on the particle groups observed in

dotplots of S3-S2 TOF vs. /S2 »S3 pulse heights. This

was the same technique employed for particle identifi-

cation in the (p,d) reaction and discussed in Sect.

4.4. Examples of PID dotplots are exhibited in Fig.

5.4.2 for a forward angle (typical case) and also for

a backangle (worst case) situation. The extremely

high proton momenta resulting from the conversion of

the pion's rest mass into proton kinetic energy in the

(IT ,p) reaction ensured the clean separation of reac-

tion products after magnetic analysis by the EPICS.

In addition to providing PID, scintillators

S2 and S3 formed event triggers when in coincidence

with signals from the (FRONT) front chambers (see Fig.

5.4.3). Event triggers were EVENT-BUSY where EVENT e

S2-S3*FRONT and BUSY means beam gates (provided by

the CCR) were in coincidence with computer-not-busy

signals. Formation of an event trigger meant the

particle responsible had an acceptable trajectory

through the spectrometer, and the data acquisition

system was notified that an event suitable for writing

to magnetic tape was available.

Scintillator Si was removed for the (IT ,p)

studies to help improve the resolution. It was

normally used to provide a long TOF path to the focal
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Fig. 5.4.2 Particle identification dotplots of
1 7
( C target) TOF vs. d£/dx as defined in
Sect. 4.4, at spectrometer angles of 20°
(A) and 100° (B).
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Fig. 5.4.3. Diagram of the fast electronics used at EPICS for this exper-
iment. The event circuit is at the top, and chamber circuits at the bottom.
Raw signals enter from the left. Arrows represent the various sealer, ADC,
TDC, and trigger inputs. (Figure taken from the thesis of Iversen (Ive 78))



plane scintillators S2 and S3 for PID, however, the

large spectrometer fields used for the (IT ,p) studies

eliminated most \i and e contamination so that use of

SI was unnecessary. In addition, the freon Cherenkov

detector was not used for the same reason.

5.5 Wire Chambers

Positions and angles were measured with delay

line readout multiwire proportional chambers at the

EPICS. These chambers are similar in construction to

those used at the HRS and described in Sect. 4.5.

However, they differ in that improved resolution is

obtained at the EPICS by utilizing the drift time

information available in the time sum te = tR + tn
j /j a

where t. and tfi are the arrival times of signals from

each end of the delay line relative to a common

(scintillator) start signal. When a charged particle

passes an anode wire, the time it takes for the

electrons created by the passage of the charged

particle to drift to the wire is proportional to the

distance from the wire to the point of closest

approach cf the charged particle. Once the anode wire

closest to where the charged particle passed has been

identified (with t = t - t£ as described in Sect.

4.5), the distance from this anode wire is determined

from tg. The dexision whether to add or subtract this

drift distance from the position obtained via the time
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difference t is made by comparison to positions

measured by an identical chamber offset from the first

by half the anode wire spacing, and closely placed

directly downstream of the first chamber. Conse-

quently the improvement in resolution costs the

experimenter a factor of two increase in the number

of chambers. Position resolution obtained with this

method has been reported to be as good as .34 mm (FWHM)

(Mor 78).

The front chambers, Fl, F2, F3, and F4 (see

Fig. 5.4.1) were double drift chambers in the sense

that drift information from both the anode and cathode

planes is utilized. Since two pairs of drift chambers

were used here, the front chambers were able to measure

positions and angles independently of the rear

chambers. Efficiency of the front chambers was taken

to be

FCHEFF = A L I' A L L' A L L' A L L' A L L' A L L' A L L' A I L (5 5

T A • Tc • 2 A • 7c • "5A • "5c • 4"A • Tc

where ALL is the logical "and" of all chambers,

ALL = 1A-1C.2A.2C«3A-3C-4A'4C'5«6«9-1O (5.5.2)

and T A means ALL except for chamber one anode and Tc

means ALL except for chamber one cathode.



Chambers 5, 6, 9, and 10 were the rear chambers

(see Fig. 5.4.1). These chambers utilized drift infor-

mation in the x-direction only, where the momentum

dispersion is made. Again, two pairs of drift chambers

Rl, R2, R5, and R6 are required for angle measurements.

A third, redundant pair of rear chambers R3 and R4,

were not used for the (TT , p) measurements. The rear

chamber efficiency was defined as

RCHEFF = ALL-ALL-ALL. ALL ( 5 ^ 3 )

5~. 6 •$"• TU

where ALL is defined as in Eq. (5.5.2) and 5 means ALL

except for chamber five.

A further efficiency calculation was performed

for the drift chambers to eliminate events whose posi-

tion as measured with the first member of a drift

chamber pair differed radically from the position as

obtained with the second element of the drift chamber

pair. The drift efficiency was defined as

where P denotes a good proton event as determined by

the PID system outlined in Sect. 5.4, and FRONT means

a good hit in all the front chambers, i.e., FRONT =

1*2«3«4 . The quantity GATE is a logical AND of

three software gates Gl, G2, and G3. Each gate
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consisted of a check on the sum of the drift position

differences as measured in the anode or cathode planes

of the front or rear chambers. For example, the front

anode drift difference gate Gl was placed on the

calculated quantity

FADD = (F1A - F2A)2 +(F3A - F4A)2

where FlA and F2A were signals from the first front

drift chamber pair of anode planes, etc. Similar

expressions hold for G2 {front cathode drift differ-

ence) and G3 (rear anode drift difference). The widths

of these gates were 6.5 mm (Gl) , 3 mm (G2) , and 7.8 nun

(G3) .

The total efficiency of the chambers was taken

to be the product

CHEFF E FCHEFF-RCHEFF.DREFF (5.5.5)

5.6 Targets

The targets chosen for the (TT ,p) studies were

isotopes of Carbon and Lithium. The Li target con-

sisted of 98.7% isotopically enriched Li, with an

2
areal density of 314 mg/cm . The natural Li targets

were 9 3% Li and had thicknesses of 88 mg/cm and
2 7

245 mg/cm . The thin Li target was only used at a

spectrometer angle of 20° (lab). All three Lithium
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targets were stored in pump oil and wiped clean prior

to installation in the 4-target capacity target ladder.

All targets were mounted in large aluminum target

frames.

The natural C targets were 99% C with areal

2 2
densit'es of 228 mg/cm and 476 mg/cm . in addition,

a CD2 target was used for some runs, with an areal

2 13density of 194 mg/cm . The C targets consisted of
i 3

a 90% isotopically enriched C target \» .ich had a

2

thickness of 4 30 mg/cm and a special 99% isotopically

pure C target which had a thickness of 210 rag/cm .

Errors in the target thicknesses were estimated

to be approximately 3%.

5.7 Monitors

A variety of means of obtaining relative

normalization at the EPICS is available. An ion

chamber located :.ear the Al production target measured

the relative amount of primary proton beam on target

(BOT), which is proportional (assuming constant

optics) to the number of pions which pass through the

channel and survive to interact with the target in

the EPICS scattering chamber. Since residual radio-

activity in the region of the production target can

trigger the BOT ion chamber when the primary proton

beam is off, care was taken not to accept counts from

the chamber during these "beam-off" periods. This
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technique for relative normalization may not be used

to relate runs taken at different channel settings.

Consequently, each channel setting was absolutely

normalized by means of a technique described in

Sect. 5.10, and the BOT provided the relative normal-

ization for runs taken at the same channel setting.

Two ion chambers located in the EPICS scatter-

ing chamber provided a means of checking the normal-

izations obtained with the DOT method. These chambers

were located on a rotatable target table at the exit

(for undeflected projectiles) of the scattering

chamber (see Fig. 5.3.2). Since these chambers are

triggered by protons, muons, and electrons as well as

piors, they must be absolutely calibrated at each

channel setting just like the BOT.

Another means of relative normalization was

provided by toroidal current monitor 1ACM01, which

measured absolutely the current of the primary proton

beajn at the Al production target.

During the acquisition of the (IT ,p) data,

ratios of each monitor to BOT were plotted for every

run, to insure the quality of the BOT monitor (which

was ultimately used as a measure of the incident pion

flux) .
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5.8 Acceptance

The acceptance of the EPICS spectrometer was

measured by varying the spectrometer field in steps

of approximately 300 gauss while looking at the 180

MeV H(7T ,p) H reaction on a CD? target (see Sect.

5.6) at a spectrometer angle of 20°. This spectro-

meter field variation swept the proton peak across the

focal plane in steps of 2% in particle delta (see

Sect. 4.8). The resulting acceptance curve is shown

in Fig. 5.8.1. As this figure shows, the acceptance

of the focal plane is uniform to within about 10% for

-4% < 6 < 4%, where most of the discrete final states

were placed. An empirical correction based on this

acceptance curve was applied to all the ( TT , p) data

using a method similar to that described in Sect. 4.8.

5.9 Data Acquisition and Correlations

The data acquisition system is similar to that

used at HRS and described in Sect. 4.9, and will not

be discussed here.

Correlations such as those observed for the

(p,d) reaction and detailed in Sect. 4.10 were seen in

the (TT ,p) data as well. The polynomial correction

function used to eliminate correlations in delta was

(without entering the coefficients)
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Fig. 5.8.1 Acceptance curve for the EPICS
spectrometer obtained using the 180 MeV
2H(Tr+,p)1H reaction.
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6 = XF + TF + XR + YF + PF + (XF) 2 + (XF) (TF)

+ (XF)(XR) + (TF)2 + (TF)(XR) + (YF)2 + (YF)(PF)

(PF)2 + (XR)2 + (TF)(XF)2 + (XF)(TF)2

+ (XF)(TF)(XR) + (TF)3 + (TF)(YF)2 + (TF)(PF)2

(XR)(TF)2 + (TF)(XR)2 + (XR)3 (5.9.1)

where XF = x coordinate as measured by the front

chambers, TF = theta as measured by the front

chambers (x angle) f YF = y coordinate as measured by

the front chambers, PF = phi as measured by the front

chambers (y angle) , and XR = x coordinate as measured

by the rear chambers. The coefficients of the various

terms in (5.9.1) were determined exactly as described

in Sect. 4.10.

Resolution in the (ir , p) studies was so poor

(-800 KeV) due to target thickness and straggling that

further correlations were obscured, so no polynomial

correction to excitation energy was made.

5.10 Absolute Normalization

The method used to normalized absolutely the

(TT ,p) data is analagous to the procedure with which

the 800 MeV (p,d) data were normalized, as outlined in

Sect. 4.11. At each channel setting (that is, each
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2 + 1incident pion energy) the H ( TT ,p) H yield was

measured and compared to the known TT d -*-pp cross sec-

tion. In thi? way, all quantities such as spectro-

meter solid angle, pion constituency of the incident

beam, target thickness, etc. were automatically

accounted for.

The measured TT d + pp cross sections were taken

from the compilation of C. Richard-Serre et al. (Ric+

70). This reference parameterizes the angular

dependence of the center-of-mass differential cross

sections for the TT d -+ pp reaction via the following

formula

^ = K(A + cos2 0 - B cos4 0) (5.10.1)

where 6 is the center of mass scattering angle and the

constants K, A, and B are listed in Table 5.10.1 for

the energies used in the (TT ,p) studies reported here.

The (IT ,p) cross section aT (in mb/sr) on a

target of thickness x. mg/cm and atomic mass A T can

be related to the measured TT d -»• pp cross section an

(in mb/sr) with the formula

XD 4 AT N

2
Here x = 19 6 rng/cin i s the a rea l densi ty of the CD,
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Table 5.10.1 ir d -*• pp Differential Cross Section
Parameterizations

d a 1 = K(A + cos2 6 - B cos4 6)
cm.

(Ric+ 70)

B

75 2.31 .220 .06

88-/ 2.57 .240 .2

91*/ 1.95 .27 0

165-7" 3.82 .224 .43

174^/'£/ 3.4i #22 .34

1852/ 3.10 .210 .15

187-/ 2.92 .236 .442

—'88 MeV and 91 MeV averaged to give 90 MeV
normalization.

-'165 MeV and 174 MeV averaged to give 170 MeV
normalization.

c/
—175 MeV averaged to the average of 185 MeV

and 187 MeV to give 180 MeV normalization.
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target used to measure the ir d -+ pp cross section at

the same laboratory spectrometer angle and channel

setting as used to obtain N T , the number of counts

of the A_(TT ,p)A,_-l reaction that is to be calibrated.

The factor 4/16 accounts for the deuterium constitu-

ency of the CD2 target, A_ = 2, and N_ is the number

2 + 1
of counts detected from the H(TT ,p) H reaction. The

correction factor CF contains efficiencies, target

angle, and normalization to BOT, and is given by

cos e
C F = BOT•DOMEGA•CLT•CHEFF (5.10.3)

The computer live time CLT is given by the ratio

PTT EVENTS-BUSY
EVENTS

where EVENTS and BUSY have been defined in Sect,, 5.4.

The chamber efficiency is the product of the effi-

ciencies of the front and rear chambers, and the drift

efficinecy. All these quantities have been defined

in Sect. 5.5. The focal plane efficiency DOMEGA is

an empirical correction as discussed in Sect. 5.8.

The normalization to BOT is explained in Sect. 5.7.

The angle 8. is the target angle (see Fig. 5.3.2).
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5.11 Experimental Uncertainties

Just as in the (p,d) situation outlined in

Sect. 4.13, the experimental uncertainties in the

(IT , p) reaction may be broken up into three categories.

There are errors associated with: (a) absolute normal-

ization, (b) a given state, and (c) a given angle (or

data run).

a. Absolute normalization:

The data of reference (Ric+ 70) are reported

to be good to ±4%, however, the parameterizations have

a larger uncertainty associated with them. A generous

average of the uncertainties for several energies

yields ±15%. Target thickness uncertainties are about

3% (see Sect. 5.6). A generous 2% error for the BOT

monitor and a 5% error for the focal plane efficiency

correction (see Sect. 5.8) must be included. This

amounts to a total of ±16% error in absolute normali-

zation.

b. Individual states:

The focal plane efficiency correction is, of

course, more uncertain for states falling near the

limits of the spectrometer acceptance (see Fig. 5.8.1).

However, care was taken to place the discrete final

states of interest from the (TT ,p) reaction in the

region of uniform spectrometer acceptance, where the

estimated scatter in yield is estimated to be 5%.
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The statistical errors in the angular distri-

butions are variable, and they range anywhere from 3%

to 100%. This error is partially reflected in the

error bars shown in the angular distributions which

result from a gaussian peak fit using the peak fit-

ting routine SPECTR (Pru 79). This includes an

uncertainty in the background estimate by taking the

error to be (total counts + (2 * background counts)) ,

The angular uncertainty of ±1.5° reflects the

3° angular binning used to collect all of the (IT ,p)

spectra, to be presented in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER VI

FEATURES OF THE 800 MeV (p,d) REACTION

Presented in this chapter are the results of

the 800 MeV (p,d) studies on targets of Li, C, C,

1 6 0 , 25Mg, 2 8Si, and 40Ca. Previous (p,d) data pub-

lished at proton bombarding energies greater than 200

MeV are limited to 770 MeV 4He(p,d) (Bau+ 77) and

700 MeV 12C(p,d) studies (Bak+ 74), both done at

Saturne. For this reason, the targets in this study

were chosen to span a range of A sufficient to reveal

mass dependent systematics of the (p,d) reaction. In

addition, targets were selected which would lead to

residual nuclei with widely separated (>500 KeV) final

states whenever possible, since the experimental reso-

lution averaged about 400 KeV in most cases.

Energy calibration of the various spectra was

accomplished by assuming the HRS focal plane response

was linear in excitation energy. Indeed, in the case

of 13C(p,d)12C, where known levels of 12C or 1;LC

(from the C contaminant in the target) are populated

over a 25 MeV range in excitation energy, the linear

energy calibration yielded a better x (see Sect- 2.5)

than the quadratic, cubic, or quartic linear least

squares fits to the known levels. Consequently, the
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procedure followed was to base the energy calibration

of each spectrum on the ground state channel number,

and the number of MeV per channel. This second

parameter was obtained from the separation of any two

strongly excited, known levels in the spectrum to be

calibrated, when two such levels existed. If, as was

the case for Si and Ca, no such known levels other

than the ground states could be located, the MeV per

channel parameter was obtained from a C(p,d) C or

25 24

Mg(p,d) Mg spectrum accumulated at the same angle

as was the spectrum to be calibrated. Results of the

energy calibrations are presented in the following

sections for each of the targets studied.

Also presented in the following sections are

the results of DWBA and CCBA calculations, discussed

in Chapter II, for all of the ground state angular

distributions, as well as for some transitions to

excited levels. The exact finite-range (EFR) DWBA

calculations were performed with the computer code

DWUCK5 (Kun 79a). All two-step coupled-channels

calculations (CCBA) were performed with the computer

code CHUCK (Kun 79c). The one-step zero range calcu-

lations utilized the code DWUCK4 (Kun 79b).

Two sets of deuteron-nucleus optical potentials

were used in the calculations presented in this

chapter, corresponding to either the "KMT folded" or
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the "well-matched" prescriptions defined in Chapter II.

The proton potentials were fit to experimentally

measured 800 MeV proton elastic scattering data on C

(Bla 78). The proton potentials and both sets of

deuteron potentials are presented in Tables 2.6.2 and

2.7.1.

The data will be presented for each target in

turn, and theoretical predictions provided as appro-

priate. The summary discussion, treating all these

results, will be found in the final chapter of this

thesis.

6.1 7Li(p,d)6Li

The first of the 800 MeV (p,d) results to be

presented axe the Li(p,d) Li data. A typical spectrum

at 9.5° (laboratory angle) is presented in Fig. 6.1.1.

This figure displays counts per channel (proportional

to the cross section) vs. channel number (proportional

to excitation energy in the residual nucleus). Of

note in the spectrum is the excitation of the J* = 1+,

T * 0 Li ground state, and the 3+, T = 0 first

excited state at 2.185 MeV, which has about five or

six times the strength of the ground state. No appre-

ciable excitation of the 0 + level at 3.56 MeV is

observed. A broad, weakly excited structure near 5.5

MeV is seen which probably includes contributions from
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Fig. 6.1.1 A spectrum of the 800 MeV 7Li(p,d)6Li reaction at 0 « 9.5°.



unbound levels. The assignment of these excitation

energies is based on a scale determined by the C

12
(p,d) C reaction, for which the many more known

states make possible a superior calibration.

The relative intensities observed at lower

proton bombarding energies are quite different from

the situation just described (Kal+ 74), (Dev+ 69).

At lower energies the 3 strength in the (p,d) reac-

tion is nearly the same as that of the 1+, a result

which is in agreement with spectroscopic strengths

calculated from reasonable nuclear models (CK 67),

(NG 70), (Nor 70). However, as the scattering angle,

and with it the momentum transfer, is increased the

strength of the 3+ level relative to the 1+ level is

observed to increase (Kal+ 74). Another difference

is that at lower bombarding energies, the 0 level is

populated with half as much strength as the ground

state (Kal+ 74).

The feature exhibited here by the comparison

with lower energy (p,d) studies is the first example

of several preferential populations of high angular

momentum states as the bombarding energy is raised.

This feature, discussed in Sect. 2.10, is a conse-

quence of the large momentum transfer involved at 800

MeV in the (p,d) reaction, and was observed in all of

the targets studied.
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The angular distributions of the differential

cross sections for the 1+ and 3+ levels of Li are

presented in Fig. 6.1.2. Cross sections were measured

from 5° to 40° (lab frame) and were observed to fall

from a maximum of several microbarns/sr to a minimum

of several hundred picobarns/sr. The angular distri-

butions are smooth and structureless.

Calculations employing the EFR DWBA have been

performed for both the 1+ and 3+ levels in Li. Such

calculations have proven to give reasonable results

for the case of the 700 MeV 12C(p,d)11C reaction to

the ground state (RS 75). For the case of Li(p,d) Li,

all angular momentum transfer contributions (pl/2 and

p3/2) have been combined incoherently. The spectro-

scopic amplitudes, taken from pre-existing theory, are

tabulated in Fig. 6.1.3. The parameters of the

n + Li Woods-Saxon potential well have been adjusted

(She 79) to give the correct r.ra.s. charge radius for

Li of 2.35 fm (BBD 72). These parameters are

tabulated in Table 2.4.1. Figure 6.1.4 shows the

Li(p,d) Li(l g.s.) data compared to calculations

employing the KMT (see Sect. 2.6) and the well-

matched (see Sect. 2.7) prescriptions for the deuteron

optical potential. These potentials are tabulated in

Tables 2.6.2 and 2.7.1. The KMT result lies slightly

closer in absolute magnitude to the data, although
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Fig. 6.1.2 Angular distributions for the 1 + and 3H

levels of Li populated in the 800 MeV
7Li(p,d)6Li reaction.
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Fig. 6.1.3 Two step pathways, deformations and
spectroscopic amplitudes used as ingredi-
ents in the 7Li(p,d)6Li calculations (CCBA)
including pickup of a p3/2 (solid line;
and pl/2 (dashed line) neutron.
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Fig. 6.1.4 The 800 MeV 7Li(p,d)6Li(l g.s.) angular
distribution is compared to EFR DWBA cal-
culations employing KMT folded (solid
line) and well-matched (dashed line)
deuteron optical potentials with EC^S*0.83.
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each calculation fails to reflect the true strength

of the data. Each calculation also exhibits a node

near 8 • 20° which is not reflected in the experi-

mental angular distributions. The general shape of

the well-matched calculation is superior to the KMT

calculation. A possible reason for the poorer shape

of the KMT calculation with respect to the data is

that the two-parameter Fermi paramterization of the

d + Li folded density (see Sect. 2.6) becomes

unreasonable for light nuclei such as Li, whose

densities are usually parameterized in three parameter

Fermi or harmonic oscillator forms (DDD 74). In fact,

the x (goodness of fit parameter, see Sect. 2.5) of

the fit to the results of the numerical integration

of the d - Li folding integral (see Sect. 2.6), was
2

about twice as large as the value of x resulting from

the fits to the folded densities of the other (higher

mass) nuclei.

This same problem with the shape of the calcu-

lations (especially for the KMT calculation) also

manifests itself for the 3+ angular distribution, as

demonstrated by Fig. 6.1.5. Also apparent in this

figure is the gross under prediction of the strength

of the 3 data by more than an order of magnitude.

The calculations predict a 3+ level populated

with approximately the same intensity relative to the
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Pig. 6.1.5 Data for the 800 MeV 7Li(p,d) Li (2.185
MeV 3+) level are shown, with four cal-
culations: EFR DWBA predictions employing
(C2S » 0.47) KMT (solid line) and well-
matched (dashed line) deuteron optical
potentials, and ZR calculations (DQ * 80
MeV - fmV2) utilizing one step (dotted
line) and the two step (dot-dash line)
pathways of Fig. 6.1.3. The ZR calcula-
tions demonstrate the unimportance of two
step pathways for this excitation. The
underprediction of the data by the EFR
DWBA is not understood.
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1+ ground state as observed experimentally at lower

bombarding energies (Kal+ 74). The enhancement of the

3 level relative to the 1 level, seen experimentally

at 800 MeV, is not described by the EFR DWBA.

In an attempt to understand this discrepancy

(KO 77), zero-range coupled channels (CO calculations

were performed for the 3 level, employing the coup-

ling scheme, rotational model spectroscopic factors

(She 79) , and deformation, parameter (She 79) of Fig.

6.1.3. Two calculations were performed. First, a CC

calculation in zero-range which included only the

pathway from the Li 3/2~ ground state directly

(p3/2 pickup) to the 3+ level of Li. The normaliza-

tion for this calculation was 80 MeV - fm ' , which

is the zero-range strength required to make C(p,d)

C(g.s.) EFR and ZR predictions agree with each other

at 0°. Then, employing the same normalization, a

two-step calculation was performed which also included

pickup from the inelastically excited 7/2~ level of

Li, as shown in Fig. 6.1.3. The results of these two

calculations, also presented in Fig. 6.1.5, reveal

that two-step processes are unimportant for the excita-

tion of the 3+ level. The reason for the strong

excitation of this level relative to the ground state

is not understood at this time.
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6.2

Shown in Fig. 6.2.1 is a sample spectrum at 12°

laboratory angle for the 800 MeV 13C(p,d)l2C reaction.

The energy calibration of this spectrum was particu-

larly easy due to the well-known and widely separated

levels of C. For the calibration of levels popu-

lated at excitation energies greater than 16.1 MeV,

12 11

contaminant peaks from the C(p,d) C reaction (aris-

ing from the 15% C impurity in the C target) were

used to extend the spectrum of known calibration
12

levels up to about 23 MeV of excitation in C.

Features of interest in the spectrum include

the strong excitation of the 14.1 MeV 4 + T * 0 level,

which is excited more strongly relative to the ground

state than is seen at lower bombarding energies (Tak+

68), <Sco+ 70), (Par+ 74). A similar statement

applies to the 4.44 MeV 2 + T = 0 level. All levels

populated in lower energy (p,d) studies are populated

at 800 MeV. In addition, levels at 20.61 ±0.04 and

25.4 ±0.1 MeV are seen strongly at 800 MeV; these are

only weakly populated, if at all, at lower bombarding

energies (Par+ 74).

The lack of appreciable strength to the 3" T * 0

level at 9.6 MeV has interesting implications. The

two-nucleon model (see Fig. 6.2.2, and the discussion

pertaining to the ONM in the introduction to this
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Pig. 6.2.1. Sample apeccrum of the 800 MeV 13C(p,d)l2C reaction
•t 12°.
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TNM

oovo Fig. 6.2.2 Schematic (Feynmann-like) diagram of the two nucleon model (TNM)
representation of the (p,d) reaction mechanism.



chapter predicts a cross-section which is roughly

proportional to the stripping cross-section that leads

to the same residual nucleus as populated in the (p,d)

reaction. In terms of the triangle diagram shown in

Fig. 6.2.2, the cross-sections of the TNM are propor-

tional to the lower-right hand vertex which represents

the reabsorption of a nucleon from the intermediate

(d + nucleon) projectile. This same vertex also

describes the stripping reaction, wherein a nucleon

from the projectile is stripped off and captured by

the target nucleus. The diagram representing such a

process is the same as for the ONM in the (p,d) reac-

tion, shown in Fig. 2.1, only reversed in time

(read from right to left).

13 12In the case of C(p,d) C, the one nucleon

model pickup of a p-shell neutron from the l/2~ ground

state of C must always lead to a positive parity

level. Population of a negative parity level such as

the 3" can be understood by including the possibility

of inelastic (vibrational) excitation in the target

or residual nucleus, as discussed in Sect. 2.8.

Alternatively, the 3" could be populated in the TNM

(or in the stripping reaction) if the nucleon which

was stripped out of the projectile found itself in the

next highest allowed orbital, the d5/2 orbital. As a

consequence of these last two statements, the following
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may be said: If a level which is strongly populated

in the (p,d) reaction is also strongly populated in

the stripping reaction on the target two holes dis-

tant (such as 11B(3He,d)12C, in this example), then

either two-step processes are important in the excita-

tion of the level, or the TNM is important, or both.

If, on the other hand, a level is very weakly popu-

lated (relative to pure single neutron pick-up levels

of nearly the same angular momentum quantum number) in

the (p,d) reaction, which is strongly excited with

the stripping reaction, then both two-step processes

and the TNM are unimportant (or possibly both are

important and interfere destructively to such an

extent that they cancel—an unlikely event).

Shown in Fig. 6.2.3A is a spectrum of 43 MeV

(bombarding energy) B( He,d) C taken at the Univer-

sity of Colorado 52" cyclotron facility with solid

state detectors in order to observe a large range of

excitation energy in the residual nucleus. Prominent

in this spectrum is the 9.6 MeV 3~ level, which is

excited strongly relative to the other levels, and

can be understood as stripping of a proton into the

d5/2 orbital. The 3" level at 9.6 MeV is only very

weakly excited relative to the other levels in the

43 MeV 13C(3He,a)12C reaction, as demonstrated in :

6.2.3B from another spectrum taken under the same
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Fig. 6.2.3 Shown are sample spectra of the 43 MeV

C(3He,d)12C reaction (A) and the 43 MeV
3C(3He,a)12C reaction (B) at 8L - 30°.

Note the enhanced excitation of the 9.64
MeV 3" relative to the 4.44 MeV 2+ level
in the stripping reaction (A) as opposed
to the pickup reaction (B).



conditions as part A. In fact, in the 43 MeV

13C(3He,a)12C reaction, the ratio of the pickup

strength to the 9.6 MeV 3 state and another high spin

state such as the 4.44 MeV 2 is less than one-tenth.

Any enhancement of this ratio at 800 MeV could be

interpreted as due to TS processes or the TNM or both.

Fig. 6.2.1 shows that, in spite of the preferential

population of high spin states previously noted for

the 800 MeV (p,d> reaction, the ratio of the 3~

strength to the 2 strength is also very small for

800 MeV pickup (about 1:12 at 12°).

If the remote possibility of almost complete

cancellation between TS and the TNM is overlooked, the

conclusion that follows from the above observations

on a critical test case transition is that the TNM is

not dominating in the C(p,d) reaction even at 800

MeV.

Angular distributions for most of the levels

populated in the 800 MeV 13C(p,d)12C reaction are

presented in Fig. 6.2.4. Apparent from this figure

are slight changes in the shapes of the angular dis-

tributions for different levels. The 14.1 MeV 4+

level, which cannot be excited via a single step, has

a much smoother angular distribution than the other

levels. The 4.44 MeV 2+ level also has a smooth

angular distribution. Due to the rotational character
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of this state, TS contributions are expected here as

well as for the 4+.

Presented in Fig. 6.2.5 is the 13C(p,d)12C 0+

ground state angular distribution with the results of

EFR DWBA calculations employing KMT and well-matched

deuteron optical potentials. Although the results of

the two calculations are similar, the KMT prescription

is seen to give a superior account of the data. The

spectroscopic factors used to normalize absolutely the

calculations in this section are those computed from

the wavefunctions of Norton and Goldhammer (NG 70),

(Nor 70) and presented in Table 2.1.1. The agreement

of the KMT DWBA calculation with the experimental data

is almost perfect in shape and magnitude: the calcu-

lation predicts the observed forward angle maximum

(near 6 * 8°) as well as the minimum (near 6 *

18°). These wiggles in the angular distribution are

attributable to the nodes in the momentum space

neutron bound state wavefunction. Apparently, some

high-q dependence of <L(<3) is showing up in the 800

HeV (p,d) reaction, and is, in fact, correctly des-

cribed by the DWBA.

Compared to the data in Fig. 6.2.6 are the

results of KMT EFR DWBA calculations for 13C(p,d)12C

to the two 1+ states at 12.7 MeV (T » 0) and 15.11

MeV (T - 1), as well as the 16.1 MeV 2+ T « 1 state.
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Fig. 6.2.5 The 800 MeV 13C(p,d) C(0 g.s.) angular
distribution is compared to EFR DWBA
calculations employing KMT (solid curve)
and well-matched (dashed curve) deuteron
optical potentials. Note the excellent
agreement with the data of the KMT curve.
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Fig. 6.2.6 Angular distributions of the 12.7 MeV 1
T » 0, 15.1 MeV 1+ T = 1, and 16.1 MeV 2 +

T » 1 levels excited in the 800 MeV

C(p,d) C reaction are compared to EFR
DWBA calculations with the KMT deuteron
optical potential used in Fig. 6.2.4.
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Reasonable agreement with the experimental data is

observed, although the calculations appear to have

too much structure.

The effects of TS pathways to the 4.44 MeV

2 T * 0 level were investigated, using the pathways

and deformations (Bla 78) , (Bla-i- 77) shown previously

in Fig. 2.8.1, the spectroscopic amplitudes of Table

2.1.1, and a DQ - 80 MeV - fm
3^2. The inelastic 3/2~

and 5/2" levels at 3.68 MeV and 7.55 MeV, respectively,

in C are the strongest inelastic levels observed in

the 800 MeV 13C(p,p') reaction at back angles (Bla 78),

(Bla+ 77). Fig. 6.2.7 presents the results of the

investigation of TS contributions to the 4.44 MeV

level of C. Shown in this figure are the results

of three calculations. The dot-dash curve depicts an

EFR OWBA calculation employing the KMT deuteron optical

potential of Table 2.6.1. The dashed curve is a zero-

range one-step calculation presented to separate the

effects due to ZR from those due to TS. The ZR TS

calculation is the solid curve, normalized with the

same DQ as used to normalize the ZR one-step calcula-

tion. This DQ « 80 MeV - fm ' was empirically deter-

mined by requiring the C(p,d) C(0+g.s.) predictions

in ZR and EFR to agree. Comparison to the calculated

value of D o » 124 MeV - fm
3'2 (see Sect. 2.3) empha-

sizes the importance of performing the calculations in
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ways (shown in Fig. 2.8.1) is demonstrated

for the 800 MeV 13C(p,d)12C (4.44 MeV 2+)
angular distribution, by comparing the
results of EFR DWBA (dot-dash line), ZR
one step (dashed line) and ZR two step
(solid line) calculations (Dn « 80 MeV
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EFR. A comparison of the ZR one-step and two-step

calculations reveals that the effect of two-step pro-

cesses is to raise the predicted cross sections

slightly and to wash out the structure. This kind of

effect would serve to improve the agreement between

the one-step EFR calculation and the data, suggesting

that further improvement would be achieved if the

EFR calculations could include TS processes.

Presented in Fig. 6.2.8B are the results of a

two-step calculation to the 14.1 MeV 4 + T = 0 level,

employing the pathway (path 1) shown in Fig. 6.2.8A,

3/2and a zero range normalization of DQ = 80 MeV - fm .

The data are underpredicted by the calculation. How-

ever, the coupling scheme of Fig. 6.2.8A is incomplete.

Due to the limitations of the CCBA program, only the

few simple pathways of Fig. 6.2.8A could be included.

Including the other pathways might increase the cal-

culated cross sections, improving agreement with the

data.

An estimate of he contribution from the only

other pathway of major significance may be obtained

from the strong coupling model. This pathway (path 2)

includes quadrupole inelastic excitation of the 5/2~

level in C, followed by p3/2 neutron pickup to the

+ 12
4 level of interest in C. In the strong coupling
(rotational) model, the spectroscopic factor for such
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Fig. 6.2.8 Shown is the deformation, spectroscopic
amplitude, and pathway (A) for the two

step calculation of 13C(p,d)12C (14.1 MeV
4 +). The results of the TS calculation
employing this pathway are compared to the

800 MeV 13C(p,d)12C(4+) data in (B), with

a Do-80 Mev-fm
3/2. Note that an estimate

(given in the text) of the contribution
from p3/2 pickup to the 4+ from the 5/2"
in 13C raises the cross sections by a
factor of 2.25, bringing the forward angle
calculation into agreement with the data.
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a process is given by (Sat 58)

2J- + 1 2

S » 2 j
r
 + i (JjjKfAKlJ^) , (6.2.1)

where J. (J_) denotes the initial (final) state before

(after) the pickup, j is the transferred angular

momentum (3/2 in this example), Ki (Kf) is the spin

of the bandhead of the initial (final) nucleus, and

AK is the difference Ki - Kf. Therefore, in this

crude picture, inclusion of path 2 should increase the

predicted cross sections to the 4 by the factor

Ji + sh
 2

spath 1 bpath 2

path

= 2.25 . (6.2.2)

This factor is just what is needed to bring the for-

ward angle differential cross sections into agreement

with the data, as may be seen from Fig. 6.2.8B. How-

ever, the calculation still underpredicts the data at

back angles.

6.3 12C(p,d)1:LC

Shown in Fig. 6.3.1 are spectra of the 800 MeV

C(p,d) C reaction collected at laboratory angles

of 5° and 19°. Many discrete levels are discernible

up to an excitation energy of 10.6 MeV, after which a

mysterious broad region of enhanced excitation near
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Fig. 6.3.1 Spectra collected at 5.2° (A) and 19°

(B) of the -800 MeV 12C(p,d)1:LC reaction.
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13.2 MeV is observed. The well known and widely

separated level structure of C makes possible the

positive identification of most levels. Consequently,

the calibration procedures of this chapter were

tested by comparison to these known levels. Linear

calibrations were performed based upon two levels in

12 11a 5° C(p,d) C spectrum, upon two levels in a 5°

25 24
Mg(p,d) Mg spectrum, and upon the average separa-

12 11
tion of two levels in C(p,d) C spectra at five

different angles. The results of these calibrations

are presented in Table 6.3.1, from which it may be

observed that agreement of the results of each cali-

bration technique with the known excitation energies

is within the errors assigned to each excitation

energy. In fact, the results of each calibration

agree well enough that confidence in each technique

is established.

The relative intensities of the levels popu-

lated in the 800 MeV 12C(p,d)11C reaction are vastly

different from those populated at lower energies

(<200 MeV) (Bac+ 69), (Lee+ 68). The 6.48 MeV 7/2~

state dominates at 800 MeV, but is only weakly seen at

lower bombarding energies. Additionally, the ground

state strength no longer dominates the spectrum as it

does at lower energies. The excitation of high spin

states such as 7/2" is expected to be favored in the
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Table 6.3.1. 800 MeV 12C(p,d)1:LC Calibration

Peak *

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Excitation

Energy—

0.

1.

4.

4.

6.

8.

8.

9.

10.

13.

000

968

285

779

480

193

592

981

56

22

± .

± .

± .

± .

+ .

± .

± .

± .

+ .

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

20

25

Excitation

Energy—'

0.

1.

4.

4.

6.

8.

8.

9,

10

13

000

970

,289

.783

.485

.199

.600

.989

.57

.23

± .

± .

± .

± .

± .

± .

± .

± .

± .

± .

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

20

25

Excitation
c/

Energy-'

0.

1.

4.

4.

6.

8.

8.

9.

10.

13.

000 ± .

961 ± .

269 ± .

761 ± .

456 ± .

163 ± .

561 ± .

944 ± .

52 ± .

17 ± .

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

20

25

Excitation

Energy—

0.000

2.000

4.319

4.804

6.480

8.100

8.70,
8.40,
8.66

10.08

10.68

J

3/2"

1/2"

5/2"

3/2^

7/2"

3/2"

5/2!
5/2
7/2+

7/2+

9/2+

-'Present work: linear calibration of 5° spectrum based upon ground state and
6.48 MeV levels.

fc/present work: linear calibration of 5° spectrum based upon ground state and
25 24

calibration constant from Mg(p,d) Mg(1.37 MeV, 6.01 MeV) at 5°.

£/present work: linear calibration based upon 5 angles, using the ground state and
6.48 MeV levels.

<!/Levels identified from the compilations of (Ajz 75).



large momentum transfer regime (see Sect. 2.10).

Also, TS processes may play a more visible role at

these energies, as has been pointed out previously

(KO 77). Many of the observed levels are known to

have appreciable parentage in the rotational and

vibrational states of C. For example, the pickup

of a p3/2 neutron preceded by inelastic excitation of

the 4.44 MeV 2 + of 1 2C yields (2+x(p3/2)"1) states of

angular momentum 1/2", 3/2~, 5/2", and 7/2" which may

be identified at excitation energies of 2.00 HeV,

4.804 MeV, 4.319 MeV, and 6.48 MeV, respectively. The

intensities of levels populated in C relative to

known pure hole levels excited via a single-step

process (SS) such as the 3/2~ ground state, have been

used to gauge the importance of two step mechanisms.

A comparison (KO 77) of 185 MeV and 700 MeV 12C(p,d)11C

reveals that the intensity of the 2.00 MeV l/2~ level

relative to the ground state is nearly the same at the

two energies, suggesting that the 2.00 MeV level is

mainly a (pl/2) hole state. However, the intensities

of the 5/2", 7/2", 3/2~ and (5/2", 5/2+, or 7/2+)

levels at excitation energies of 4.33 MeV, 6.48 MeV,

8.11 MeV and about 8.66 MeV relative to the single

step (SS) ground state excitation are much greater at

700 MeV (and 800 MeV) than at 185 MeV. This differ-

ence has been (KO 77) ascribed to the rising
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importance of TS contributions as the beam energy goes

up. The reasons quoted by authors Kallne and Obst are

twofold. First, the experimentally measured proton

elastic scattering cross sections rise a factor of

four to five from 185 MeV to 700 MeV for the excita-

tions of the 4.44 MeV 2+ and 9.6 MeV 3~ levels of 12C.

This increase is expected in the deuteron channel as

well, and thus a reaction mechanism dependent on

inelastic excitations is favored at higher bombarding

energies. The second reason may be seen by examining

the momentum transfers in each mechanism. In the SS

model, the momentum transfer is q = |p_ - pd|. In the

TS model, however, at least one more momentum q'_ is

involved which represents the momentum of the

inelastically scattered proton in the process

p + 12C •+•?•+ 12C* -»• d + 11C. Then the momentum

transfer is q ~ |p - p' + p' - p, |. The cross sec-

tions in the TS model are enhanced because the wave-

function of the picked up neutron is sampled at lower

momenta whenever the inequality |p' - pJ < |p - p,|

is satisfied. The fact that this results in larger

cross sections may be seen from Eq. (2.2.7) in the

PWBA, where the transition amplitude is shown to be

proportional to the momentum space wavefunction of the

picked-up neutron. This wavefunction has been plotted

vs. q in Figure 1.1, from which it may be seen that
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lower q implies larger $ (q) (if the effects of the

minima are ignored). The greater momentum sharing

allowed in multistep processes should enhance the

yield to levels populated in such a fashion.

Angular distributions for the levels populated

in C are presented in Figs. 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. Except

for the presence of a slight minimum near 9cm =15°

for some levels (mainly those levels which are

expected to be of predominantly single hole character),

the angular distributions are featureless, dropping

about five orders of magnitude in forty degrees.

In order to establish that the angular bin

of 2° used to collect the 1 2C(p,d) nc data was not

too coarse, the angular distribution of the 6.48 MeV

7/2 level of C was plotted in bins of only 0.5°.

The results of this binning are presented in Fig.

6.3.4, from which it may be seen that the angular

binning of 2° is sufficient to resolve the structure

present in the data.

Additional evidence that the binning is suffi-

ciently fine may be obtained from a perusal of the

only other medium energy (p,d) data extant, 770 MeV
4
He(p,d) done at Saturne (Bau+ 77), and 700 MeV

12

C(p,d) performed at Saclay (Bak+ 74). Because the

700 MeV 12C(p,d)11C data comprise the only other work

which overlaps the work of this dissertation, these
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are compared to the 800 MeV 12C(pd,)11C data by plot-

ting the distributions of the measured differential

cross sections of the two experiments vs. momentum

transfer q * |jc — Jc-. |. The results of this compari-

son appear in Figs. 6.3.5, 6.3.6, and 6.3.7 for the

excitation of the C ground state, 2.00 MeV, and

6.48 MeV levels, respectively. It should be noted

that in Figs. 6.3.5, 6.3.6, and 6.3.7, only every

second or third cross section in the angular distri-

butions measured by the French group has been plotted

in order to make the figures more presentable. These

figures show that, in general, good agreement exists

in the region of overlap between the measurements

performed at the separate facilities.

Shown in Fig. 6.3.8 is the 800 MeV

12C(p,d)1;iC(g.s.) angular distribution with the

results of EFR DWBA calculations employing the KMT

folded, and well-matched deuteron optical potentials

of Tables 2.6.2 and 2.7.1. Both calculations describe

the magnitude of the data very well, but the well-

matched deuteron optical potential generates a better

fit to the shape of the data. The KMT calculation

exhibits too much structure. The spectroscopic factor

used to normalize absolutely both calculations is 3.2,

a value determined from the p-shell wavefunctions of

Norton and Goldhammer (NG 70), (Nor 70). This value
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may be compared with the value obtained by Cohen and

Kurath (CK 67) of 2.80.

The origin of the 2.0 HeV wide region of

enhanced excitation near 13.2 MeV in C was also

investigated. The importance of TS contributions to

the excitations of some of the levels in C has

already been discussed. In the extreme case where

the TS mechanism dominates the excitations of levels

in C, a picture such as that depicted in Fig. 6.3.9

emerges, where all the levels except the ground state

are pictured as being core-excited levels based on

the first 2+, 3~, or 4+ states of 12C. Within the

framework of this extreme (TS) situation, it is

natural to ascribe the parentage of the region in C

near 13.2 MeV to the 14.1 MeV 4+ level in 12C. If

this inelastic excitation is followed by pickup of

a p3/2 valence neutron, then levels of angular momen-

tum and parity [4+ x (P3/2)"1! = 11/2", 9/2", 1/2",

and 5/2~ are to be expected. The inelastic excitation

of the 14.1 MeV 4+ level in C has been shown to be

very strong in 800 MeV 12C(p,p') work (Bla 78), (Bla+

77), especially for increasing momentum transfer.

Additionally, the angular distribution of the inelas-

tic scattering to this level cannot be properly

accounted for unless the TS pathway 0 •*• 2 -+4 is

included along with the SS pathway 0+ -»• 4+ (Bla 78) ,
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Fig. 6.3.9 Parentage of levels in C postulated by

the 12C(p,d)11C reaction, in the
(extreme) weak coupling model.
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(Ray+ 78). Consequentlyf a zero range three-step

calculation was performed to attempt to describe the

13.2 MeV bump in C(p,d) C. The pathways, deforma-

tion parameters B2
 an<3 64 ^Bla ?8) ' a n d pickup

spectroscopic amplitudes are shown in Fig. 6.3.10.

The spectroscopic amplitudes are computed from the

weak coupling model, where the strength to each member

of the [4+ x (P3/2)"1] multiplet scales as 2j f + 1,

subject to the normalization that the total pickup

strength is equal to the sum rule for p3/2 pickup,

i.e. 4. Then the spectroscopic factor is given by

„ _ n 2J + 1
2j + 1 2Jc

where n is the number of particles in the shell. In

this example, J_ is 4, j is 3/2, and J is 11/2, 9/2,

7/2 or 5/2. The zero range strength parameter used

in the CCBA calculation was DQ = 80 MeV - fm ' . The

results of the calculation to the 7/2~ member of the

multiplet, presented in Fig. 6.3.11, reveals that

this mechanism is unable to account for the observed

strength at 13.2 MeV in C, if only this one expected

path is included.

A second calculation was performed to explore

the possibility that the 13.2 MeV bump represents a

signature of inner shell (sl/2) pickup. The EFR DWBA
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Fig. 6.3.10 Two-step pathways, deformations, and
spectroscopic amplitudes for p3/2
(solid line) and pl/2 (dashed line)
neutron pickup to the 7/2"* member of a
(suspected) multiplet located at 13.2

MeV in populated by the 800 MeV
12C(p,d)11C reaction.
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Fig. 6.3.11 Shown is the angular distribution of the
13.2 MeV bump populated in the 800 MeV
12 11
C(p,d) C reaction, and the results of

two calculations. The solid line shows
the results of a three step ZR CCBA cal-
culation (Do = 80 Mev - fmV2) utilizing
the pathways of Fig. 6.3.10, which
severely underpredicts the data. The
dashed curve is the result of an EFR DWBA
calculation of inner shell (Os^/2) neutron
pickup. The good agreement of this cal-
culation with the data (see discussion in
text) is suspected to be fortuitous.
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calculation assumed the picked up neutron was in the

Osl/2 shell when picked up from the C ground state.

A spectroscopic factor of 2.0 (sum rule) was used to

normalize the prediction. The results, presented in

Fig. 6.3.11, reveal that the magnitude of the observed

strength is roughly accounted for. However, the inner

shell strength has been shown (Tyr+ 66) to lie higher

in excitation energy, near 19.5 MeV, and to be much

broader (9.2 MeV) than the width of 2 MeV observed

in the 800 MeV C(p,d) reaction. In addition, the

same calculation performed at 121 MeV predicts a

strength of about one-tenth the strength to the ground

state. In fact, no such strength is seen in this

region at any other lower bombarding energy (Bac+ 69),

(Lee+ 68). Consequently the identification of the

13.2 MeV strength in U C with inner shell pickup

becomes untenable, in spite of the rough agreement of

the prediction with the present data. It is, of

course, possible that some as yet unaccounted for

mechanism suppresses the inner shell pickup at lower

bombarding energies, and changes its location and

width slightly from what is found in (p, 2p) measure-

ments.

The 13.2 MeV strength in C is more likely due

to unresolved high spin states. Such states have

been observed in B, the mirror nucleus of C, at
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excitation energies of 13.12 MeV (9/2~), 13.16 MeV

(5/2+, 7/2+), and 14.02 MeV (ll/2+) in the 10B + n

system (HNL 73). In fact, levels are predicted at

13.25 MeV (9/2+) and 13.52 MeV (7/2+) in the tabula-

tions of Norton (Nor 70). The wavefunctions predicted

for these levels are predominantly L » 4, S » 1/2,

and T « 1/2 (Nor 70) suggesting that their parentage

is indeed in the (14.1 MeV) 4 + of 1 2C, followed by

p shell neutron pickup.

6.4 16O(p,d)15O

Sample spectra of the 800 MeV 16O(p,d)15O reac-

tion are shown in Fig. 6.4.1, for laboratory scattering

angles of 5.2° and 17.1°. The linear energy calibra-

tion of the O(p,d) O spectra was accomplished util-

izing the ground state and 6.176 MeV levels of 0

in spectra collected at laboratory angles of 5°, 10°,

12.5°, 15°, and 17°. The results were averaged, and

are presented in Table 6.4.1. Remarkable in the

spectra presented in Fig. 6.4.1 are several features.

Firstf the strongest states populated are at large

(>10 MeV) excitation energies, where little strength

has been seen at lower energies (Roo+ 75), (Ger+ 75).

The smoothness of the angular distributions (presented

in Figs. 6.4.2 and 6.4.3) for these states relative to

the ground state may suggest that two step mechanisms

contribute to the population of these levels.
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reaction at 5° and 17°.
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Table 6.4.1. 800 MeV 1 6O(p,d) 1 5O
Calibration

Peak *

1

2

3

4

5*

6

7**

8

9

10

11

Excitation
a/Energy—'

0.000

5.219

6.176

7.203

8.841

10.421

10.869

12.210

13.593

19.02

21.11

± .1

± .1

± .1

± .1

± .15

± .15

± .15

± .15

± .15

± .20

± .20

Standard

Deviation—

.048
—

.033

.158

.10

.067

.056

. J4O

—

—

Excitation
c/Energy—'

0.000

5.241

6.176

7.276

1/2"

5/2+

3/2"

7/2+

—Present work: linear calibration based upon
ground state and 6.176 MeV levels at 5 angles.

—Standard deviation based upon excitation
energies calculated in the present work for laboratory
scattering angles of 5°, 10°, 12.5°, 15°, and 17°.

c/
—Levels identified from the compilations of

(Ajz 76).

*15° point excluded.

**5° and 10° point excluded.
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Fig. 6.4.2 Angular distributions of some of the
levels excited in the 800 MeV
16O(p,d)15O reaction.
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Also visible in the spectra are two broad

regions of enhanced excitation at 19 MeV and 21 MeV.

The nature of these newly observed levels is not

understood at present.

The excitation of the 5/2+ and 7/2+ levels at

5.22 MeV and 7.20 MeV has interesting consequences.

At lower bombarding energies, these levels are

populated only very weakly relative to the very pure

single neutron hole states at 0.00 MeV (pl/2 hole)

and 6.18 MeV (p3/2 hole) (Roo+ 75). Several workers

recently published (Bac+ 77) a study of the population

of the (pl/2) and (p3/2) single neutron hole

states in 1 5O via the 66 MeV 16O(Tr+,p) 1 5O reaction.

Strength observed in a 3 MeV wide region centered at

6.18 MeV was ascribed to the (p3/2)~ hole state, on

the basis of the low energy observations that the

5/2 and 7/2+ states are only weakly populated. To

their surprise, they found that the ratio of the

(P3/2)"1 strength to that of the (pl/2)"1 varied

between 6 and 13. Since these levels are such pure

hole states, a ratio of 2 is expected in the one

nucleon model, simply from the occupation numbers of

the corresponding shell-model orbitals. Indeed, this

ratio of two has always been observed at lower bombard-

ing energies. In an attempt to explain the anomalous

ratios of their experiment, it was proposed that:
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(a) the pl/2 and p3/2 neutron wave functions behaved

differently in the previously unaccessed large momen-

tum regime, and/or (b) that some characteristic of the

(ir+,p) reaction mechanism was responsible for the

anomaly.

The 800 MeV 16O(p,d)15O spectra solve the

mystery of the seemingly anomalous ratio of the

(P3/2)"1 to (pl/2)"1 hole strength, because, as will

be shown in Chapter VIII, the relative intensities

of final states populated in the (ir+,p) reaction are

almost identical with the relative intensities

observed in the (p,d) reaction at the same momentum

transfer. Under the assumption that this similarity

holds the 800 MeV O(p,d) 0 spectra may be viewed

as a high resolution glimpse of the O(TT ,p) O reac-

tion. It is immediately observed from Fig. 6.4.1 that

the positive parity levels one MeV on either side of

the (p3/2)~ hole state are as strongly excited as

the (P3/2)"1 hole state itself.

The sum of the strength to the 5/2 , 3/2", and

7/2 levels (all located within the experimental reso-

lution of (Bac+ 77)) is roughly a factor of 6-13 times

the strength to the ground state, which verifies the

observations of (Bac+ 77) and simultaneously explains

their "anomalous" values for the (P3/2)"1 to (pl/2)"1

ratio. Indeed, the ratio of the 6.18 MeV 3/2" level
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to the l/2~ ground state in the 800 MeV 16O(p,d) data

is roughly the expected ratio of two.

Identification of the higher lying levels in

1 5O populated in the 800 MeV 16O(p,d)15O reaction is

difficult due to the high density of states (Ajz 76).

The weakly excited 8.84 MeV level is closest to a

known level at 8.74 MeV with J* = l/2+. Many states

lie within the experimental resolution of the doublet

observed in the 800 MeV (p,d) work with excitation

energies of 10.42 and 10.87 MeV. Between 10.3 MeV

and 10.94 MeV are six levels with assigned spins and

parities of 5/2*, 3/2*, 7/2+ and l/2+. Two states

with angular momentum 5/2 are tabulated near the

strongly excited 12.21 MeV level seen at 800 MeV.

Between 13.4 MeV and 13.8 MeV are tabulated five

levels with Ju = 3/2* and 5/2+, any of which could

be contributing to the strongest level excited in the

800 MeV 16O(p,d)15O reaction, the 13.59 MeV state.

Two broad levels are tabulated at 19.03 MeV (1 MeV

width) and 20.5 and 22.0 MeV (2 MeV width) which could

be associated with the 19.0 and 21.1 MeV (broad)

levels observed in the 800 MeV O(p,d) reaction.

The angular distributions of most of the levels

populated in O by the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction are

presented in Figs. 6.4.2 and 6.4.3. It is apparent

from these figures that no information regarding the
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angular momentum or parity of the levels is discern-

ible from the shapes of the angular distributions,

which are smooth and structureless. This is in con-

trast to the situation for the (p,d) reaction at lower

bombarding energies, where the location of minima

in the angular distributions has long been a useful

tool for extracting the angular momentum quantum

numbers of levels in the residual nucleus.

There is a slight difference in the shapes of

the angular distributions between known pure hole

states such as the (pl/2) ground state, and levels

which probably involve collective TS processes, such

as the 7.2 MeV level or more distinctly, the strongest

levels (probably of high spin) at 12.2 MeV and 13.6

MeV. This difference manifests itself as a minimum

at about 12° for the hole states, which is completely

absent for the states above 6.2 MeV in excitation

energy.

Shown in Figs. 6.4.4 and 6.4.5 are the results

of EFR DWBA calcualtions for the excitation of the

ground state 1/2" (Fig. 6.4.4) and 6.18 MeV 3/2" (Fig.

6.4.5) levels of 0. The spectroscopic factors used

to normalize these calculations were 2.0 and 4.0,

respectively, which represent the spectroscopic sum

rule limit for pl/2 and p3/2 pickup. The solid lines

are the predictions employing the KMT folded deuteron
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optical potentials of Table 2.6.2. In Fig. 6.4.4, the

dashed line demonstrates the sensitivity of the cal-

culations to the folding prescription of Sect. 2.6.

This dashed line was generated using a phenomenological

deuteron optical potential with the following para-

meters: VR « 0.0 MeV, Vx = -75.85 MeV, rz - 0.96 fm,

and a.- = 0.537 fin. This phenomenological potential

was obtained from a fit employing the methods of

Sect. 2.5 to 700 MeV 16O(d,d)l6O data from Saturne

(Bru 78), considered to be the only reliable deuteron

elastic scattering data extant at energies greater

than 200 MeV. The elastic scattering cross sections

predicted by the two calculations are compared to

the 700 MeV 16O(d,d)l6O data in Fig. 6.4.6. As can

be seen from Fig. 6.4.4, usage of the KMT folded

deuteron optical potential results in improved agree-

ment with the 800 MeV 16O(p,d)15O(g.s.) data in both

shape and magnitude.

Fig. 6.4.5 contrasts calculations using the KMT

folded and the well-matched deuteron optical poten-

tials of Tables 2.6.2 and 2.7.1, respectively, for

the excitation of the 6.18 MeV 3/2~ level. Both cal-

culations have roughly the correct magnitude, but

oscillations are evident in the KMT calculation which

are not reflected by the data.
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Two-step calculations were performed for the

excitation of the 5/2+ and 7/2+ levels at 5.24 MeV and

7.28 MeV, employing the pathways, deformation para-

meter (S3 " -0.3), and weak coupling spectroscopic

amplitudes of Fig. 6.4.7. The CCBA results are shown

in Fig. 6.4.8 for the 5/2+ and 7/2+ excitations.

These calculations were normalized by requiring the

predictions to the 3~ level reproduce the 800 MeV

experimentally measured O(p,p') 0(6.13 MeV 3~) data

at the first maximum, 27 mb/sr at fl = 10.7° (Ada+
C • III*

79). With this normalization, and a D. * 80 MeV -

3/2 +

fin , the magnitude of the 7/2 prediction accounts

for the data fairly well. The 5/2+ data are slightly

underpredicted, and both calculations exhibit nodes

which are not present in the experimental data. This

is especially the case for the 5/2 prediction which

underpredicts the 9 =6° data point by almost two

orders of magnitude because of a node in the calcula-

tion. However, the agreement of the CCBA calculations

with the 5/2+ and 7/2 angular distributions is good

enough to support the hypothesis that TS is mainly

responsible for the excitation of these two positive

parity levels.
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6.5 25Mq(p,d)24Mg

Many discrete levels are observed in the

800 MeV Mg(p,d) Mg reaction. Sample spectra col-

lected at lab angles of 5.2° and 12.5° are presented

in Fig. 6.5.1. Unambiguous identification of levels

is possible at excitation energies corresponding to

the 0+ ground state, 1.37 MeV 2 +, 5.24 Mev 3+, and

6.01 MeV 4 + states. A level observed at 4.12 MeV

probably includes contributions from both the 4.12

MeV 4+ and 4.24 MeV 2 + levels.

25 24
Calibration of the Mg(p,d) Mg spectra was

simplified due to the identification of these levels.

The separation of the 1.37 MeV 2 + and 6.01 MeV 4+

levels, both strongly excited, provided the basis for

the linear calibration. The results of this calibra-

tion at laboratory angles of 5°, 10°, and 12° were

averaged, and the results are presented in Table

6.5.1. The calibration constants (at a given angle)

were considered reliable enough to calibrate spectra

from other targets. Results of this technique com-

pared to two others were presented in Table 6.3.1

for the case of 12C(p,d)11C.

Angular distributions for most of the levels

24
populated in Mg are presented in Figs. 6.5.2,

6.5.3, and 6.5.4. Once again the lack of J* informa-

tion in the 800 MeV angular distributions is clearly
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Table 6.5.1. 800 MeV 25Mg(p,d)24Mg
Calibration

Peak *

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16*

17*

18*

Excitation

Energy—
MeV

0.052 ±

1.370 ±

4.124 ±

5.266 ±

6.01 ±

7.664 ±

8.361 ±

9.441 ±

10.12 ±

10.63 ±

11.05 t

11.99 ±

12.39 ±

13.30 ±

14.13 ±

15.17 ±

15.68 +

16.56 ±

.10

.10

.10

.10

.10

.10

.10

.10

.15

.15

.15

.18

.18

.18

.20

.20

.20

.20

Standard

Deviation—
MeV

.127

—

.022

.029

—

.006

.054

.044

.040

.055

.062

.125

.106

.084

.118

.153

.148

.163

Excitation
c/Energy—'

MeV

0.00

1.37

5.24

6.01

0 +

2 +

3+

4 +

—Present work: linear calibration based upon
1.37 MeV and 6.01 MeV levels at 3 angles.

—Standard deviations based upon excitation
energies calcualted in the present work for laboratory
scattering angles of 5°, 10°, and 12°.

c/
— Levels identified frcm the compilations of

(EV 78).
*12° point excluded.
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apparent. Nothing except differences in overall mag-

nitude distinguishes one angular distribution from

the next.

25Many of the levels populated in the Mg(p,d)

24
Mg reaction are near to known (EV 78) high spin

24states. The level density of Mg is such that the

6.01 MeV level observed in the 800 MeV 25Mg(p,d)24Mg

reaction can be positively identified as a 4 T = 0

level. More 4 strength is known to lie near 9.5 MeV,

where a state is strongly populated (at 9.44 MeV) in

the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction. Negative parity levels at

7.62 MeV (3~), 10.03 MeV (5~) and 12.45 MeV <7~) are

located close to levels seen in the 800 MeV (p,d)

reaction at excitation energies of 7.66 MeV, 10.12

MeV. and 12.39 MeV. Although the level density of

24

Mg and poor experimental resolution of the 800 MeV

(p,d) data do not permit the unambiguous association

of the observed levels with levels of high spin, the

correlation is suggestive of a striking preference

for the population of high spin levels.
+ 24

The 0 ground state of Mg is only very weakly

excited (100 nb/sr maximum measured cross section at

800 MeV). However, as shown in Fig. 6.5.5, this weak

strength is as predicted by the EFR DWBA. The spec-

troscopic factor used was 0.33, which was obtained

from the Nilsson model (Elb+ 75), and compares well248
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with the measured value of 0.270 in the 18 MeV

25Mg(h,a)24Mg reaction (Elb+ 75). For the 800 MeV

Mg(p,d) Mg calculation, the KMT deuteron optical

potential and neutron bound state parameters used

28were those appropriate for Si.

No calculations are presented for other known

levels because of the complications introduced by the

multiple angular momentum transfers possible from the

d5/2 ground state of Mg to levels other than 0

24( Mg ground state).

6.6 *BSi(pfd) Si

Many previously unobserved levels are excited

28 27
in the 800 MeV Si(p,d) Si reaction. Sample spectra

are exhibited in Fig. 6.6.1 at laboratory angles of

5.2° and 12.5°. Little is known of 27Si above 7 MeV

excitation energy, yet the greatest strength in the

800 MeV (p,d) reaction feeds discrete sharp levels at

excitation energies greater than 7 MeV. In particular,

levels at 7.18 MeV, 8.32 MeV, and 11.65 MeV are very

strongly excited at 800 MeV, although these levels

have not been observed at other (lower) bombarding

energies (Bac+ 69), (Koz 68), (Ger+ 75).

The linear calibration of the Si spectra w

accomplished in the following way. At each of four

separate angles (5°, 10°, 12°, and 17°), the 27Si

ground state was used to predict the excitation
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energies of other Si levels based upon the separa-

tion of the C ground state and 6.48 MeV levels

12 11populated in C(p,d) C at that same angle. The

results of the four calibrations were averaged, and

the results along with the standard deviation of the

averaging are presented in Table 6.6.1. The

(generous) errors in excitation energies are based on

the standard deviations and on the quality of peak

fits used to obtain centroids for the calibration.
?ft 27

The resolution of the 800 MeV Si(p,d) Si data, and

27density of states in Si is such that only the ground

state may be positively identified.

27

Remarkable in the Si spectra is the excita-

tion of several strongly excited levels (relative to

the ground state) at excitation energies greater than
277 MeV. The highest known T = 1/2 level in Si

quoted in the compilations (EV 78) is only 6.34 MeV.

28 27
Recent Si(p,d) Si work carried out at T = 121 MeV

at Indiana, however, (Mil 79) reveals the existence

of levels within the energy errors quoted in Table

6.6.1 for the 7.18 MeV, 8.32 MeV, 9.59 MeV, and 11.65

MeV states. Additionally, the IUCF data reveal that

the angular distributions for these levels are

anomalously isotropic (relative to the angular dis-

tributions of states at lower excitation), suggesting

that these levels are of high spin. This suggestion
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Table 6.6.1. 800 MeV 28Si(p/d)
27Si

Calibration

Peak *

1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8*

9

10

11

12

13**

14**

15**

16**

Excitation

Energy-'

0.000 t

0.797 ±

2.460 ±

2.888 ±

4.201 *

4.574 ±

5.372 ±

6.566 ±

7.183 ±

8.324 ±

9.590 ±

11.65 ±

14.79 ±

15.283 ±

15.735 ±

16.250 ±

.10

.10

.25

.10

.15

.20

.15

.30

.15

.15

.18

.20

.25

.25

.25

.25

Standard
. b/Deviation—

—

.032

.199

.081

.119

.155

.077

.186

.104

.138

.139

.173

.209

.204

.222

.246

Excitation -.IT
c/

Energy—'

0.000 5/2+

—'Present work: linear calibration based upon
the ground state at 4 angles, using the calibration

constant from 12C(p,d)11C (0.00 MeV, 6.48 MeV) at that
angle.

—Standard deviations based upon excitation
energies in the present work for laboratory scatter-
ing angles of 5°, 10°, 12°, and 17°.

—Levels identified from the compilations of
(EV 78).

*12° point excluded.

**5° point excluded.
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is again in agreement with the observed preferential

population of high spin states at 800 MeV (see Sect.

2.10).

In the 15 MeV region of excitation in Si is

a bump reminiscent of the broad levels observed in

800 MeV (p,d) to 1 XC and 1 5O. The bump in 27Si is,

however, clearly fragmented into at least four separ-

ate levels (each separated by about 0.5 MeV). The

clear identification of four separate levels in this

region is possible at almost every angle due to the

usage of an especially thin target for most of the

28Si(p,d)27Si data collection.

In addition to the 5/2 ground state, many

27
other levels in Si are excited which have been seen

before. The 0.80 MeV level probably includes contri-

butions from both the l/2+ and 3/2+ levels at 0.78 MeV

and 0.96 MeV, respectively. The energy levels of

27

Si are too dense to permit much more to be said

about the other observed levels below 6.34 MeV, and

nothing is known of Si above this excitation. How-

ever, known states of high spin are located at 2.91

MeV (9/2+) and 4.45 (ll/2+) in 27Si (EV 78),

tantalizingly close to the levels observed at 2.89 ±.1

MeV, and 4.20 ± .15, 4.57 ± .20 MeV in this work.

The nucleus Al is the mirror nucleus of Si,

and may be expected to have a level structure very
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27 27
similar to Si. Much more is known of Al in the

high excitation region (EV 78). A 9/2+ level is

27
known at 5.67 MeV in Al which could be associated

with the 5.37 MeV level observed in 2 7Si. High spin

states of J* • 9/2+ and 9/2*" are located in 27Al at

excitation energies of 7.17 and 7.23 MeV, well within

the error assigned to the 7.18 MeV level strongly

excited in the 800 MeV *°Si(p,d) 'si reaction. A

3/2" level at 8.60 MeV in 27Al is close to the observed

8.32 MeV state in Si observed in this work. Three

levels are tabulated within 100 KeV of the 9.59 state

27observed in Si, all of which have tentative spin

assignments of l/2~ and 3/2". No strength above this

excitation energy has been reported.

A fascinating correlation also exists between

the strongest levels observed in the 800 MeV

28 27
Si(p,d) Si reaction, and the levels of high spin

28
and negative parity in Si. This correlation is

shown in Fig. 6.6.2, where all the negative parity

28
levels of Si below 12 MeV excitation energy are

shown (plus a 6~ T * 1 level at 14.36 MeV) along with

the strongest levels observed in the 800 MeV

28 27 — — — —
Si(p,d) Si reaction. The 3 , 4 , 5 , and 6 levels
28

in Si shown line up so nicely with the strongest

levels observed in Si that one is tempted to submit

Fig. 6.6.2 as circumstantial evidence for weak
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0

Pig. 6.6.2

0+

Correlation between the negative parity
levels of 28Si, and the strongest states

excited in the 800 MeV 28Si(p,d)27Si
reaction, suggesting the importance of
weak coupling in the 800 MeV (p,d) reac-
tion. Several negative parity levels
between 12 MeV and 14 MeV (in 23si) have
been omitted for clarity.
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28 27coupling in the 800 MeV Si(p,d) Si reaction.

Angular distributions of all the levels

observed are presented in Figs. 6.6.3, 6.6.4, and

6.6.5. Very little structure is seen in any of the

angular distributions, although the ground state and

0.80 MeV levels have a hint of a minimum near 12°

(lab). No unusual variations are observed for any

of the levels, including the four fragments of the

"bump" observed near 15 MeV.

Two EFR DWBA calculations were performed for

the only level of known spin and parity populated in

the 800 MeV Si(p,d)27Si reaction. Fig. 6.6.6 pre-

sents the results of calculations of the Si ground

state utilizing the KMT and well-matched deuteron

optical potentials of Tables 2.6.2 and 2.7.1. Both

calculations (especially the KMT) account for the

magnitude of the data well, although too much struc-

ture is again evident in the KMT calculation. The

spectroscopic factor used to normalize these EFR DWBA

calculations was 3.4, and comes from a rotational

model calculation (Deh 72) using a 6 - +0.30 or

B = -0.27. The measured value is C S = 3.45 (Koz 68).

The EFR DWBA accounts for the only transition

27(to the Si ground state) about which enough is known

to trust the calculation. However, the excellent

agreement with the data achieved for this case
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Fig. 6.6.3 Angular distributions for some of the
levels excited in the 800 MeV
28Si(p,d)27Si reaction.
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Fig. 6.6.6 Angular distribution for excitation of the
27Si 5/2+ ground state, excited with the

800 MeV 28Si(p,d)27Si reaction. Compared
to the data are EFR DWBA calculations
utilzing KMT (solid curve) and well-
matched (dashed curve) deuteron optical
potentials.
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suggests that the intriguing spectroscopy evident in

the 800 MeV 28Si(p,d)27Si data might be unraveled if

more Jv and C S information were known or suspected.

More investigations of Si should be performed with

reactions which are known to populate high spin

states, and which yield more J71 information. Such

reactions are (p,a) , (a,p) , and (ci,d) at low (-50

MeV) bombarding energies (Smi 76).

6.7 4QCa(p,d)39Ca

The highest mass target used in the study of

the systematic A-dependence of the 800 MeV (p,d)

40reaction was Ca. Sample spectra taken at laboratory

angles of 5.2° and 12.5° are presented in Fig. 6.7.1.

40 39Calibration of the Ca(p,d) Ca spectra was

complicated due to the use of a thick target to offset

the diminished cross section, and the high level

39
density of Ca. Only the ground state could be

positively identified. Excitation energies for the

39
remaining levels were based upon the Ca ground state

location and the (linear) calibration constant from

25Mg(p/d)
24Mg(1.37 MeV, 6.01 MeV). The results of

this technique at laboratory angles of 10°, 12°, and

17° were averaged, and the results are presented in

Table 6.7.1. The effect of the thick target is

reflected in the larger assigned errors in these

excitation energies.
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Channel Number
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Channel Number 630
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Fig. 6.7.1 Spectra of the 800 MeV *uCa(p,d) ""<

reaction at 5.2° and 12.5°.
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Table 6.7.1. 800 MeV 40Ca(p,d)39Ca
Calibration

Peak #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Excitation

Enargy—'

0.000 ±

2.678 ±

3.792 ±.

5.400 ±

6.391 ±

7.260 ±

7.775 ±

10.92 ±

17.83 ±

.10

.20

.20

.20

.25

.25

.25

.30

.50

Standard

Deviation—'

—

.141

.147

.152

.203

.162

.169

.184

—

Excitation
c/Energy—7

0.000 3/2+

—Present work: linear calibration based upon
the ground state at three angles, using the calibra-
tion constant from 25Mg(p,d)24Mg (1.37 MeV, 6.0. MeV)
at that angle.

— Standard deviations based upon excitation
energies in the present work for laboratory scatter-
ing angles of 10°, 12°, and 17°.

(EV 78).

c/
—Levels identified from the compilations of
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39Host of the levels seen in the Ca spectra

undoubtedly contain contributions from at least two

levels. The widths and shapes of the peaks in the
39 ' +
Ca spectra differ from the cleanly separated 3/2

ground state shape, indicating multiple contributions

39to these levels. Levels of high spin in Ca are

tabulated at energies of 2.80 MeV (7/2), 3.64 MeV

(9/2" (3/2", 5/2")), and 5.49 MeV (3/2+, 5/2+) which

are within the vicinity of the 2.68 MeV, 3.79 MeV, and
Aft -3Q

5.40 MeV levels observed in the 800 MeV *uCa(p,d)O3Ca
39reaction. In the mirror nucleus K, levels with

spins as high as 19/2" are tabulated at excitation

energies up to 8 MeV, but the density of states is

such that no correlations can be made with the present

data.

39The most remarkable feature in the Ca spectra

is the existence of two very broad (~2 MeV) bumps high

in excitation energy at 10.92 MeV and 17.8 MeV. Most
40 3Q

of the (discrete) strength in the 800 MeV Ca(p,d) 3Ca

reaction is to these levels, whose nature is unknown.

No discrete strength has been observed in this region

previously (Koz 68), (Roo+ 75).

The angular distributions of the levels
40 39

observed in the 800 MeV Ca(p,d) Ca reaction are

shown in Figs. 6.7.2 and 6.7.3. Again, the data are

featureless in shape, although the magnitude of the
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Fig. 6.7.2 Angular distributions for some of the
levels excited in the 800 MeV
40Ca(p,d)39Ca reaction.
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Fig. 6.7.3 Angular distributions for some of the
levels excited in the 800 MeV

Ca(p,d) Ca reaction.
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cross-sections is smaller than for the other targets

studied.

The results of EFP. DWBA calculations to the

39 +

Ca 3/2 ground state arc presented in Fig. 6.7.4.

The usage of a well-matched deuteron optical potential

is seen to result in a superior fit to the data. The

KMT calculation overpredicts the data by roughly a

factor of five. The spectroscopic factor used to

normalize both calculations was 3.0 (Kun 79). This

compares with a measured value of 3.70 (Koz 68)

obtained from the Ca(p,d) Ca reaction at 33 MeV.
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Data for the excitation of the 3/2 Ca
ground state, populated in the 800 MeV

Ca(p,d) Ca reaction, are presented with
EFR DWBA calculations employing KMT (solid
curve) and well-matched (dashed curve)
deuteron optical potentials.
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CHAPTER VII

PRESENTATION OF THE (ir+,p)

DATA AND CALCULATIONS

Very few data on the (IT ,p) reaction have been

collected to date. The data that have been taken

suffer from extremely poor energy resolution and

insufficient statistics (Ama+ 74), (Ama+ 78), (Bac+

77). More plentiful data have been taken on the

(p,ir+) reaction, however (Hoi 79), (Ben+ 78), (Bor+

76), (Hoi 79b), which is related to the (TT+,P)

reaction by detailed balance (see Chapter III). The

(7T~;n) reaction has been studied on He and He in the

region of the (3,3) resonance (Kal+ 78), but other-

wise the 90 MeV and 180 MeV (ir+,p) reactions span a

region (corresponding via detailed balance to the

region 245 MeV < T < 350 MeV) where no previous data

exist.

The linear energy calibration of the (TT+,P)

data presented in this chapter was simplified due to

the fact that the energy levels of the residual

nuclei are so well known. In addition, the similarity

of the (IT ,p) spectra to those of the 800 MeV (p,d)

reaction shown in Chapter VI aided in the identifica-

tion of levels. Since the final levels populated in
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the (n ,p) reaction are so well known (due to the

above reasons) no detailed discussion is needed for

the linear energy calibration of the (TT+,P) spectra.

The resolution (=800 keV) obtained in the

(it ,p) spectra was sufficient to resolve unambiguously

many discrete levels, and the spectra and angular

distributions which follow represent the first high

resolution measurement of the (TT ,p) reaction.

7.1 6Li(Tr+,p)5Li

The prominent feature in the spectrum of the

Li(7r ,p) Li reaction is the background characteristic

of all the (ir ,p) data, namely the contribution from

pion absorption on two nucleons. Two nucleon absorp-

tion yields protons with a continuous distribution in

energy from about 260 MeV down to almost zero, for

12

180 MeV pions incident on C. This is to be com-

pared to protons of roughly 290 MeV which emerge from

the 180 MeV 12C(n+,p)11C reaction to the ground state

of C. In most cases, however, the discrete levels

of interest are not seriously affected by the large

two nucleon absorption background.

This is especially the case for the Li(ir ,p) Li

reaction, as demonstrated in Fig. 7.1.1, which shows

a 20° spectrum at a pion bombarding energy of 175 MeV.

Inset in this figure is the region near the Li 3/2~

ground state, which has a natural width of ~1.5 MeV
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6Li(w +p) 5Pig. 7.1.1 Sample spectrum of the 175 MeV 6Li(w+,p)5Li reaction at 9L - 20°.



(Ajz 79). The first excited state of 5Li is a 5 MeV

wide state (J* * 1/2") located between 5 MeV and 10

MeV of excitation. Counts are seen in the Li(ir+,p) Li

spectra in this region, but it is unclear whether or

not they are associated with this very broad level.

The only other states reported in the literature for

Li are at excitation energies of 16.6 MeV and higher,

where the two nucleon background is rising. It should

be noted that the apparent peak in the irNN •* Np back-

ground is an artifact of the decreasing focal plane

efficiency near its edges. The actual irNN - Np back-

ground on Li at Tff • 175 MeV (studied by lowering the

spectrometer fields in successive 50 MeV steps) begins

rising near T * 270 MeV, reaches a maximum near T *

200 MeV, and tapers off gradually for lower proton

energies.

Angular distributions of the 75 MeV and 175 MeV

6 + 5Li (IT ,p) Li(g.s.) reactions are presented in Fig.

7.1.2. The striking feature of these angular distri-

butions is their energy dependence. The 75 MeV angu-

lar distribution exhibits a broad minimum near 90°,

while the 175 MeV angular distribution is featureless.

Also, the magnitude of the 175 MeV forward angle cross

sections is only about five times less than the 75 MeV

cross sections. This is in contrast to the predicted

energy dependence of the C(ir+,p) C reaction, as
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Fig. 7.1.2 Angular distributions of the 75 MeV and

175 MeV 6Li(7r+,p)5Li(g.s.) reaction.
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presented in Sect. 3.2. No specific DWBA predictions

have been made in this thesis for the (TT ,p) reaction

on Li.

7.2 7LiU*,p)6Li

A sample spectrum of the 175 MeV 7LiU+,p)6Li

reaction, collected at 20°, is shown in Fig. 7.2.1.

Again, the TTNN •* Np background is prominent in this

spectrum, and the comments made in the previous sec-

tion with regard to this background apply equally well

here,

Inset in Fig. 7.2.1 is the Li ground state

region. The Li 1+ ground state is excited, as well

as the 2.185 MeV 3+ state. The spectrum is similar

to the 800 MeV Li(p,d) Li spectra, presented in Sect.

6.1, in that the 3 level is excited more strongly

than the 1+ ground state (roughly a factor of 2.5:1

in the Li(ir+,p) Li reaction, and a factor of about

5.5:1 in the 800 MeV 7Li(p,d)6Li reaction). As was

mentioned in Sect. 6.1, low momentum transfer neutron

pickup experiments find the 1 and 3+ strengths more

nearly the same.

The angular distributions of the Li(ir+,p) Li

reaction to the 1+ and 3+ levels are presented in Fig.

7.2.2, for pion bombarding energies of 75 MeV (A) and

175 MeV (B). The shapes of the angular distributions

of the 1+ and 3+ levels are identical at a given
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Fig. 7.2.2 Angular distributions for the excitation
of the 1+ ground state and 2.185 Mev 3+

levels of 6Li, excited in the 7Li(Tr+,p)6Li
reaction at 75 MeV (A) and 175 MeV (B).
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incident pion energy, however, the 1975 MeV angular

distributions drop more uniformly than the 75 MeV

angular distributions, which show a broad minimum near

100* . The energy dependence in the magnitude of the

differential cross sections at 75 MeV and 175 MeV

remains puzzling, in that the observed forward angle

cross sections are nearly of the same magnitude, in

contrast to the predictions of the C(ir ,p) C energy

dependence presented in Sect. 3.2.

Calculations are compared to the data in Fig.

7.2.3. At both bombarding energies the calculations

underpredict the data, but have approximately the

correct shape. The 75 MeV calculations (A) are too

low by a factor of about 20 at forward angles. The

175 MeV predictions underpredict the data by a factor

of about 500. Clearly, a serious normalization

problem exists in the calculations.

More interesting than the overall normalization

problem is the predicted energy dependence. It was

shown in Sect. 3.2 that a similar energy dependence

was predicted for the C(ir+,p) C reaction. Moreover,

it was shown that if the low energy pion optical poten-

tial was substituted for the high energy pion optical

potential, then the high energy (ir+,p) calculations

are of nearly the same shape and magnitude as the low

energy calculations. The data show very little energy
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dependence in the magnitude of the differential cross

sections, possibly a manifestation of the fact that

2 2
the pion propagates considerably off shell (E f1 p +

m ) in the (IT ,p) reaction. In other words, the pion

optical potential which describes the elastic scatter-

ing of pions on the nucleus is inappropriate for the

description of the (ir ,p) reaction.

Another interesting feature of the calculations

(which survives in spite of the overall normalization

problem) is the relative strengths of ihe 3 and 1

predictions at both energies. Just as was found to

be the case for the 800 MeV Li(p,d) Li calculations,

the magnitude of the 3+ calculation is less than that

of the 1+ calculation. Although this correctly des-

cribes the relative intensity of the 1+ and 3+ levels

observed in low momentum transfer neutron pickup

experiments, it does not describe the enhanced excita-

tion of the 3 to the 1 observed in the Li(ir ,p)

reaction, and the 800 MeV Li(p,d) Li reaction. The

spectroscopic factors used to normalize these (7r ,p)

calculations are the same ones used to normalize the

800 MeV (p,d) calculations presented in Sect. 6.1

(Nor 70), (NG 70).

7.3 1 2 C U + , P ) U C

A typical spectrum from the 180 MeV 12C(7r+,p)UC

reaction (at 6 * 20°) is presented in Fig. 7.3.1.
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Just as for the 6'7Li(ir+,p) spectra, the irNN -*• Np

background dominates. However, many discrete levels

are observed whose angular distributions were easily

extracted.

The 3/2~ ground state and 2.00 MeV 1/2" state

of C are cleanly separated from neighboring levels.

Although these levels dominate the spectra of low

energy neutron pickup experiments on C (see Sect.

€.3), they are excited with the same (or less)

strength relative to the other levels in the

12C(ir+,p)11C reaction, or in the 800 MeV 12C(p,d)11C

reaction. In fact, the spectra of the 12C(ir+,p)11C

reaction are remarkably similar to those of the 800

MeV ^CtPfd) 1^ reaction. This point will be elab-

orated upon in Chapter VIII.

The doublet at 4.32 MeV (5/2") and 4.80 MeV

(3/2~) was not sufficiently resolved in this work to

allow extraction of both angular distributions,

although at some angles the two states were clearly

separated, and in the same ratio as observed in the

800 MeV 12C(p,d)13-C reaction reported in Sect. 6.3.

The 6.48 MeV 7/2~ level is seen to dominate the

spectrum as it did in the 800 MeV 12C(p,d)11C reaction.

In addition, levels are seen at 8.66 MeV, 9.90 MeV

and 10.57 MeV which are also seen in the 800 MeV (p,d)

work. But the most remarkable similarity in the two
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reactions is the excitation of a broad level (or

levels) near an excitation of 13.2 MeV, which has not

been observed in any other reaction at any other

bombarding energy (see Sect. 6.3). Yet this level is

seen in both the 12C<*+,p)11C reaction at 90 MeV and

180 MeV. and the 800 MeV 12C(p,d)11C reaction. This

correlation, along with the observed similarity in

relative intensities of all the other levels, strongly

suggests the two reactions sample the same nuclear

structure. This may be pictured by comparing the ONM

or TNM diagrams for each reaction: the lower half of

each diagram (which is the part sensitive to nuclear

structure) is exactly the same for the (ir+,p) and

(p,d) reactions. The similarity in the spectra of the

two reactions thus strongly suggests a corresponding

similarity in the reaction mechanisms.

Notably absent in the C(ir+,p) C spectra is

the 12.5 MeV 1/2", T * 3/2 state reported by previous

investigators (Ama+ 78) studying the C(TT+,P) C

reaction at 49 MeV. This state is particularly

interesting since its excitation utilizes the unique

isovector nature of the pion, which allows AT * 3/2

transfers. The previous experiments have suffered

from extremely poor energy resolution and large back-

ground, thus it seems likely that this level has been

misidentified in the earlier work, and is probably the
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13.2 HeV level seen in the 90 MeV and 180 MeV

12C(ir+,p) C spectra in this work. However, the

observed width of the 13.2 HeV level is approximately

2 HeV (FWHM). Therefore the possibility cannot be

ruled out that the 12.5 HeV T « 3/2 level is partially

responsible for the excitation of the (possible

unresolved multiplet) 13.2 HeV level seen in the

(ir+,p) reaction. This possibility does not seem

likely, however, in light of the fact that the same

bump at 13.2 HeV, with the same width of ~2 HeV, is

seen in the 800 HeV ^ C f p r d ) 1 ^ reaction which

cannot excite a T « 3/2 level (in the ONH).

The angular distributions extracted for the

180 HeV 12C(ir+,p)11C reaction are presented in Fig.

7.3.2. While the statistical errors shown in these

angular distributions might seem large to the reader

accustomed to angular distributions in low energy

nuclear physics, it should be remembered that these

cross sections (in the microbarn region) axe obtained

with an incident pion flux of roughly 10 TT /sec,

which corresponds to less than one picoampere of

incident beam. All the angular distributions exhibit

roughly the same featureless shape. Apparently, little

J* information is available in the angular distribu-

tions of the (7r+,p) reaction.
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Fig. 7.3.2 Angular distributions of some of the
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reaction.
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The energy dependence of the C(ir+,p) C

reaction is shown for T^ • 90 MeV and 180 MeV in Fig.

7.3.3, for the transition to the C ground state.

The 90 MeV data are only 20-30% higher at forward

angles than the 180 MeV data. In addition, the 90 MeV

data show a minimum near 90° which is not seen in the

180 MeV data. This is the same situation presented by

the ' Li (IT ,p) data. Direct comparison of the energy

dependence observed in the data, with the calcula-

tions presented in Sect. 3.2, again suggests that the

pion is propagating off-shell in the (TT ,p) reaction.

Presented in Fig. 7.3.4 are the 180 MeV

C(TT+,P) C(g.s.) data, with the predictions of

Sect. 3.2 for 180 MeV and 90 MeV incident pions.

Although the magnitude of the 90 MeV prediction is

too low only a factor of roughly two at forward

angles, the slope of the prediction is much too small

compared to the 180 MeV data (which are similar in

shape and magnitude to the 90 MeV data at forward

angles). The 180 MeV prediction not only exhibits the

same shape problem, but is too low compared to the

data by a factor of about 25 at forward angles.

7.4 13C(ir+
yp)

12C

Shown in Fig. 7.4.1 is a sample spectrum of

the 170 MeV 13C(ir+,p) 1 2C reaction, collected at 9 »

20°. The TTNN - NP continuum again dominates the
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spectrum. The cleanly separated levels are the same

ones observed in the 800 MeV 13C(p,d)11C reaction,

and include the 0 + ground, state, 4.44 MeV 2 + T = 0,

9.64 MeV 3", 12.71 MeV 1 + T « 1, 14.08 MeV 4+,

15.11 MeV 1 + T - 1, and the 16.1 MeV 2 + T * 1 states.

Also seen higher in excitation are levels at 20.6

MeV and 25.6 MeV, which are only weakly seen (if at

all) in lower energy neutron pickup studies on C,

but are excited strongly in the 800 MeV 13C(p,d)12C

reaction. Contaminant peaks from the C(TT ,p) C

12
reaction, arising from the C contaminant in the

target, appear at the higher excitation energies. The

similarity of the C(TT+,P) C spectra and those of

the 800 MeV 13C(p,d)12C reaction (see Sect. 6.2) is

again striking.

An important element of this similarity is the

weak excitation of the 9.64 MeV 3" level relative to

the 4.44 MeV 2 + level in the 13C(ir+,p) 1 2C spectra. In

an argument developed in Sect. 6.2 for the 800 MeV

13 12

C(p,d) C reaction (and which is entirely applicable

to the 13C(ir+,p)12C reaction) it was shown that this

feature suggests that the TNM is not the dominating

reaction mechanism. In light of the remarkable simi-

larity observed in spectra of the (ir+,p) and 800 MeV

(p,d) reactions on all of the targets in common, it

would not be surprising to find that the two reactions
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are governed by similar reaction mechanisms.

The excitation of the 14.1 MeV 4+ level in 12C

is noteworthy. Since excitation of this level cannot

take place via a simple (single step) neutron pickup,

its excitation may be considered as evidence of the

importance of two step (coupled channels) mechanisms

in the (ir ,p) reaction. A similar conclusion was

reached concerning the excitation of this level in

the 800 MeV 13C(p,d)12C reaction, where (see Sect.

6.2) a CCBA calculation was found to be in qualitative

agreement with the data.

Angular distributions of some of the levels

excited in the 180 MeV C(ir+,p) C reaction are

displayed in Fig. 7.4.2. Nor surprises exist in these

structureless angular distributions. Note the good

agreement of data collected at 6 * 20°, for runs taken

at the beginning and end of the experiment.

The energy dependence of the C(ir+,p) C reac-

tion \s illustrated in Fig. 7.4.3, which shows data

for the 90 MeV and 170 MeV 1 3C(TT +,P) 1 2C (4.44 Mev 2+)

reaction. The 90 MeV data are about two times higher

than the 170 MeV data. In addition, the 90 MeV data

show a minimum near 100°. The collection of data on

the 170 MeV 13C(ir+,p)12C reaction stopped at 80°,

however, so no comparison can be made pertaining to

the shapes of the angular distributions at the two
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energies, except to note that the 170 MeV data fall

off at a slightly steeper rate.

Calculations for the 13C(w+,p)12C(g.s.) reac-

tion are presented in Fig. 7.4.4, along with the 170

MeV 13C(ir+,p)12C(0+ g.s.) data. The magnitude of the

forward angle prediction for 90 MeV is about two

times lower than the 90 MeV data (not shown). The

magnitude of the 180 MeV forward angle predictions is

more than fifty times too low. Both calculations fail

to reproduce the shape of the data—the predicted

slope of the angular distributions is much too small.

More detailed comparison of these results to

the (p,d) results will be found in Chapter VIII, and

general conclusions about the reaction mechanisms

will be presented.
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CHAPTER VIII

COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 The 800 MeV (p,d) Reaction

This dissertation has presented the results of

7 12
the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction on targets of Li, C,

1 3C, 16O, 25Mg, 2 8Si, and 4°Ca. This list constitutes

a fair sampling of mass number shape (including

spherical, and deformed nuclei of positive and nega-

tive deformation), neutron excess (0 or 1), binding

energy, and valence neutron orbitals (Sjy? ' P3/2 '

pl/2 ' ̂ 5/2 a n d d3/2^* T n e 9 o o d experimental reso-

lution achieved in these studies permitted the identi-

fication of many discrete levels in the residual

nuclei.

The one nucleon (pickup) model in the form of

the exact finite range DWBA has been applied to the

ground state angular distributions of all the targets.

The agreement is quite c->od in each case, over the

entire range of mass number, although the calculations

for the population of the Li ground state are some-

what- too low. Both methods for obtaining deuteron

optical potentials account for the general features

of the data. The only exception occurs for the

40Ca(p,d) Ca reaction, where usage of the KMT
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deuteron optical potential (Sect. 2.6) gives rise to

an overprediction of the data by a factor of about

five. In addition, too much structure is evident in

some of the calculations employing the KMT folded

deuteron optical potential.

The pickup model also accounts reasonably well

for the population of excited states in the residual

nuclei, with one glaring exception. This exception

is the 3+ level of Li, which is underpredicted by an

order of magnitude. Since coupled channel calcula-

tions indicate the unimportance of two-step contribu-

tions to this particular level, the reason for this

failure remains a mystery.

The importance of two step mechanisms for the

excitation of some transitions in the 800 MeV (p,d)

reaction has been demonstrated (KO 77). The excita-

tions of levels which cannot be populated via single

step neutron pickup (such as the 14.08 MeV 4 level

of 1 2C, and the 5.24 MeV 5/2+ and 7.28 MeV 7/2+ levels

of O) are reasonably well described in coupled

channels calculations employing simple two-step paths

despite the fact that the observed strength of these

levels is comparable to, or greater than, the observed

strength to pure neutron hole levels. More evidence

suggesting the importance of two step mechanisms may

be understood by recognizing that the ground states of
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the residual nuclei usually exhaust at least 50% of

the spectroscopic strength available for pickup of

valence neutrons of that particular j-value. Never-

theless, most of the strength observed in the 800 MeV

(p,d) reaction is found at higher excitation energies.

Evidence that high spin states are prefer-

entially populated in the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction has

been found. The 3 level of Li, 2+ and 4 levels of

12C, 5/2" and 7/2" levels of 11C, and 5/2+ and 7/2+

levels of O are all examples of this preferential

population in the high momentum transfer (p,d) reac-

tion. Circumstantial evidence has also been presented

which suggests a correlation between several strongly

excited levels in Si (above 7 MeV in excitation

energy) and high spin states. A similar correlation

was presented for levels observed in C.

Certainly an important result of this work is

the population of many new, previously unobserved

high-lying levels in almost every one of the target

nuclei studied. These new levels, are, for the most

part, more strongly excited than the known low-lying

levels. The nature of most of these new levels is

probably one of high angular momentum. In several of

the nuclei studied, broad regions of enhanced excita-

tion whose nature is unknown appear at high excitation

energies.
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A disappointing aspect of the 800 MeV (p,d)

reaction is that the featureless angular distributions

contain no information on the spin or parity of the

final states. Thus, although many new levels are

populated, no indication of their angular momentum or

parity is evident, other than the suggestion that they

involve large angular momentum transfers. However,

the existence of these states at 800 MeV suggests that

they be studied at lower bombarding energies (200 -

400 MeV), where their quantum numbers may be more

easily established.

Although the shapes of the angular distribu-

tions reveal little spin or parity information, there

does seem to be some sensitivity to the details of the

neutron bound state wavefunction, especially evident

in the lighter targets. Calculations have been pre-

sented which support the claim that the slight struc-

ture observed in the angular distributions reflects

the high Fourier components of the neutron bound

state wavefunction.

Some evidence has been found which suggests the

two nucleon model does not dominate in the 800 MeV

(p,d) reaction to low-lying states. The weakness of

the 9.64 MeV 3" level populated in the 800 Mev

13 12
C(p,d) C reaction, contrasted with its strong

excitation in low energy stripping reactions, is
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difficult to reconcile with the two nucleon model

which predicts a strong excitation of this 3 level

in the pickup reaction.

Thus it has been shown that the ONM which works

so well for the description of the low energy (p,d)

reaction is adequate for the description of the 800

MeV (p,d) reaction, if done in exact finite range and,

in some cases, extended to second order.

8.2 The U +,p) Reaction Near 90 MeV and 180 MeV

The first high resolution measurements of the

(TT+,P) reaction have been performed on targets of Li,

7Li (at 75 MeV and 175 MeV), 1 2C (at 90 MeV and 180

MeV), and on 1 3C (at 90 MeV and 170 MeV). Many dis-

crete levels were resolved in the spectra of the

carbon isotopes, in spite of the large yield from the

background ITNN •*• Np process.

Agreement of the theoretical curves with the

ground state angular distributions is poor. This may

be due to either an improper treatment of ingredients

in the calculation, or a fundamental inadequacy of the

pickup model applied to the (ir+,p) reaction.

The energy dependence of the (ir ,p) reaction

was studied at pion bombarding energies on and off the

(3,3) resonance. The low energy (IT ,p) angular

distributions exhibit a broad minimum near 90° not
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seen in the high energy angular distributions. The

magnitudes of the on-resonance data are typically a

factor of about two less than the off-resonance data.

The calculations, however, predict a much greater

energy dependence, which was shown to be due to the

different pion optical potentials used on and off the

resonance. This suggests that the (ir+,p) reaction is

extremely sensitive to the off-shell behavior of the

pion optical potential—a quantity not measured in

elastic scattering. Therefore the (IT ,p) reaction may

prove to be a useful tool in the determination of the

off-shell behavior of the pion optical potential, once

the remaining ambiguities in the calculations are

removed.

The two step mechanism contributes to the

(TT+,P) reaction, as demonstrated by the strong excita-

tion of the 14.08 MeV 4 + level of 1 2C. In addition,

high spin states appear to be preferentially excited,

just as they were for the 800 MeV (p,d) reaction.

The weak excitation of the 9.64 MeV 3~ level

12
in C suggests that the two nucleon model is not

dominating the (TT+,P) reaction mechanism at these

bombarding energies, just as was found to be the case

for the 800 MeV <p,d) reaction. However, it is

interesting to note that the intensity of the 3~ level

relative to the 4.44 MeV 2 + level is greater in the
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(ff+,p) reaction than it is in the 800 MeV (p,d) reac-

tion. While the ratio of the 3~ strength to the 2 +

strength is still much less than that observed in low-

energy stripping reactions, the difference observed

in this ratio for the (ir ,p) and 800 MeV (p,d) reac-

tions may suggest that a two nucleon mechanism while

still not dominating is relatively more important in

the (ir+,p) reaction than it is in the 800 MeV (p,d)

reaction.

8.3 Comparison of the (p,d) and (TT+,P) Reactions

The (p,d) and (it ,p) reactions have been

studied on common targets at nearly the same momentum

transfers. The spectra of each reaction are observed

to be almost identical at equivalent momentum trans-

fers, on a given target. This near equivalence is

demonstrated in Fig. 8.3.1 for the 800 MeV (p,d)

+ 12

and 180 MeV (n ,p) reactions on C, and in Fig. 8.3.2

for the 800 MeV (p,d) and 170 MeV (ir+,p) reactions on

C. These figures compare reactions at the same

momentum transfer, with the same scale in excitation

energy. The similarity of the two reactions is strik-

ing. The same 2 MeV wide bump at 13.2 MeV in C is

seen in both reactions. The 20.6 MeV and 25.4 MeV
12

levels in C are also seen by both reactions. All

three of these levels are unique to these high momen-

tum transfer reactions (except the 20.6 MeV level is
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very weakly excited at lower energies). In addition,

nearly the same relative intensities are observed in

each reaction, in spite of the fact that the relative

intensities observed in low energy neutron pickup

experiments are entirely different from thore of the

present work.

A simple pickup model describes the 800 MeV

(p,d) data adequately, and the weak excitation of the

C 3~ level is well described with this mechanism.

It seems reasonable that the one nucleon mechanism is

an appropriate model for the (IT ,p) reaction, as well

as for the (p,d) reaction, although inadequate pion

distorting potentials prevent a quantitative descrip-

tion of the (ir ,p) cross sections. The remarkable

similarity in the spectra of the (ir+,p) and 800 MeV

(p,d) reactions suggests a corresponding similarity

in the reaction mechanisms.
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Tablci of the (ir , p) and (p,d) Data

<PI+»P> I.IAFA "IABLE

TARGET MASS ~ 6 . 0 0
P I ON FNERGY - 7 5 . o

DATA FOR PEAK AT 0*00 MEM

THETA(CM)
(DFCREES)
ii ™ 9 E 7% S( ™ ?S WBI2

21 .0
41.9
62.6
83.0
103.0
118.2

CROSS SECTION
(Uft/SR)

?."!5!* — — = — = — a — —

0
0
0
0
0
0

.324E+02
«1A7E+02
.740E+01

.419E+01

.486E+01

.128E+02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.26E+01
0.16E+01.
O.AOF.+OO

0,1531: +00
0.51E+00
0.88F+00
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<PI+>P> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS - A.00
PI ON EMERKV ••- 175.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 0.00 MEV

TA(CM)

21.6
37.6
53.5
53.5
69.1
84.4
99.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.243f+<t?
0.619F+01
0.431E+01
0.3S9F+01
0.19AE+01
0.9J2E+00
0.419F+00

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.27E+01
0.85*7+00
0.4»h"+00
0.34E+00
0.20E+00
0.10E+00
0.5AE-01
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(PJ+»P> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 7,00
PION ENERGY » 7S.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 0.00 MTV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

20.9
41.7
A2.2
82. T,
117.8

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.139E+02
0.991H+01
0.32BE+01
0.170C+01
0.124E+01

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.1AE+01
0.11E+01
0.39E+00
0.2BE+00
0.2?F+00

< P I + F P > DATA 7AHI.fi

TARGET MASS "- 7,00
PION ENERGY « 75.0

»ATA FOR PEAK AT 2.20 MEV

THFTA(CM)
(DEGREES)
sasssssss

20.9
41.7
62.2
82.5
117.8

CROSS BKC'IION
(UB/SR)

0.S37E+02
0.31AE+02
0.113E+02
0.388E+01
0.321E+01

ERROR
(UB/SR)
s=s=n::'.t a.-

0.33F.+01
0.20E+01
0.71.E+00
0.40E+00
0.3*E+00
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(PT+>P> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 7.00
PION ENERGY » 17S.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 0 . 0 0 MfJV

rH£TA(CM>
(DEGREES)

21,3
37.2
53.0
A8.5
B3.8
98.8
98.8

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

^Bl MB #B) ^B1 BBV t S M4 *̂ H *f l . H Vflk̂ BB <•#

0.146E+02
0.572E+01
0.18AE+01
0.5J3E+00
0.169F+00
0.U4E+00
0.131E+00

ERROR
(UB/SR)

(>.84lf+00
O.UE+01
0.15F.+00
0.S8E-01
0.17E+00
0.11E+00
0.38F-01

(PI+rP> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 7.00
PI ON ENERGY =- 175.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 2.20 MEV

IHI:TA(CM)
(DEGREE'S)

21.3
37.2
53.0
68.S
83.8
98.8
98.8

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.3AlrF+0:>
0.123E+02
0.346E+01
0.H9E+01
0.507E+00
0.341F+00
0.432E+00

ERROR
(UB/SR)

X SE3C !Xi2 i± SS S

0.14E+01
o.ieir+oi
0.22E+00
0.87E-01
0.34F+00
0.11E+00
0.5AF.-01
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<PI+»P> BAT A TABLE

TARGET MASS " 12.00
PION ENERGY « 180.0

DATA FOR

THETA(CM)
<DEGREFS)

10.4
15,6
20.8
20.8
20.8
24.9
31.1
31.1
31.1
3A.3
41.5
SI.8
A2.0
72.1
92.3
102.2
117.1

PEAK AT 0.00 MI:.V

CROSS SECTION
<UB/SR)

0.388E+02
0.32JF+02
0.243E+02
0.240r:+02
0.239F+02
0.1A1E+02
0.973E+01
0.774E+01
0.342E+01
0.509E+01
0.337E+01
0.18AE+01
0.606F.+00
0.31AE+00
0«H8fJE-01
0.731E-01
0.501E-01

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

29E+01
28E+01
31E+01
20E+01
13E+01
IRJI+Ol
1JF+03
AAE+OO
1»E+OO
4ftE+00
29F+00
15E+00
SftE-01
50E-01
J3E-O3
12E-01
1KE-01
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<PI+»P> DATA TABLE"

TARGET MASS « 12.00
PION ENERGY = 180.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 2 . 0 0 MJ-ZV

THI:TA<CH>
(DEGREES)

10.4
35,6
20.8
20.8
24.9
31.1
31.1
31.1
3A.3
41 »5
51.8
62.0
72.1
92.;?

102.2

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.154E+0J
0.393E+01
0»2A5E+01
0.285E+01
0.113E+01
0.104E+01
0.629E+01
0.739E+00
0.641E+00
0.136E+01
0.311E+00
0.821E-01
0.488E-0I
0.803E-01
0.305E-01

ERROR
<UB/SR)

o.ioir.+oi
0.12E+01
0.88E+00
O.SHC+OO
O.AHIi+00
0.52E+00
0.42E+00
0.49E-01

0.2011+00
0.81E-01
0.26E-0I
0.33K-01
0.13E-01
0.12E-01
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(PI+>P) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 12.00
PI ON ENERGY == 180.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 4 . 5 6 MIIV

THIiTA(CM)
(DEGREES)

10.4
15.6
20.8
20.8
24.9
31.2
31.2
31.2
36.3
41.5
51.8
62.0
72.2
92.3
102.2

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.274E+02
0.235E+02
0.233E+02
0.189E+02
0.126E+02
0.120E+02
0.832F.+01
0.4SJJFJ+01
0.894E+01
0.113E+02
0.206E+01
0.514E+00
0.968E-01
0.929E-01
0.429F-01

FRROR
(UB/SR)

0.30E+01
0.23E+01
0.21F+01
0.12E+01
0.16E+01
0.12E+01
0.13E+01
0.14E+00
0.67E+00
0.87E+00
0.23F+00
O.WOH-Ol
0.32E-01
0.18E-01
0.12E-01
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<PI+»P) »ATA TABLE

TARGET MASS * 12.00
PION ENERGY » 180.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 6.4B MlfV

THETA(CM)
(DECREES)

10.4
IT,. 6
20.8
20.8
24.9
31 .2
31.2
31.2
36.3
41.5
51.8
62.0
72.2
92.3
102.3

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.426F+0?
0.406E+02
0.2B5H+02
0.294E+02
0.233E+02
0.194E+02
0.173E+02
0.672E+01
0.123F+02
0.182E+02
0.323E+01
0.763E+00
0.768E+00
0.194E+00
0.740E-01

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.40E+01
0.31E+01
0.29E+01
0.15E+01
0.22E+01
0.19E+01
0.15E+01
0.14E+00
0.99E+00
O.llE-t-01
0.29E+00
0.A4E-01
0.80E-01
0.26E-01
0.18F-01
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fP) DATA 1ABI.F.

TARGET HASS « 12.00
PION ENERGY == 180.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 8.40 MEV

THETA<CM)
(DF.GREES)

10.4
15.A
20.8
20.8
24.9
31.2
36.3
41.5
51.8
62.0
72.2
92.3

102.3

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

O.1A4E4-O2
0.J9JE+02
0.125IF+02
0.135IT+02
0.841E+01
0.17AE+02
0.364E+01
0.892E+01
0.191E+01
0.652E+00
0.191E+00
0.159F.+00
0.699E-01

ERROR
(1JB/SR)

0.63E+01
0.79E+01
0.24K+01
0.13R+01
0.17E+01
O.IAFJ+Ol
0«70K.+00
0.14E+01
0.26E+00
0.13E+00
0.48E-01
0.27F>01
0.19E-01
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(PI+»P) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 13.00
PI ON ENERGY ~ 170.0

DATA FOR PF.AK AT 0 . 0 0 Mf£V

THF:TA(CM)
(JJEGRF.ES)

10.4
15.5
20.7
20.7
20.7
31.0
41.3
61.7
82.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.1H4E+01
0.272E+01
0.966E+00
0.138E+01
0.163E+01
0.133E+01
0.622E+00
0.139E+00
0.127E-01

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.27E+00
0.38FJ+00
O.SBIT+OO
0.29FI+00
0.18E+00
0.20E+00
0.70K-01
O.AOfi-01
0.13E-01

( P l + rP) DATA TAHI.F.

TARGET MASS « 1 3 . 0 0
PTON ENKRtiY ~ 1 7 0 , 0

DATA FOR PF.AK AT 4 . 4 0

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

10.4
15.5
20.7
20.7
20.7
31 .0
41.3
61.8
82.0

CROSS SFJCTION
(UB/SR)

0.121E+02
0.10AFM-02
0.651E+01
0.832E+01
0.700E+01
0.517E+01
0.245P:+01
0.781E+00
0.121F.+00

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.70IT+00
0.89F.+00
0.V3E+00
0.47H+00
0.37E+00
0.38E+00
0.14H+00
0.48E-01
0.21E-01
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<PI+»P> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS =•• 13.00
PI ON ENERGY « 170.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 9.60 MKV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES>

1 0 * 4
15.5
2 0 . 7
2 0 . 7
2 0 . 7
3 1 . 0
4 1 . 3
6 1 * 8
8 2 . 0

CROSS SF.CT10N
<UB/SR)

0.198E+01
0.3J3E+01
0.108E+01
0.154E+01
0 . 1 9 9 E + 0 1
0 . 7 8 6 F : + 0 0
0 . 2 9 5 F + 0 0
0 . 4 6 2 E - 0 1
O.;?;?SF_-OI

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.64F;+00
0.39K+00
<».;?6»-:+oo
0.21E+00
0.58E+00
0.28E+00
0 . 7 4 H - 0 1
0 , 1 2 F > 0 1
0 . 7 1 F - 0 1

(PI+fP) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS - 13.00
PI ON FJNERBY == 170.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 12.70 MM

THILTA(CM)
<DF:GREES>

1 0 . 4
1 5 . 5
2 0 . 7
2 0 . 7
2 0 . 7
3 1 , 0
4 1 . 3
6 1 . 8
8 2 . 0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.11SE+02
0.12SE+02
0.722E+01
0.766E+01
0.743E+0J
0.375E+01
0.276E+01
0.427E+00
0.71fiF.-01

FRROR
(UB/SR)

0 . 9 8 E + 0 0
0 . 9 9 E + 0 0
O.IIF:+OI
O . H 8 E + 0 0
0 . 4 3 E + 0 0
0 . 4 3 E + 0 0
0 . . 1 H E + 0 0
0 . 1 2 E + 0 0
0 . 2 9 E - 0 1
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(PI+»P) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS ~ 13.00
PI OK ENERGY ••= 170.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 14.10 MEU

THGTA(CM)
(DEGREES)

1 0 . 4
1 5 . 5
2 0 . 7
2 0 . 7
2 0 . 7
3 1 . 0
41.3
61. 8
82.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.2S0E+02
0.259E+02
0.210E+02
0.173E+02
0.171E+02
0.11 IE+02
0.430F+01
0.987E+00
0.283E+00

ERROR
(UB/SR)
saris ss:six:zrs

0.1AE+01
0.1SE+01
0.21E+01
0.89E+00
0.67E+00
0.79E+00
o.2oi::+oo
0 . 3 A E + 0 0
0 . 4 A E - 0 1

< P I + r P > D A T A T A H L E

T A R G E T M A S S - 1 3 . 0 0
P I O N E N E R G Y = = 1 7 0 . 0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 1 5 . 1 0 MIIV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

1 0 . 4
1 5 . 5
2 0 . 7
2 0 . 7
2 0 . 7
3 1 . 0
4 1 . 3
61.8
8 2 . 0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0 . 2 1 4 E + 0 2
0 . 1 9 9 E + 0 2
0 . 9 4 1 E + 0 1
0.128E+02
0.11AE+02
0.550E+01
0.270E+01
0.677E+00
0.135E+00

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0 . 1 6 E + 0 1
0 . 1 4 E + 0 1
0 . 1 7 E + 0 1
0.86E+00
0.62E+00
0.78E+00
0.19E+00
0.37E+00
0 . 3 8 E - 0 1
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(Pl+fP) DATA TABLE

TARGET KASft =- 13.00
PION ENERBY " 170.0

DATA FOR PEAK AT 16.10 MF.V

THETA(CM)
(UEGREE8)

10.4
15.5
20.7
20.7
20.7
31.0
41.3
A1.8
82.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.2KAH+02
O.223E-fO2
0.171E+02
0.154E+02
0.138E+02
0.AA3K+01
0.327F+01
0.144K+01
0.187K+00

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.16K+01
0.14H+01
0.17H.+01
O.BAK+00
0.A6F+00
0.81E+00
0.20E+00
0.14H+00
0.42K-01
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BOO MliV <P»D) DATA TABLE

TARGFT MASS " 7.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 0.00 MEV

THKTACCM)
(DEGREES)

4.8
6.8
6.8

10.0
12.7
15.9
19.8
19.8
23.7
23.7
23.7
27*6
32.7
39.1

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.101E+01
o.ioorr+oi
0.866E+00
0.A27E+00
0.433E+00
0.209E+00
0.699E-03
0.B80E-01
0.30SE-01
0.199E-01
0.217E-01
0.638E-02
0.140^-02
0.439E-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)
BUSS — — — — —

0.45H-01
O.JUE-Ol

0.34E-01
0.18E-01
O.tvlE-02
0.17E-02
0.38E-02
0.19E-02
0.13E-02
O.IBI-:-O:>
0.80E-03
0.37E-03
0.1OK-03

800 Kt-:k' <Pr»> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS = 7.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 2.19 MliV

IH!:TA(CM)
(DEGREES)

4.8
6.8
6.8

10.0
12.7
15.9
19.8
19,8
23.7
23.7
23,7
27.6
32.7
39.1
46.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.546E+0I
0.540E+01
0.529E+01
0.311E+01
0.232E+01
0.102E+01
0.292E+00
0.369E+00
0.154E+00
0.130E+00
0.139E+00
0.401E-01
0.119E-01
0.232E-02
O.640K-O:4

ERROR
(UP/SR)
• M W.W— ». — _ .

O.11F7 •»(»()
O.J2E+00
0.13E+00
0.82E-01
0.43E-01
0.11E-01
0.35E-0?
0.78E-02
0.47E-02
0.29K-02
0.39E-02
0.15E-02
0.74E-03
0.20li-03
0.25F.-03
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800 MEV <P»D> DATA TABLK

TARGET MASS >» 12.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 0.00 MKV

THE!A<CM)
(WEBREE8)

12.3
13«7
15.2
17.0
18.5
20, A
20.6
22.9
25,4
25«4
30.3
34.5
38.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.4SAE+01
0.124E+01
0*716F.+00
0«34Alf+00
0.302EI00
0.268E400
0.126E+00
0.1S2E+00
0.832E-01
0.342F-01
0.327E-01
0.7A1E-02
0.226L-02
0.14AH>0a

(•:RROK
(UB/SR)

0.14E+00
0.48E-01
0.23K-01
0.14F.-01
0.10E-0I
0<34F.-02
O.!54lvO2
0.59F.-02
0.24E-02
04 10H-02
O.lfiE-02
0.44E-03
0.16E-03
0«44t=.-0'»
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BOO KliV (PfD) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 12.00
DATA FOR PF.AK AT 2.00 HEV

THETA(CH)
(DEGREES)

A.A
12,3
13.7
15.2
17.0
18.'.)
20.6
20,6
22*9
2ft, 4
25.4
30.3
3-1.5
38.0

CROSS SECTION
<IJ»/SR>

0.548E+00
0«123E+00
0.115M00
Ot 113f.+00
o. i i OF:+oo
0.765E-01
0.235IT-01
0.292E-01
0.120E-01
0.AR1E-02
0«439Lr-02
0,1741-. -02
0.353E-03
0.583E-04

fc'RRtiR
(UB/SR)

o.sor-oi
0.17E-01
0.10E-01
0.87E-02
0.64r-02
0.44E-02
0.25E-02
0.28E-02
0.9AIT-03
0.48E-03
0.60E-03
0.2SE-03
0.88E-04
0.2VE-04
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800 MEV <Pr»> DATA TABLE

TARGE'f MASS « 12.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 4.32 MEV

THF.TA(CM)
< DCGRF.ES >
ntvfliniRzftun it*l l l i ffliltvllilBV av

A. A
12*3
13.7
1S.2
17 #0
18.5
20,6
20 < 6
22.9
25.4
25.4
30.3
34 .15
38.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0«?04E+01
0.924K-I00
0.798E+00
0.379E+00
0.233E+00
0.127E+00
0.358E-01
0.469E-01
0.247E-01
0.1^01--01
0.126E-01
0.444E-02
0.144E-02
0.1AOE-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.10E+00
0.48E-01
0.26IF-M
0,l»Cv-01
o.iie-oi
0.69E-02
0.33E-02
0.3SK-02
0.15E-02
0.96E-03
0.14K-02
0.41F.-03
0.17E-0X
0.44E-04
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800 MliV (PtP) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS » 12.00
UATA FOR PEAK AT 4.80 MEV

THETA(CH)
<»£6RKIfS)

6 . 6
12.3
13.7
15.2
17.0
18.15
20.6
20.6
22.9
2K.4
25.4
30.3
34.5
38,0

CROSS SECTION
<U»/SR>

• • • •# ***«^k•»••»*MB •*•«* ^ ^ ^ «•« •«

0.527K+00
0.158E400
0.791E-01
0«843E-01
0.A04E-01
0.457E-01
0.196E-01
0.184F.-01
0.A83E-02
0.423E-02
0.515E-02
0.108E-02
0.147E-03
0.175E-03

ERROR
(IJB/SR)

0.6«E-01
0,33E"01
0.18E-01
O.12E-O3
0.81E-02
0«!5»l:>0?
0.27E-02
0.26E-02
0.11E-02
0,72K-0Ji
0.10E-02
0.28E-03
O.UE-03
0.44Lr-04
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800 KIFV (P»n> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS > 12.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT A.48 MEV

THETAU:M>
(DEGREES)
imsivmiiiiis

6*6
12.3
J3.7
15,2
17,0
18.5
20.6
20.6
22<9
25.4
25.4
30.3
34,5
38.0

CROSS SECTION
(UK/SR)

0.360E+01
0.278E+01
0.209E+01
0.125E+01
0.723C+00
0.3Ullvl00
0.11AI.+00
0.132E+00
0.683E-01
0.344E-01
0.327K-01
0.571E-02
0.215E-02
0,8;«»i:-03

ERROR
(IJB/SFO

0.16fc"+00
0.88E-01
0.47E-01
0.37F-01
0.20E-01
0.12F-01
0.6AE-02
0.DOE-02
0t27L~-02
0.12E-02
0.18E-02
0.41E-03
0.20E-03
0.12f>03
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800 MEV <P»D> DATA I ABLE

TARGET MASS « 12.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 8.10 MEV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

A.A
12.3
13.7
15,2
17.0
18.5
20.A
20.6
22.9
2S.4
2ft*4
30.3
31.H
38.0

CROSS SCCtION
(UB/SR)

0.73SE-I-00
0.314E+00
0.192E+00
0t879E-01
0,4631.-01
0.411E-01
0.145E-01
0.2S0E-01
0.143E-01
0.A33E-02
0.504E-02
0.174E-02
0.569E-03
0.874F.-04

ERROR
(U»/SR>

0.12E+00
0.52E-01
(»«39E-01
0.26E-01
0.19E-01
0.81E-02
0,43l>02
0.49E-02
0.18E-02
0.93E-03
0.13E-02
0.39E-03
0.1HE-03
0.73E-01
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800 MEV (P.JJ) HAT A TABLE

TARGET MASS » 12.00
UATA FOR PEAK AT 8.60 MEV

THETA<OM)
(DEGREES)

6.6
12.3
13.7
15.2
17.0
18*5
20*6
20*6
22.9
25.4
25. 4
30.3
34.5
38*0

CROSS SECTION
(Ub/SR)

0.245E+01
0.125E+01
0.870E+00
0.43511+00
0.286E+00
0.138E+00
0.393E-01
0.629E-01
0.228E-01
0.803E-02
0.921E-02
0.130E-02
0.569E-03
0.175SI-03

ERROR
(UB/SK)

0.17E+00
0.75E-01
0.50E-01
0.30P.-01
0.24E-01
0.11F.-01
0.52E-02
0.64E-02
0.21E-02
0.10E-02
0.15E-02
0.36E-03
0.16E-03
0.73E-04
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800 MEV <P,D> DATA TABLE

TARGET HASH - 12.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 9.90 MEV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

A.A
12.3
13.7
IK. 2
17.0
18.5
20. 6
20.A
22.9
25.4
25.4
30.3
34. S

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.813E+00
0.7A5IE+00
0.51AE.+00
0.291E+00
0.200E+00
0.114E+00
0.371E-01
0.3A1E-01
0.239E-01
0.7A0E-02
0.888E-02
0.190F-02
0.75AF.-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

O.KOE-01
0.50E-01
0.30E-01
0.34E-01
0.13H-01
0.90E-02
0.41E-02
0.40E-02
0.20E-02
0.72E-03
0.15E-02
0.3AE-03
0.17E-03
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800 MEV (P»D) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 12.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 10*60 MEV

THETA(f;M)
(DEGREES)

6*6
12.3
13.7
IS. 2
17.0
18. S
20.6
20.6
22.9
25.4
25. 4
30.3
34. 3

CROSS SECTIOK
(UB/SR)

!SBM!ClSSSi*aS«lSSE

0.507E+00
0.S74E+00
0.44SIL+00
0.28JE+00
0.199E+00
0.121E+00
0.443E-01
0.474E-01
0.249E-01
0.110F.-01
0.806E-02
0.331E-02
0.79JJE-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)
SffXiSSIMC

0.10K+00
0.41E-01
0.30IL-01
0.29E-01
0.1RE-01
0.90E-02
O.fiOE-02
0.40E-02
0.20E-02
0.10E-02
0.14E-02
0.44E-03
0.17E-03
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800 MEV <Prl)> DATA TABLE

TARBET MASS « 12.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 13.20 MEV

THIiTA(CM)
<DEGREES)

6*6
12.3
13.7
15.2
17.0
18*5
20*6
20*6
22.9
25.4
25.4
30.3
38.0

CROSS SECTION
<UB/SR>

0.537E+01
0.463E+01
0.300E+01
0.124E+01
0.112F.+01
0.651F.+00
0.273E+00
0.327E+00
0.175E+00
0.R25E-01
0.691E-01
0.113E-01
0.J66E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.16E+00
0.12E+00
0.66E-01
0.S1E-01
0.2WI-01
0.17E-01
0.1JF.-01
0.15E-0J
0.40E-02
0.21E-02
0.32E-02
0.10E-02
0.29E-03
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800 MEV (FrD) DATA TABLF

TARGET MASS " 1 3 . 0 0
DATA FOR PEAK AT 0 . 0 0 MILV

THFTA(CM)
<DF.BRF.F:S>

4 . 3
6,0
8 . 9

11.3
11.3
14.2
17.7
21.2
24.6
29.2
35.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.290F:400
0.390E+00
0.347F+00
0.122FJ+00
0.193E-J00
0.271E-01
0.117E-01
0.100E-01
0.S25E-02
0.143F.-02
0.429E-03

ERROR
(U»/SR)

0.32E-01
0.38fc>01
0.34E-01
0.14FJ-01
0.15F.-01
0.31E-02
0.1 SIT- 02
0.11E-02
0.56E-03
0.32E-03
0.14E-03

800 MEV (P»») DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS = 1 3 . 0 0
DATA FOR PEAK AT 4 . 4 4 MlfV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)
rssiarats

4 . 3
A.O
8 . 9

11*3
11*3
14.2
17.7
21.2
24.A
29.2
35.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/8R)

ssssssissssssrs-.s

0.132E+01
0.157E+01
0.1A9E+01
0.843F.+00
0*865r+00
0.314E+00
(»*131E+00
0.543E-01
0.236E-01
0.447E-02
0.103E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)
aSBSSRSS

0.A1E-01
0.68FJ-01
0.67E-01
0.31E-01
0.30E-01
0.97E-02
0.4AE-02
0.21E-02
0.99F-03
0.43E-03
0.13E-03
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800 MEV <P»rO DATA TAfcl.E

TARGET MASS •- 13 .00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 1 2 . 7 0 MIIV

THIiTA(CM)
(DEGREES)

4 . 3
6 . 0
B.9

11 . 3
1 1 . 3
1 4 . 2
17.7
21.2
24.6
29.3
3f;.O

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

•.•.T-.-.-.rr s-sraaxsssrssss

0.118E+01
0.129E+01
0.875E+00
0.380E+00
0.424E+00
0.1I5E+00
0.876E-01
0.47AE-01
O.ISOE-OJL
0.403H-02
0.122E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.12E+00
0.12E+00
0.93F-01
0.44E-01
0.41E-01
0.12E-01
0.81E-02
0.29K-02
0.11E-02
0.72R.-03
O«:?OK:-<)3

800 MIIV DATA TABLE

TAKGET MASS = 13.00
DATA FOR PFAK AT 14,10

THI:TA<CK)
(DEGREES)

4 . 3
A.O
9 . 0

11 .3
1 1 . 3
1 4 . 2
17.7
21.2
24.A
29.3
35.0

CROSS SECTION
(Ufc/SR)

0.148E+01
0.128E+01
0.144i:+01
0.778E+00
0.776E+00
0.372E+00
0.1A7E+00
0.68AF-01
0.238E-01
0.4A3E-02
0.10ftF-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)
:s rs ̂ s ss s zs ssss

0.16E+00
0.13E+00
0.14E+00
0.A3E-01
0.67F.-01
0.12E-01
0.11E-01
0.35F-02
0.1SE-02
0.93E-03
0.36E-03
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800 MEV (P»D> WATA TABLF

TARGET MASS - 13.00
UATA FOR PEAK AT 15.10 MF.V

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

4*3
6 . 0
9 . 0

11.3
11.3
14.2
17.7
21 .2
24.6
29.3
35.0

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.16SF.+01
0.139F.+01
0.114F.+01
O.SIOE+OO
0.S70E+00
0.147E+00
0.130E+00
0.721E-01
0.165IV-01
0.43IE-02
0.128E-0?

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.15E+00
0.14F.+00
0.70E-01.
0.58F>01
0.69E-01
0.29E-01
0«30E-01
0.90E-02
0.14E-02
0.97E-03
0.40E-03

800 MHV (Pf») BAT A TABLE

TARGET MASS = 13.00
fiATA FOR PEAK AT 1A.10

TH«nA(CM>
(DEGREES)

4 . 3
6 . 0
9 . 0

11.3
11 »3
14.2
17.7
21.2
24.6
29.3
35.0

CROSS SFXTJON
(UB/SR)

0.242E+01
0.233E+01
0.170E+01
0.602E+00
0.684E+00
0.181F.+00
0.14AE+00
0.822F.-01
0.247E-01
0.956E-02
0.90SF.-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0«17K+00
0.16F.+00
0.13E+00
0.57E-01
O.H'SE-Ol
0.1AF>01
0.11F-01
0.H3E-02
0.49E-0?
0.9AE-03
0.20E-03
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800 Mi:V (P»U> DATA TABLF

TARGET MASS » 16.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 0.00 MKV

THETACCM)
(DEGREES)

A.4
1 1 . 8
J 4 . 7
17.8
19.9
22.0
24*4

CROSS SF.CTJON

...-"£»*!!!»•.•-
0.44IE+00
0.898E-01
0.797E-01
O.JiSHG-Ol
0.178E-01
0.876E-0?
0.3S1E-02

F.RRfJR
(LIP/SR)

0.19E-01
O.lOfi-01
0,51F>02
0.19E-02
0.12F.-02
0. 8Sli-03
0.44E-0.?
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800 MEV (PtlJ) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS " 1A.00
TJATA FOR PEAK AT 5 . 2 2 MfclV

THETA(CM)
(DF.GREES)

A.4
1 1 . 8
1 4 . 7
17.8
19.9
22.0
24.4

CROSS SECTION
< UK/SR >

0.7AOF.+00
O.lfJIF.+OO
0.922F>01
0.535E-01
0.260E-01
0.8HAE-02
0.A89E-02

ERROR
(IJB/SR)

0.41F.-01
0.38E-01
0.72E-02
0.31E-02
0.14E-02
0.85E-03
0.18E-02

800 MIIV (PfJJ) DATA TABI.F."

TARGET MASS •• 1A.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT A,18 MEV

THI:TA<CM>
(DECREES)

6 . 4
11 .8
14,7
17.8
19.9
22.0
24.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/8R)

• «*^^H ^A ^̂ B t̂ M M ^̂ B *4P t . ^ MV> * ^ M̂fr M

;S7T 7?> TT rx ̂ S 5 «5 TTTSa* ̂ ^

0.142E+01
0.287E+00
0.159E+00
0.93AE-01
0.347E-01
0.138F.-01
0.113E-01

ERROR
(UB/SR)

^ B « v «•* n ^ ^ B 4H> SS mm

O.SAFJ-01
O.158F.-O1.
0.92E-0:>
0.41E-02
0.16E-02
0.11E-02
0.2SE-02
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800 KEY (P»D) DATA TABLE"

TARGET MASS = 16,00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 7 . 2 0 Mir.V

THICTA(r;M)
(DEGREES)

6.4
n .8
14.7
17.8
19.9
22.0
24.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.650P+00
0.325E+00
0.J40E+00
0.487E-01
0.158E-01
0.739E-02
0.610E-02

FRROR
(UB/SR)

0.40H-01
0.51E-01
0.10E-01
0.32E-02
0.14E-02
0.94F>03
0.17E-02

800 MEV iPfli) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 16 .00
JiftTA FOR PEAK AT 1 0 . 4 2 MliU

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

6.4
11.8
14.7
17.8
19.9
22.0
24.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.&25&+00
0.?79E+00
0.130t=:+00
0.554E-01
0.25SF-01
0.112E-01
0.411E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.61E-01
0.58E-01
0.14F.-01
0.42H-02
0.23E-02
0.22E-02
0.83E-03
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800 MliV (P ,D ) DATA TABI.F.

TARGET MASS -- 16 .00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 10 .87 NEW

THI:TA<CM>
(DEGREES)

6 . 4
11.8
14,7
17.8
19.9
22.0
24.4

CROSS SECTION
<UB/SR)

irs^Kssauassua

0.357E+00
0.241F+00
0.149F.+00
0.265D-01
0.128E-01
0.202E-02
0.206E-02

ERROR
(UK/SR)

0.62F.-01
0.49E-01

0.35E-02
0.19E-02
0.1fil->02
o.7oi:-o;^

8 0 0 MFIV (P»»> IJA1A TABLE

TARGET MASS = J6.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 12.21 HIEV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

6*A
11.8
14.7
17.8
19.9
22.0
24.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.800F+00
0.A31E+00
0.254E+00
0.824E-01
0.254E-01
0.127E-01
0.443E-02

(

0
0
0
0
(J

0
0

ERROR
UFt/SR)
r-.:sTs:i:i: —is

.79E-01

.57E-01

.18F-01

.84E-02
•24K-02
.19E-02
.70E-03
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800 MEV <P»n> JJATA 7AW.K

TARGET HASS == 1A.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 13.59 M

THETA(CM)
(JJFJGRF.ES)

6.A
1 1 . 8
1 4 . 7
17.8
19.9
22.0
24.4

CROSS SF.CTION
(UB/SR)

0.180E+01
0.942FJ+00
0.418E+00
0.122E+00
0.307E-01
0.177E-01
0.754E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

O.llfT+00
O.SAFJ-01
0.24E-01
0.11E-01
0.27F.-02
0.22F-02
0.89F.-03

800 MliV <P»IJ) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS - 1A.00
DATA FOR PFJAK A! 8 . 8 4 MEV

THETA(CM)

11.8
14.7
17,8
19.9
22.0
24.4

CROSS SFJCTION
(UB/SR)

0.507E-01
0.388E-01
0.134E-01
0.430P:-02
0.314F.-02
0.953E-03

ERROR
(UH/SR)

0.12FJ-01
0.8SH-02
0.39E-02
0.12FJ-02
0.79F.-03
0.32FJ-03
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800 MEV (Pth) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS " 25.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 0.00 MJ

THETA(CN)
(DEGREES)

6 . 1
11 .3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.845E-01
0.182E-01
0.448E-02
0.120E-02
0.586E-03
0.408E-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.11E-01
0.31E-02
0.12E-02
0.37E-03
0.20li:-(K?
0.1 OP-O'-J
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800 MEV <P,D> DATA TABI.F.

TARGET MASS == 2H.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 1.37 M

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

6 . 1
11.3
14.0
19.0
21 .1
23.4

CROSS SECTION
<UB/SR>

:rr:r;:s:2iS2s:S2S:s:s:=:s

0.293E+00
0.920E-01
0.376E-01
0.516E-02
0.254E-02
0.168E-02

ERROR
<U*:/SR)

0.21E-01
O.ASI:-O?
0.32E-02
0.A4E-03
0.33E-03
0.18F>03

800 MEV <PtD) DATA TABLF.

TARGET MASS «•- 25.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 4.12 Mf

THI:TA(CM>
< OF:RRF.ES >

6 . 1
11.3.
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4

CROSS SECTION
UIF/SR)

-0.290li+0(>
0.103E+00
0.433F.-01
0.107E-01
0.3ME-02
0.247E-02

ERROR
<UB/SR)

0.21F.-01
0.A9E-02
0.32F>02
0.92E-03
0.39E-03
0.23F-03
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800 (P»») UATA TABLE

TARGET MASS -- 25.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 5.27 MIIV

THI-:TA(CM)
(DEGREES)

6.1
11.3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

:-r;rzrz:-.x-^—--.rz:z7Z7Z

0.581E-01
0.336E-01
0.202E-01
0.295F-02
0.111E-02
0.306E-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.11E-01
0.41F-02
0.22E-02
0.55E-03
0.20r-03
0.10E-03

800 (P»I.D UATA TABLE

TARGET MASS - 25.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 6.01 MFJV

THFTA<CM>
(DF~GREES)

6.1
11.3
14.0
19.0
21 .1
23.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.J82E+00
0.923E-01
0.393E-01
0.442E-02
0.I89E-02
0.102E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.16E-01
0.69E-02
0.32E-02
O.ME-03
0.26E-03
0.1SE-03
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800 MIIV ( P i » ) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 2 5 . 0 0
DATA FOR PEAK AT 7.AA M![V

(DEGREES)

A.I
11.3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4

CROSS SECTION

0.317E+00
0.203F+00

0.159E-01
0.690F.-02

ERROR
(UP/SR)

0.32E-01

0.A2E-02
0.13E-0?

800 MIIV (P»») DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS - 25.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 8.3A MliV

THF:TA<CM)
(DEGREES)

A . I
11 .3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.208E+00
0.90AE-01
0.27AE-01
0.5A2E-02
0.338E-02
0.158F-02

FRROK-
(UB/SK)

0.29E-01
0.82E-02
0.45E-02
0.10E-02
0.S2E-03
o oof."—o"<
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800 MKV <P»D> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 25.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 9 . 4 4 MI1V

THETA(CM)

11
14
19
21
?3

EES>

.1

.3

.0

.0

.1

.4

CROSS SECTION
<U»/SR>

0.515E+00
0.260E+00
0.128F+00
0.238E-01
0.931 E-OI?
0.42511-02

FRROR
<U»/SR)

0.4SE-01
0.13E-01
0.80F-02
0.18E-02
0.98E-03
0.41F.-03

800 MEV (P»D) DATA TABLE

TAKGF.T MASS « 2 5 . 0 0
DATA FOR PEAK AT 10.12 MF.V

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

6,i
11*3
14.0
19.0
21 .1
23.4
27.9

CROSS SECTION
(U&/SR)

0.169F+00
0.371E-01
0.241E-01
0.571E-02
0.319E-02
0.150E-02
0.262E-03

ERROR

0.42E-01
0.82E-02
0.19F.-01
0.11E-02
0.65E-03
0.31E-03
0.1SE-03
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BOO MKV <P»D) DATA TABI.F

TARGET MASS - 2 5 . 0 0
DATA FDR PEAK ftT 10 .A3 HfiV

rHi:TA<CM)
< DFGRF.ES)
•V m^t ^^m ^^n ^^L 4 £ ^^f ^^P ' •

A.I
11.3
19.0
21.3
23.4
27.9

CROSS SF.CTION
(UB/SR)

• 9 • * * ^ * * ̂  • ™ ™ • *9 * ^ • «• * v *_« * * * ^
« S * « * « ' # > * • * • * ^ E ̂ ^ «K ^ v mm^S

0.2A9E+00
0.122E+00
O.IOSIZ-OJ
0.K14F.-02
0.222E-02
0.931FI-03

ERROR
<UB/SR)

O.fiOE-01
0.12E-01
0.17E-02
0.8f.E-03
0.51E-03
0.23F.-03

BOO MIIV (PfJ.O DATA TABLP

TARGET MASS - 2 5 . 0 0
D'-'TA FOR PKAK A ! l l . O t v KIZV

THKTACOM)
(DFGREES)

A . I
11.3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23,4
27.9

CROSS SECTION
<Ulfi/SR>

0.A44E+00
0.191F+00
0.7A2E-01
0.135E-01
O.Af.lE-02
0.107E-02
0.553F-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.A3E-01
0.13E-01
0.87E-02
0.27E-02
0.12E-02
0.48E-03
0.20E-03
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800 HIIV <P»n> »ATA TABLE

TARGF.T MrtSS - 2 5 . 0 0
DATA FOR PEAK AT I t . 9 V MIIV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREFS)

11 .3
14.0
19.0
21 .1
23.4
27.9

CROSS SECTION
(UP/SR)

0.3MF:+00
0.129F:+00
0.448F.-01
0.103E-01
0.241F-02
0.19AE-02
0.32011-03

ERROR
(UP/SR)

0
0
0
(>
0
0
0

.A1F.-01

.16F.-01

.AfiE-07

.18K-0S
«ASli!-03
.38E-03
. 17E-03

800 MF:V <p»n) FIATA TABLF:

TARGET MASS ••' 2Ti.OO
TiATA FOR PF.AK AT 1 2 . 3 9 HHV

THF.TA(CM)
(DERRF.F.S)

6.1
11.3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4
27.9

CROSS
(IJB/SR)

0.2A1E+00
0.893E-01
0.368F-01
0.111E-01

0.150H.-02
0.815E-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

O.fJ3E-O1.
0.13E-01
0.10K-01
0.18E-02
0.1lF>0:-2
0.54E-03
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800 < P t » ) TABLE

TARGET MASS = 25.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 13.30

THrnA(CM>
(DEGREES)

A . I
1) .3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4
27.9

CROSS SECTION
<U»/SR>

™ «« *_V * 9 ?* *_V • * - * • # i ^ «V ̂ ^ • «
M * ^ * ̂ E ̂ X^E ̂ S 4 f ^K «S •« • * ' - • m

0.3&9K+00
0.141F+00
o.r»4?5ri.-oi
o.if.oi:-oi
0.586F.-02
0.186E-02
O.f<8:'t-O3

K.RROr<
(UB/SR)

0.4HE-01
0.12K!-01
O.R?î ~O2
0.19F>02
o.ior:-O2
0.S6E-03
O.2<SF:-O;<

800 <P»») TABLE

TARGET MASS - 2 5 . 0 0
I.iATA FOR PEAK AT 1 4 . 1 3

THETA(CK)
(DEGREES)
s~~i~v~

11.3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4
27.9

CROSS SECTION
(UP/SR)

0.211E+00
O.13'.5!L+OO
0.A15E-01
0.151F.-01
0.371E-02
0.380E-0?
0.728E-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.4BE-01
0.13E-01
0.92F-02
0.20E-02
0.10IE-02
0.51E-03
0.2AF.-03
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800 HIiV <P,ID DATA TABLE

TARGFT MASS ~ 2S.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT IS. 17 M

THETA(CM)
(DF.GREES)

6 . 1
11 .3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4

CROSS SF.CT10N
(UR/SR)

0.264E+00
0.166E+00
0.757F.-01
0.110t>01
O.IO8F:-OI
0.1f iSF>02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

o^n-oi*
O.12F:-OI
0.62H-02
0.26F>02
0.14E-02

ROO (F'»P) DATA TABLK

TARGFT MASS - 25.00
DATA FOR PFJAK AT I S . 6 8 MIIV

THKTA(CM)
< T)EGKF.F.S)

6 . 1
1 1 . 3
14.0
19.0
21.1
23.4

CROSS SECTION
<UB/SR)

:--r:z-^ — —•— — —— — =: =

0.333H+00
0.106F.+00
o.sr.or-oi
0»133E-01
0.690E-02
0.183E-02

ERROR
<»B/SR)

— ^ = -^^-^:LZ-—

o.sofr-oi.
0.11E-01
0.6011-02
0.27E-02
0.14E-02
0»43E-03
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800 MJIV <P»n> DATA TABLF

TARGET MASS » 25.00
DATA F0K PEAK AT 1A.J5A MJIV

THHTA<CM>
(DFGREKS)

6 . 1
1 1 . 3
14,0
19.0
21.1
23.4

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.224E+00
0.I19E+00
0.724E-01
0.17AF.-01
0.B40II-02
0.214E-02

KRROR
(UB/SR)

O.IiOIi-01
0.13K-01
o.ior;~oi
0.25r;-02
0.1AK-02
0.4AE-03
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800 MfcV <Pf»> &A7A TABLE

TARGET MASS -- 28.00
PATA FOR PEAK AT 0 . 0 0 MIIV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

6*1
11.2
13.9
15,7
16.9
18.9
20,9
23.2
27.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SFO

0.901F.+00
0.252E+00
0.193E+00
0.788E-01
0.481E-01
0.209E-01
0.130K-01
0.579E-02
0.965P-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.77H-01
0.21E-01
O.1XE-O1
0*66E-02
0.39E-O2
0.28E-02
0.19K-02
0.69E-03
O.r*1F'-(>"<
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000 Hi:V <P»n> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 28.00
TATA FOR PEAK AT 0.80 MHV

THn.TA<CM>
(DEGREES)
srsasssiasss

A . I
11 .7
13.9
15.7
1A.9
18.9
20.9
23,?
27.7

CROSS SECTION
(UH/8R)

0.256P+00
0.159E+00
0.122E+00
0.572E-01
0.312E-01
0.1A8E-01
0.117E-01
0.38SE-02
0.965f:-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)
JS=«!BSt— = «

O.̂ AH-01
0.18E-01
o.jori-oi
O.HAE-02
0.34E-02
0.25E-02
0.19E-02
0.5AF.-03
0.21E-03

800 MEV (PfJ.O ItATA TABLE

TARGET MASS = 28.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 2»AA MCV

THILTAtCM)
(DEGREES)

A . I
11.2
13.9
15,7
16.9
18.9
20,9
23.2
27.7

GROSS SECTION
(IJP/SR)

0.24<fE+00
0.410K-01
0.142E-01
0.141E-01
0.A58E-02
0.226E-02
0.361E-02
0.212E-02
0.678E-03

ERROR
(UF/SR)
ir« ~ ; s ™ s « v is

0.A1E-01
0.9AE-02
0.43E-02
0.38E-02
0.21E-02
0.7SE-03
0.11E-02
0.35E-03
0.13E-03
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800 DATA TABl.F.

TARGF.T MASS « 28.00
DATA FOR PF.AK AT 2.89 MEV

THIiTA(CM)
(DEGRFJES)

6 . 1
1 1 . 2
13.9
15.7
1A.9
18.9
20.9
23.2
27.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.123E+01
0.521F+00
0.2A0E+00
0.121E+00
0.938R-01
0.450F-01
0.225E-01
0.119E-01
0.229E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.12E+00
O.;WK-OI
0.18E-01
0.8RE-02
0.53E-02
0.50E-02
0.31E-02
0.74F-03
0,'v ''F-O'^

800 <P»P> DATA TAHI.H

TARGFT MASS =•- 28.00
DATA FOR PFIAK AT 4 . 2 0 MH.V

THI:TA(CM>
(DFRRFIES)

A . I
1 1 . 2
13.9
15.7
16.9
18.9
20.9
23.2

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.348FJ+00
0.54AE-01
0.101F.+00
0.844F.-01
0.147E-01
0.1A6E-01
0.583E-02
0.221E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.92F-01
0.18E-01
0.22E-01
0.72F>02
0«75E-02
0.33E-02
0.19E-02
O.A9E-03
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800 MF.V (PrJ.i) HAT A TABLE

TARGET MASS «•- 28.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 4.S7 MKV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

A ~ i "
11.?
13.9
15.7
16.9
18.9
20.9
23.2
27.7

CROSS SECTION
(UP/SR)

0.532E+00
0.317E+00
0.115E+00
0.522E-01
0.348E-01
0.118E-01
0.361F.-02
0.182F-02
0.75AF-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.97E-01
0.30E-01
0.22E-01
0.59E-02
O.79E-(>:2
0.30E-02
0.17E-02
0.A9E-03
0.21E-03

800 (P»I.O »ATA TABLE

TAF<RET MASS = ? 8 . 0 0
fiATA FOR PFAK AT 5 . 3 7 MEV

THETA(f;M)
(DEGREES)

A.I
11 .2
13.9
15.7
1A.9
18.9
20.9
23.2
27.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.553F.+00
0.226F+00
0.9A2E-01
0.488E-01
0.344F-01
0.249E-01
0.777E-02
0.307E-02
0.965IT-03

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.72E-01
0.23E-01
0.12E-01
0.12E-01
0.41E-02
0.33E-02
0.17E-02
0.A9E-03
0.23E-03
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800 MJiV ( P f » ) WATA TAB! F

TARGET MASS = 2 8 . 0 0
DATA FOR PEAK AJ A.S7 M

THETA(CM>
(DEGREES)

1 1 . 2
1 5 . 7
16.9
18.9
?0.9
23.2

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.374E+00
0.1A9E+00
0.422E-01
0.288E-01
0.241E-01
0.694F-02
0.A79F-0?

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.92E-01
0.38F.-0!
O.11E-O1
O.SfiE-02
0.4SE-02
0.22E-02
0.17E-02

800 HEV ( P F E D DATA 1AHLH.

TAF<f>ET MASS ~ 2 8 . 0 0
DATA FOR PEAK AT 7 .18 MI

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

11.2
13.9
15.7
1A.9
18.9
20,9
23.2

CROSS SF.CTlfJN
(UB/SR)

0.112E+01
0.10AE+01
0.544K+00
0.256E+00
0.162E+00
0.A88FJ-01
0.2UF>01
0.329E-0?

ERROR
(UB/SR)

O.5 4E+OO
0.70fi-01
0.41E-01
0.14E-01
0.10E-01
0. JlF>01
0.28E-02
O.A1F>O3
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800 MliV (P»0) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 28.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 8 .32 MliV

THIETA(CK)
(DEGREES)

6 . 1
11*2
13.9
15.7
16.9
18.9
20.9
23.2

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.162F.+01
0.522E+00
0.229E+00
0.123E+00
0.666F.-01
0.274F.-01
0.119F.-01
0.735i:-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.16E+00
0.S7E-01
0.33F.-01
0.12E-01
0.83F.-02
0.10li-01
0.28E-02
0.74F.-03

800 MEV (P»D) UATA TABLE

TARGET MASS -- 28.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 9.59

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES>
x : : :s is »:s :s :s ss

6 . 1
n.?
13.9
15.7
16.9
18.9
20.9
23.2

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.353E+00
0.239E+00
0.186F.+00
0.847E-01
0.630E-01
0.314F.-01
0.944F.-02
0.549F.-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

O.UE+00
O.:51E-O1
0.33E-01
o.ini:-oi
0.88F>02
(••4SE-02
0.31E-02
0.74E-03
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800 MEV (P,D> DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS « 2 8 . 0 0
DATA FOR PEAK Al l l . A S KIIV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)
sracssisssjtis is s>

A . I
11.2
13.9
15.7
16.9
18*9
20.9
23.2

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

sstissscicistcisaccsss*

O.?]1E+O1
0.151E+01
0.983E+00
0.462E+00
0.288E-+00
0.129E+00
0.500H.-01
0.895E-0S

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.20E+00
0.92E-01
O.AOE-01
0.28E-01
0.1AE-01
0.70F>02
0.42E-0S
0.13E-02

8 0 0 MIIV DATA TABU-

TARGET MASS « 28.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 14.79 MEV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

1 1 . 2
13.9
15.7
16.9
18.9

GROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.372E+00
0.224E+00
0.149E+00
0.A28E-01
0.261E-01

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.44E-01
0.29E-01
0.19E-01
0.98E-02
0.53E-02
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800 MUM <P»ID DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS =» 28.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 15.28 MEV

THIiTA(CM)
(DEGREES)
•sxsaaaaa

11.2
13.9
15.7
16.9
18.9

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

O.3HE+OO
0.197E400
0.934E-01
0.468E-01
0.244E-01

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.43K-01
0.27E-01
0.17E-01
0.8AE-02
0.50E-02

800 <P»D> DATA TABI.F.

TARGET MASS ••= 28.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 15.74 MEV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREFJS)

11.2
13.9
IS. 7
16,9
18,9

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.34AE+00
0.260E+00
0.105E+00
0.451E-01
0.269F-01

ERROR
(UB/SR)
SJ 3B iS IS 55 iS S T *

0.45E-01
0.28E-01
0.18K.-01
0.85C-02
0.53E-02
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800 MEV <P»D> WAT A TABLE

TARGET MASS == 28.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT I * . 2 5 MliV

THETA(CM)
(DFIGREF.S)

1 1 . 2
13.9
15.7
1A.9
J8.9

CROSS 8F.CT10N
(UB/SR)

0.3S0K+00
O.17Oli+OO
0.434E-01
0.331E-01
0.138E-01

ERROR
(IJB/SR)

0.49E-01
0.2AE-01
O.1AK-O1
0.81K-02
0. SO!> 02
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800 MKV < P, J.I) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS - 40.00
DATA FOR PEAK A1 0.00 MI"V

THI:TA<CM>
(DEGREFS)

B.9
11.0
13.6
15.4
1ft.5
20.4
22.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.853E-01
0.471E-01
0.294E-01
0.170E-01
0.693E-02
0.316E-02
0.137E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.97E-02
0.53K-02
0.40IT-02
0.19E-02
0.75tT-03
0.43E-03
0.16E-03

BOO MliV (P»P) DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS =- 40.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 2.68 M

THETA(CM>
(DEGREES)

5 . 9
1 1 . 0
13.6
IS.4
18.5
20.4
22.7

CROSS SECT 1OK
(UB/SR)

0.134K"+00
0.836E-01
0.4B1E-01
0.321E-01
0.8B9E-02
0.524E-02
0.1B8F-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.18E-01
0.77E-02
0*S2C-02
0.24IT-0?
0.10F.-02
0.10E-02
0.21^-03
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800 HlfV <Pr»> »ATA TARL.E

TARGET MASS * 40.00
PATA FOR PEAK AT 3 . 7 9 MliV

THETA(CM)
(OEGRFFS)

S.9
11.0
13.6
15.4
18.3
20.4
22.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.132E+00
0.725E-01
0.422F.-01
0.308F.-0!
0.721F-02
0.337E-02
0.177E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.77IT-01
0.91F.-02
0.36E-02
0.31E-02
0.7SE-03
0.93E-03
0.26F.-03

800 MEV (P fD ) JJATA TA»LR.

TARCFT MASS - 4 0 . 0 0
»ATA FOR PEAK AT 4 . 4 4 MFJV

THETA(CM)
(DEGREES)

5.9
11.0
13.6
IS.4
18.5
20.4
22.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.757E-01
0.279E-01
0.637E-02
0.B72E-02
0.449E-02
0.932E-03
0.264E-03

ERROR
(U»/SR)

0.76E-01
0.77E-02
0.20K-02
0.23E-02
0.6AE-03
0.79E-03
0. J*4!r-03
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800 Mi:V <P,J.O DATA TABLE

TARGFT MASS - 40,00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 15.40 Ml:-V

THHTA(CM)
(DEGREES)

15.9
11.0
13.6
15.4
18.3
20.4
22.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.332E+00
0.20HE+00
0.108E+00
0.612E-01
0.150E-01
0.S16E-02
0.177E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.47E-01
0.13E-01
0.80E-02
0.34E-02
0#17F-02
0.79E-03
0.29E-03

800 MI:V (p»ro DATA TABLE

TARGET MASS "- 40.00
DATA r«R PEAK AT 6.39 MEV

THr:iA(CM)
(DEGRKHS)

5.9
11.0
13.A
15.4
18.5
20.4
22.7

CROSS SECTION
UJB/SR)

0.214E+00
0.129E+00
0.469E-01
0.349E-01
0.108E-01
0.4B1E-02
0.201E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.31E-01
0,12h"-01
0.A4IT-02
0.36E-02
0.10E-02
0.8AE-03
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800 MliV <Pr»> HAT A TABLE

TARGET MASS - 40.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 7.2* M

THETA<f;M>
(DEGREES)

5.9
11.0
13.6
13.4
18.1)
20.4
22.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.106E+00
0.370E-01
0.374E-01
0.108E-01
0.384E-02
0.301E-02
0.122&-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.19K.-01
0.82E-02
0.72E-02
0.95E-02
0.94E-03
0.10F-02
0.42E-03

800 MIEV <P»D) DATA TABl F.

TARGET MASS = 40.00
DATA FOR PEAK AT 7.78 MEV

THIiTA(f;M)
(DHGREES)

5.9
11.0
13. 6
IS.4
18.5
20.4
22.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.222E+00
0.170E+00
0.S13E-01
0.24SE-01
0.393E-02
0.179E-02
0.J14E-02

ERROR
(UB/SR)

0.37E-03
0.4SE-01
0.80H-02
0.98F-02
0.10E-02
0«10K!-0J>
0.42E-03
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800 MKV <Pf») WAI A TABLE

TARGET MASS == 40.00
PAT A FOR PEAK AT 10.92 MfcV

THETA(CM)
<UF;GREF:S>

5 . 9
11.0
13.6
15.4
18.5
22.7

CROSS SECTION
(UB/SR)

0.240F.+01
0.104K.+01
0.538F:+00
0.219E+00
0.277E-01
0.927E-02

ERROR
(im/SR)

oT^JK+OO
0.12E+00
0.74E-P1
o»A«?ir-oi
0.51E-02
0.31E-02
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